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NOTES ON THE TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION

The numbering and marking of homophones is according to R. Borger, Assyrisch-
babylonische Zeichenliste [AOAT 33, 33a (Ergänzungsheft)], Kevelaer: Verlag
Butzon & Becker, 1978, 1981, and R. Borger, Mesopotamisches Zeichenlexikon
[AOAT 305], Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2003. Since these two lists differ from each
other, we will clearly designate which version of Borger’s sign list we are citing in
the following.

The following symbols are employed in the transliteration:

[ ] completely lost
partially lost

‹ › omitted by scribe
« » pleonastically written by scribe
/ alternate reading
// indented continuation of previous line
: two Glossenkeile
* collated sign
! emended sign
X unreadable sign
x lost sign
… lost sign(s), number uncertain
[( )] reconstruction uncertain
/ / phonemic transcription

In general, personal names and divine names in the main body of the text and in the
translation have been normalized.

Various writings of the name of the goddess Ištar occur in the literature:
dINANNA, (d)U+DAR, dIš-tar. The first two occur in the texts in this volume.
The second poses the problem of its phonetic realization in the transliteration and
translation. This writing originally reflected a syllabic spelling aš-dar = #Aštar, the
Old Akkadian pronunciation of the goddess’s name. In Ur III and later, this developed
into Eštar and from that, irregularly, into Ištar, as early as Old Babylonian. In the
latter period, the writing U.DAR was surely taken as a logogram (see discussion by
W.G. Lambert, MARI 4 [1985]: 536), probably even as a single sign, as it certainly
was later (Ea II, lines 292–294 (MSL 14 259); and Aa II/6 iv A 26′–27′, B 2′ff.
(MSL 14 295); see A.R. George, Iraq 47 [1995]: 222–223 on the later development
of the ligature). See further Borger, Zeichenlexikon: 177, no. 670. There is no other
evidence for the values of eš18/iš8 or eš4/iš4 for the Old Akkadian sign written
variously as a horizontal, an oblique, or a vertical wedge (Krebernik 1991: 135–
136). Consequently, we have decided to write U.DAR in the transliteration of the
Old Babylonian texts and to translate this logogram as Ištar.

Note that both Sumerian and Akkadian are rendered in italics in translation.
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NO. 1: LARSA “RITUAL” TABLET
BLMJ 3127 (20.3×11.8×4.3 cm)

A. The Text

General Observations

The tablet has an oblong rectangular shape inscribed in minute writing. There are
four columns of text on the obverse and five columns on the reverse. The front of
the tablet is broken at the top right corner and there are cracks, running diagonally
from the broken corner and horizontally across the piece about three-quarters of the
way down, causing gaps in the document. The reverse of the tablet is more severely
damaged than the obverse, especially in the top left quadrant. Thus, ninety percent
of the obverse is extant but only sixty percent on the reverse.

The tablet was originally unbaked and of an uneven reddish-brown colour
(Kingsbury 1963: 1). It was baked in 1963 by Professor William Hallo (see below).
The modern history of the text can be sketched as follows: It was purchased at auction
in 1944 in Nyon, Switzerland by Dr. Elie Borowski. It was poorly preserved, and
had been clumsily mended in several places in a fashion characteristic of untrained
native diggers. It continued to deteriorate after its purchase, and Professor Hallo
made several more joins during the 1950s. In 1963, Professor Hallo baked the tablet
and painstakingly pieced it back together. The final repair of the tablet and joining
of the last few fragments were done in 1993 and 2004 at the Bible Lands Museum
Jerusalem by Aage Westenholz.

Photographic History
1. The 1963 HUCA publication used the photographs of the tablet taken after it

was assembled by Professor Hallo before baking. There are no copies of these
photographs in the BLMJ museum archives.

2. Later the same year, a second set of photographs was taken in Yale after Professor
Hallo had baked, cleaned, and reassembled the tablet (all the negatives are in the
Yale archives). In the BLMJ museum archives, there is one copy of the reverse,
given to the museum by Professor Hallo.

3. For the 1981 publication of Ladders to Heaven (Muscarella 1981), the tablet
was photographed by David Loggie.

4. For the 1994 pamphlet Eight Days in the Temples of Larsa: Celebrations in
the Month of Shevat in the Time of Abraham (J.G. Westenholz 1994), new
photographs by Zeev Radovan were used, showing the condition of the tablet
after its arrival in Israel.

5. The new photographs in this volume were taken in January 2005 by Moshe
Caine.
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Contents

This tablet records the outlays for the daily routine followed in the temples of the
capital city of Larsa in the late nineteenth century B.C.E.1 It provides us with a rare
glimpse of ten days in the religious life of the Babylonians. In over 630 lines, the
tablet records the rites performed in the temples from the 15th until the 24th day of
the month of Šabā.tu.

The character of our text has been much discussed since its publication in 1963
by Edwin Kingsbury. The overriding question is whether or not the text of this
tablet comprises a specific ritual. The definition of the text as a ritual was originally
made by Kingsbury, who described the ritual acts recorded on the tablet (1961:
87–90) but concluded that the ritual was of undetermined nature. He gave three
possibilities as to the nature of the ritual: a naptanu or tākultu type ritual, a temple
dedication, or a special fête. Although it is patently an archival text (Kingsbury
1961: 1 f., 6; 1963: 1), Kingsbury defined the contents as a seven-day-long festival
(1963: 26), counting from the 16th through the 23rd of Šabā.tu2 (1961: 7) as the
days when the day-long festivities were held, leaving out the 15th of the rising of
Venus and the 24th with sacrifices without specified deities. He then designated
this tablet “A Seven Day Ritual”, by which name it has become commonly known.
He was influenced by the frequency of seven-day festivals (1963: 27). For instance,
Gudea’s celebration of the completion of the building of the Eninnu temple lasted
seven days and a seven-day offering cycle is recorded in some late Babylonian texts
(YOS 1 46–51). In Syria, the seven-day zukru ceremony was performed in the city
of Emar (Fleming 2000: 67–68 and note 108). Seven-day feasts of the pilgrimage
holidays are well known in the Bible. Nevertheless, because of the presence of
ritual activities both on the 15th and the 24th of the month, extending beyond
the designated seven days of the ritual, we cannot regard this text as a seven-day
ritual.

In 1967, Baruch A. Levine and William W. Hallo used the term “descriptive
ritual” for “a kind of text written after the event and intended not as a manual
or code of ritual procedure, but as a record of cultic expenditures” and “which
record(s) actual events” (p. 18). Among these ritual descriptions, they included the
“Larsa ritual” (p. 19). In 1987, it was listed as a ritual sub Akkadian ‘Literatur’ by
Wolfgang Röllig in RlA 7 (1987): 63 §4.8.4 a. Hallo (1989: 349) in his review of this
article took Röllig to task for including the “Larsa ritual” since it does not belong
under literature because it is a “descriptive ritual” (according to the above definition)
and thus an archival text, and it does not belong under Akkadian literature since it
“is essentially in Sumerian”. Hallo’s most recent detailed definition of this text is:
“This and similar texts … are records of expenditures carefully kept by the scribes
in charge of temple kitchens. … Because they are at home in the temples, they may
be described as ritual texts, but unlike most ritual texts of the Bible, they are not
prescriptions for actions to be taken in the future but descriptive of actions already

1 In this volume, we have chosen for the sake of convenience to use the Middle Chronology as a relative
historical dating system.
2 But note that from the 16th through the 23rd there are really eight days!
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completed in the past. They can therefore better be labelled ‘descriptive rituals’ ”
(Hallo 1996: 100–101).

Likewise, it was pointed out by J. van Dijk (1967: 235) in his overview of
earliest known rituals from Ur III (e.g. UET 3 57), that the Larsa text was “ein
Lieferungstext”, which in his opinion presupposed a ritual but was not written in
the rhetorical form of a ritual. He was followed by Sallaberger (1993: Teil 1, 200)
who uses the term “Opferliste”. Note also the statement by Henshaw (1994: 93)
who suggests that it is a ration or inventory list rather than a prescriptive ritual.

In 1997, Durand and Guichard published all the Mari rituals which constitute
the only true protocols or prescriptive rituals from the Old Babylonian period.3 In
their discussion of ritual texts, they describe the Larsa tablet: “Il a des apparences
de rituel, sans en revêter lui-même la forme littéraire standard récente” (Durand and
Guichard 1997: 24).

The two most recent publications relating to this tablet both refer to it as a
descriptive ritual. Richter (2004: 404) uses it to build his Festkalender of Larsa, and
Dyckhoff (1999: Band 1, 97 s.v. §8.71; idem 2002: 123) summarises the contents
of this tablet as “Ausgaben während einer Festwoche”.

Does this text summarise a particular and specific ritual or a description of daily
cycle of rites? There can be no question that this text is an account of expenditures
in connection with some cultic activity. It is not designated a festival (“ezem”).
Each day is dedicated to a distinct deity, the ceremonies differ, and no overriding
framework is present such as found in most rituals. All these deities had separate
temples in Larsa, even Sîn-iddinam.4 Comparative texts (see below) relate to outlays
in one temple only.

One unusual aspect of our text is that, instead of beginning at the top of the
left-hand column, it leaves a large area uninscribed and begins one quarter down
the column. Since there is no apparent explanation for this, it might be suggested
that this tablet is a continuation of another tablet. If the idea of a missing first
tablet has any merit, we might further assume that that first tablet (or two earlier
tablets) covered the first fourteen days of the month of Šabā.tu, and that there was
a third tablet covering the last six days. An account of the total expenditures might
then have been made at the end of the month. Otherwise, our tablet would be most
exceptional in comparison with other account tablets, since there is no summing up
of the total outlays at the end of the text. Among similar texts (see below), UET 5
507 does provide total outlays for a full month níg̃-iti-1-kam.

For all the detailed accounting, the text lacks the basic information on the
institution of disbursement and the officials involved. Records of deliveries to
temples are most commonly recorded in the centre of disbursement (e.g. Goetze
1950, Hallo and Weisberg 1992: 58 f.).

Consequently, in the absence of any designation of these days as holidays, it
might be suggested that the tablet contains a description of the daily cycle of rites. If
so, a modern-day parallel might be sacristy accounts, indicating what was needed for

3 For descriptions of rituals narrated in hymns, see the Sumerian “sacred marriage” hymn of Iddin-Dagan
(ETSCL 2.5.3.1) and one Akkadian hymn to Ištar (Groneberg 1997: 1–54 “Ištar-Louvre”).
4 For a temple/chapel dedicated to Sîn-iddinam, see YOS 5 194: 11.
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each ceremony. But if our text is merely a record of routine expenditures, it might be
asked why we don’t have hundreds of similar texts; and why is this one so detailed?
It seems inescapable that these expenditures cannot constitute the daily cult but
must represent some unusual event. While we may use this text to reconstruct a
ritual, that is not why it was written. The fact is that we have no idea why this tablet
was written.

Searching for parallels within the corpus of OB texts from Larsa, one finds a
few other texts related to rituals and other types of temple worship:

(1) Laconic administrative notes concerning disbursements from the oil bureau for
various festivals, rites and deities (for the early archives, see Simmons, YOS 14
pp. 12–15, Charpin 1979: 191–193). They are scattered over various periods. The
earliest, YOS 14 170 (Gu 10), just lists disbursements for rituals, while the group
from the period of the kings Abisarê and Sumuel registers festivals in connection to
deities. The latest set of records of the oil bureau dating from the reign of Rı̄m-Sîn
lists disbursements for both sacred and profane purposes (see Dyckhoff 1999: Band
1, 43–46). Among the sacred destinations are temples, in particular for the divine
accoutrements, and for the ingredients of the food offerings such as ninda-ì-dé-a.
For offerings to the copper statue of Sîn-iddinam, see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 1, 103
§9.3, Band 2, 16 f. no. 10, Babyloniaca 7 p. 46: 4 (RiSi 5).

(2) Twelve texts from the new excavations in the Ebabbar temple listing daily
sacrifices to a set list of deities. These texts were catalogued by D. Arnaud (1976:
60–61): ten tablets from the 1974 season, two of which, L. 74.129, 74.57, are dated
to the fifty-ninth year of the reign of Rı̄m-Sîn from room 3 of the Ebabbar, and
two tablets from room 15 of the Ebabbar from the 1978 season (Arnaud 1981:
47 no. 10 L.78.295, no. 11 78.270 [= Arnaud 1983: 232]). According to Arnaud,
the offerings are to Utu/Šamaš, An/Anum, Enlil, Enki/Ea, Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h, Nanna/Sîn of

Ur, Nanna/Sîn of Uruk, Iškur/Adad, Nergal, Inanna/Ištar, Nanaya, Ninegala/Bēlet
ēkallim, Ninsud, Tirana/Manziat, the sanctuary (zag-g̃ar-ra/aširtum), the throne of
the en/ēnum of Utu/Šamaš, and the royal throne (Arnaud 2001: 24–25). Besides
these offerings, other texts are said to register the upkeep of the various chapels and
temples, deliveries and disbursements on various occasions, as well as outlays for
the statues of Sîn-iddinam (L 74.155, see Arnaud 2001: 24 note 20 and 30 note 87)
and Kudur-mabuk (L 74.159, see Arnaud 2001: 30 note 88).

(3) Rituals from Enki Library: Sumerian purification ritual for king and army before
battle (YOS 11 42, see van Dijk 1973: incantation according to rubric inim-inim-
ma lugal érin-a-ni sikil-la-kam), as well as an Akkadian liturgical text relating to
“sacred marriage” of Rı̄m-Sîn and Nanaya (YOS 11 24, see J.G. Westenholz and
M. Sigrist, forthcoming).

The closest texts to ours are two very similar texts from the city of Ur (UET 5 507
and UET 3 270 = Levine and Hallo 1967 = Charpin 1986: 307ff.) which list daily
offerings (libations and meals) brought in or assigned to some of the sacred locales
within the Ekišnugal temple complex, and the monthly offerings on the specific
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days of the eššeššu ceremonies, the New Moon, the 7th, 15th and 25th days of the
month. UET 5 507 is dated in the 32nd year of Hammurabi on the 1st day of the
fifth month while the date on UET 3 270 is broken. In the former, the outlays are
for one month while in the latter they are for over two months (judging from the
number of eššeššu days).

Outlays for šu-gi-na offerings5 for one year (mu-1-a-kam) in the temple of Nusku
in Old Babylonian Nippur are given in an eight column tablet dated to the 35th year
of Hammurabi, of which two fragments are extant (Sigrist 1977). It lists various
deities, describes diurnal offerings, many of which are similar to those enumerated
in our text, and records outlays to cultic functionaries. It is interesting to note that
this text begins with a summary of contents and date before the detailed accounting
(i 1–9). Apparently, it is a prescriptive text setting out the royal regulations of the
daily offerings in the temple.

Date and Provenance of Text

The date and provenance of tablet was obvious from the date formula of Rı̄m-Sîn,
the worship of Larsa kings, and the prosopography. The tablet bears the fragmentary
year date which is best restored as the second year of Rı̄m-Sîn (ix 61 f.):

[m]u é-d[Iškur šà Larsamki-ma é] // d[Bará-ul-e-g̃ar-ra]
[š]à Zar -[bí]-lumki [mu-un-dù-a]

Further work on the OB Larsa tablets confirms this assignment. It is now evident
that the tablet belongs to archives of Balamunamhe, the administrator of the Enki
Temple (Dyckhoff 1999: Band 1, 97 f. §8.71 and 118 §12.7) and the prominent
landowner and influential business man who lived in Larsa during the reign of Rı̄m-
Sîn (Dyckhoff 1998, 1999: Band 1, 103–107 §9).6 His involvement in agricultural
activities, animal raising and slave sales (van de Mieroop 1987), cereal production
(Breckwoldt 1995/1996) and state affairs (Kozyreva 1988) has been investigated.
The Enki temple was not only the depository of archives but also the central library
of the city in the period of independence under Rı̄m-Sîn and under the Babylonian
domination (Dyckhoff 1999: Band 1, 108–114 §10). This large library contained
literary compositions, liturgical poetry, incantation charms, divinatory handbooks,
penitential prayers, and mathematical texts. Among the literary compositions which
probably originated from the Enki temple library were hymns belonging to the royal
cult of Hammurabi and Samsuiluna (TCL 16 43, 61), as well as liturgy including the

5 For a discussion of this term, see Sigrist 1977: 173, where he suggests the meaning “regular” but admits
that this would make šu-gi-na a virtual synonym of sá-du11. Also, the context of šu-gi-na in his Nippur texts
suggests anything but a routine event.
6 Since there are two individuals with the same name, Balamunamhe, son of Sîn-nūr-mātim and his grandson,
Balamunamhe, son of Iddin-Ea, we have to differentiate between two separate archives. Our text belongs to
the archive of Balamunamhe, son of Sîn-nūr-mātim. He is also the focus of van de Mieroop’s study of 1987.
van de Mieroop calculated that the time span covered by this archive is between the 6th year (1829 B.C.E.)
of Warad-Sîn and the 31st year (1792 B.C.E.) of Rı̄m-Sîn I. Regarding the archive of Balamunamhe, son of
Iddin-Ea, van de Mieroop proposed the period between the 57th year (1766 B.C.E.) of Rim-Sîn I and the 11th
year (1738 B.C.E.) of Samsu-iluna.
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purification ritual for king and army before battle (YOS 11 42, see van Dijk 1973), a
blessing for the royal throne (YOS 11 54), incantations for the royal censer (YOS 11
49), and liturgy of the celebration of a sacred marriage of the king Rı̄m-Sîn and the
goddess Nanaya (YOS 11 24, see J.G. Westenholz and Sigrist, forthcoming).

Language

Although it has been stated that this text is essentially in Sumerian (Hallo 1989:
349), the total lack of any Sumerian directional elements and the un-Sumerian use
of .meš beside the abundant use of Akkadian prepositional phrases indicates that
this text is written in Akkadian with Sumerian logograms for Akkadian words.

The vocabulary shows a number of terms that occur nowhere else, such as
pı̄t bı̄tim “opening of the temple”, tassištum “lamentation” (‹ nasāsu, normally
nissatu), and iptinum “morning meal” (normally naptanu). Interestingly, the cultic
terminology used in this text does not parallel that found in the archives of the
Ebabbar temple (Arnaud 2001: 24 note 20).

B. The Gods7

The discussion of the deities mentioned in the text follows the order of their feast-
days. Accompanying the central deities are secondary deities—spouse, child or
minister. The list of gods in this text might be compared to those listed in the
tags accompanying deliveries of offerings during the reigns of Nūr-Adad, Sîn-
iddinam and Sîn-eribam (Goetze 1950). Most frequently mentioned are Utu/Šamaš,
Iškur/Adad, Inanna/Ištar, Nanaya and Nergal. For lists of offerings in the unpub-
lished documents from the French excavations dating from the reign of Rı̄m-Sîn,
see p. 6. The latter texts stem from the great temple of Larsa, the Ebabbar. Arnaud
has established a list of gods and their hierarchy, which differs somewhat from that
presented by our text and from the civil pantheon and the religion of the palace
(Arnaud 2001). While some of the deities in our texts have temples of long standing
in the city, others seem to be newcomers, in particular the deities of childbirth who
are more at home in Adab. This situation may be the result of royal actions designed
to locate the worship of all the gods of the kingdom in Larsa. Thus, it would be a
case of the centralization of major cults in capital cities rather than an instance of a
transfer of the cult made by refugees.8

7 By the beginning of the second millennium, the Sumerian gods had merged with their Akkadian counterparts
and were amalgams: Utu/Šamaš, An/Anum, Enki/Ea, Nanna/Sîn, Iškur/Adad, Inanna/Ištar, and Ninegala/Bēlet
ekallim. In the following, for the sake of brevity the gods will be designated by their Sumerian names in
accordance with the Larsa text.
8 This is the explanation offered by Charpin (1986: 414–415) for the appearance of the worship of Enki of
Eridu in Ur and Inanna of Uruk in Kiš.
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Šabā.tu XV

Ninsianna (i 11)
In general, Ninsianna, the Red Lady of the Heavens, the Venus star, had both
male and female aspects—male in evening and female in morning (Heimpel, RlA
9 (2001): 487f.).9 The epithet “red lady” probably refers to the reddish colour
of the horizon at the time of the rising of Venus. Consequently, because of the
exceptional brightness of Venus which may be observed as much as three hours
before sunrise or after sunset, the Akkadians substituted si = nūru, namāru in her
name by means of homophony, and Ninsianna became the “illuminator of heaven”
(Beaulieu 1995: 201–202). The two appearances of Venus, even though identified
as the same planet, were attributed to two distinct manifestations of the same deity.
In the Old Babylonian period, cults of both aspects are attested. The worship of the
male Ninsianna is found in Sippar-Amnānum (de Meyer 1982, 1989), Ur (Frayne,
RIME 4: 297–298, 4.2.14.18) and Girsu (Kraus 1971) while the worship of the
female Ninsianna is found in Isin (cf. “sacred marriage” hymn of Iddin-Dagan of
Isin, ETCSL 2.5.3.1) and in Larsa (Richter 2004: 371f.). In Ur, Rı̄m-Sîn built the
temple é-eš-bar-zi-da for the worship of male form of Ninsianna in the 30th year of
his reign (Frayne, RIME 4: 297–298, 4.2.14.18).

Larsa and the Goddess As can be clearly seen from our text, Ninsianna had a
separate cult in Larsa. In addition, she is associated with the male god Kabta on
seal impressions from Larsa (e.g. Goetze 1950: 116, for other examples, see Richter
2004: 372 note 1575). Through her astral manifestation, she is apparently linked
with Utu as a divinity of judgement (for a decision regarding inheritance made
before these two deities and their gamlum-curved staffs, see Limet 1990: 35 no. 1:
5–6).

The Cult of the Goddess Astral phenomena are best observed outdoors in high
places, so it is not surprising that the offerings to Ninsianna are dedicated on the
roof. For a reference to divinatory offerings to Ninsianna made on the roof for
astrological observations, see van Soldt, AbB 12 160:8–11. Night is also the setting
for another appeal to Ninsianna, addressing it as a male deity. The diviner invokes
the celestial power to ask that his examination find favourable signs: “O my lord
Ninsianna, accept this sískur-offering be present in my offering and place in it a
portent of well-being and life for your servant Ur-dUtu” (de Meyer 1982: 274: 1–5).
For sískur-offerings to Šamaš on a roof in Mari, see Duponchel 1997: 241 no. 83:
2–4. The roof may be the roof of her temple. For a temple dedicated to her, see
Limet 1990: no. 11: 2 (Si 8).

9 Reiner 1995: 6 and n. 14 where she quotes one solitary source (K.5990) that asserts that Venus is female at
sunset and male at sunrise. See also U. Koch-Westenholz 1995: 125f. Further, earlier and conclusive evidence
that Ninsianna was considered male in the evening is found in a scholastic text from the archive of Ur-Utu,
the kalamā

˘
hum of Annunı̄tum, in Sippar-Amnānum in which the obverse has an esoteric text to the evening

an usan giš-a and the reverse: dnin-si4-an-na ilum ellum “radiant god” (de Meyer 1989).
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The Date and the Goddess Three times during her eight-year cycle, Venus appears
as the Evening Star in the West on the 15th of Šabā.tu. When her rising is thus
followed by the rising of the full moon in the east, it makes an extraordinary
day of celebration which our tablet designates as ūm NÍG.ÁB “Day of the Cow-
thing (perhaps Stellar-Cow?)”. Another observation of Venus on the 15th of Šabā.tu
was recorded on the Venus tablets of Ammi.saduqa, the penultimate king of the
Hammurabi dynasty: “If in the month of Šabā.tu, 15th day, Ninsianna disappeared
in the west, stayed away three days and became visible on the 18th day of Šabā.tu
in the east, springs will open, Adad will bring his rain, Ea his floods and kings will
send messages of reconciliation one to another” (Reiner 1975: 29 line 1).

Šabā.tu XVI

Enki/Ea (i 18, 45; ii 10, 19, 21, 25)
In general, the worship of Enki was observed in Isin, Larsa, Ur, and Nippur. Some
evidence of the worship of Enki has also been found in Uruk (Richter 2004: 314).
In Isin, Enki was worshipped as den-ki šà uruki (Richter 2004: 228–229), showing a
distinction between the Enki of Eridu and the Enki attested at Isin. In Nippur there
was a specific temple for the worship of Enki (Richter 2004: 102f.). In Ur, Rı̄m-Sîn
built the temple é-g̃éštu-šu-du7 “house of perfect wisdom” for Enki in the eighth
year of his reign (Frayne, RIME 4: 278–279, 4.2.14.6).

Enki in Larsa The Enki worshipped in Larsa has been identified by Renger (1967:
115) as Enki of Eridu. However, the attestation of outlays of wool for the clothing
of Enki-in-Larsa as well as for the clothing of Enki-in-Eridu (ana túg dEnki šà
Larsaki u túg dEnki šà Eriduki Riftin 61: 3–4 [RiSi 31], see Dyckhoff 1999: Band
2, 24 f., discussion Band 1, 104) indicates that two forms of Enki were worshipped
in Larsa or that his cult was maintained by the kings of Larsa at both cities (Green
1975: 36). For other references to dEnki šà Eriduki, see Nūr-Adad year date “h”
(Arnaud 1994: 35: 7, variant of Sigrist 1990: 23 “g”10) and an unpublished oil
distribution text YBC 4418 (RiSi 8, see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 1, 124 no. 21). Note,
however, that the former actually commemorates the building of the Enki temple
in Eridu. Evidence of the building operations of Nūr-Adad in Eridu can be seen on
the stamped bricks found on the ziggurat at Eridu by Thompsen and Safar, which
record the construction of Enki’s temple in that city by Nūr-Adad (Frayne, RIME 4:
145) as well as the cone inscriptions found in a survey at Eridu by Delougaz and
Jacobsen (Frayne, RIME 4: 146, 4.2.8.6). The attribution of pious actions in Eridu
to Rı̄m-Sîn can be seen in his royal epithets, e.g. me Eriduki-ga šu du7-du7 “who
perfects the me’s of Eridu” (Frayne, RIME 4: 281, 4.2.14.8:14). For his devotion
towards the local manifestation dEnki šà Larsaki, see Richter 2004: 355–357. Note,
in particular, the year date of the fourth year of reign of Rı̄m-Sîn: mu é dInanna
dNanna ù dEn-ki šà Larsaki-(ma) mu-un-dù-a “Year when he built the temples of
Inanna, Nanna and Enki-in-Larsa” (Sigrist 1990: 38).

10 For revision of the Nūr-Adad yeardates, see Sigrist and Damerow, http://cdli.ucla.edu/dl/yearnames/.
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The Cult of the God The entry for this day on our tablet describes sacrifices and
ceremonies in honour of Enki. Presiding over these ceremonies was the en-priestess
of Enki. For the temple / chapel of the chair of the en-priestess of Enki, see YOS 5
194:11 (RiSi 10, see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, 77 f.). In Larsa, the festival NE.NE-
g̃ar was held in honour of Enki, see references in Richter (2004: 355f.); for an
unpublished oil distribution for the NE.NE-g̃ar festival of Enki, see YBC 6839
(RiSi 6), see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 1, 123 no. 13.

The Date and the God According to Dyckhoff, the mention of the feast-day
of Enki as the first day in the series of feast-days in our text is due to the text
being an administrative document of the Enki temple (Dyckhoff 1999: Band 1, 103
§9.2). However, it may just be accidental, based on an accounting procedure which
recorded outlays by halves or quarters of the month (see p. 5 above).

Asarlu
˘
hi (i 19, 46; ii 20)

For Asarlu
˘
hi, the son of Enki, see in general Frymer-Kensky 1977: 565–571,

Sommerfeld 1982: 13–18, and Charpin 1986: 357–366. Although our text is
given as the only reference to Asarluhi in Larsa (Richter 2004: 358), the byform
Asaralimnunna (Richter 2004: 104 TCL 15 10 ii 41 and 105f. note on line) appears
in the letter prayer of the scribe Sîn-šamu

˘
h to Enki (Hallo 1968: 84, line 43).

Šabā.tu XVII

Utu/Šamaš (ii 31; iii 27, 42, 50)
The major centres of the worship of the sun-god Utu were Larsa and Sippar.

Larsa and the God In general, for Utu in Larsa, see Richter 2004: 338–346. The
veneration of Utu as chief god of Larsa is found as early as the archaic period. The
name of the city Larsa contains the element of the divine name Utu: Larsa is the
“Shrine of Utu” (UD.ÈŠ), see Matthews 1993 and Englund 1998: 92. It appears as
no. 3 in the archaic List of Cities (Englund and Nissen 1993: 145).

In the Old Babylonian period, his worship in Larsa continued to predominate.
Note the letter-prayer of Sîn-iddinam to Utu (ETCSL 3.2.05) imploring him,
as the patron deity, to alleviate the suffering of Larsa from the plague which
had ravaged the city for seven11 years. In his prayer, Sîn-iddinam protests his
innocence of any wrongdoing and declares his cultic fastidiousness and appeals for
deliverance:

To Utu, my king, exalted judge of Heaven and Earth
Protector of the Land (kalam), who renders verdicts, just god who loves to

preserve people alive, who hears prayer
Who extends mercy, who knows …, clemency,
Who loves justice, who selects honesty ….
…

11 One manuscript has five years rather than seven.
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This is what Sîn-iddinam, the king of Larsa, your servant, says:
Distress has been caused in your city Larsa, which you have chosen in your

heart.
The broad squares where days have been passed in merriment are left in

silence
… Your young men have been harvested like barley at the due time; they have

been picked and have been plucked like ripened fruit(?)
The people have been smashed like terracotta figurines; they have perished all

together.
…
I serve the great gods daily with prayers (sískur).
…
O youthful Utu, for that reason look favourably upon your city Larsa!
Say “Alas” for your city!
Say “Alas” for your sanctuary!

(lines 1–5, 11–13, 15–16, 33–36)

The Cult of the God The entry for this day on our tablet describes sacrifices
and ceremonies in honour of Utu. Although various standards and weapons of his
are known, our text makes mention of his sedan chair and his throne. One of the
strangest occurrences in our text is the mention of a single dúsu-equid of the god
Utu, which receives barley fodder. Domesticated animals belonging to the temple
herds of the Ebabbar are well known (Arnaud 2001: 23 note 17).

The Date and the God The day usually dedicated to Utu is either the 18th of the
month or the 20th of the month (Cohen 1993: 275 and note 5, Maul 1999: 290,
303f.). It is the latter that is the designated day sacred to Šamaš of Sippar but it is
also observed throughout much of Mesopotamia.

In place of an accompanying god from his family, such as his wife Šerda, or vizier,
such as Panuna, there appear the deceased but not deified(!) kings, Sîn-iqı̄šam
and Warad-Sîn, who are presented with the same type of divine garment as the
secondary deities (túg.a-

˘
huš-a). The temple of Utu was the central temple of the

city and the one in which the kings erected statues of themselves: mu 2 urudu alam
sùd-sùd-dè dRi-im-dEN.ZU é-dUtu-šè i-ni-in-ku4-re “Year he had 2 copper statues
(representing) Rı̄m-Sîn in prayer brought into the Temple of Utu”; see Sigrist 1990:
42 (RiSi year date 11).

Šabā.tu XVIII

Inanna/Ištar (iv 54; v 4, 5, 9)
An infinite amount of material has been written on this most popular goddess, in
ancient as well as in modern times. In general, see Wilcke, RlA 5 (1976): 74–87.
Her dyadic character as goddess both of love and war was based on her being the
manifestation of Venus, a planet seen from earth in two forms, as both an evening
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star and a morning star. Her hunger for power motivated her to steal the me’s,
the norms underlying the structure of Mesopotamian civilisation, the institutions
and principles of human intercourse, including emblems and insignia of kingship
(Glassner 1992). Thus Inanna was responsible for all aspects of human affairs—
positive and negative, beneficial and harmful, sexual and ethical; all are enumerated
as her possessions.

Larsa and the Goddess In Old Babylonian Larsa, Inanna’s original aspects were
parcelled out between various hypostatic figures: Nanaya became the goddess of
love, and her manifestation as Venus became Ninsianna “red lady of heaven,” who
judged the cases of the just and the unjust during the night.12 What she retained was
her role of goddess of the me’s and of war. The aspect of Inanna’s character that is
central to her cult in Larsa is her possession of the me’s. Rı̄m-Sîn built for her the
temple É-me-ur4-ur4 (“House which gathers the me’s”), see George 1993: 126 no.
792 (see below no. 5). This event occurred in the fourth year of his reign, according
to the year date: mu é dInanna dNanna ù dEn-ki šà Larsaki-(ma) mu-un-dù-a “Year
when he built the temples of Inanna, Nanna and Enki-in-Larsa” (Sigrist 1990: 38).

Although the worship of two manifestations of Inanna are known in Larsa—
Inanna of Zabalam and Inanna—the Inanna mentioned in this text appears to be
Inanna/Ištar. It is this manifestation that becomes the Queen-of-Larsa. Her temple
as Queen-of-Larsa in Babylon was called É-me-kìlib-ur4-ur4 (“House which gathers
all the me’s”), see George 1993: 123 no. 759.

Inanna also displayed her negative and violent side to the citizens of Larsa.
Seeking the aid of the goddess Inanna to relieve the sufferings of her daughter,
Queen Rı̄m-Sîn-Šala-baštašu, a wife of Rı̄m-Sîn, dedicated a stone basin to hold
water for ritual ablutions at the gate of the great courtyard of Inanna’s É-me-ur4-
ur4 temple: “To Inanna, the angry goddess (dig̃ir íb-ba)” (Frayne, RIME 4: 302,
4.2.14.23: 1–2).

The Cult of the Goddess The entry for this day on our tablet describes sacrifices
and ceremonies in honour of Inanna. It includes two peculiar sections, iv 47–49
and 50–54 (for the cupbearer who serves before Inanna). The additional outlays
of jewellery for the goddess are not surprising. Although various standards and
weapons of hers are known,13 none appear in the text.

The Date and the Goddess There is no known connection between any Inanna
figure and this month beyond the cultic performances involving Ištar of Babylon
among the participants in processions through the city of Babylon in the first few
days of the month of Šabā.tu (Lambert 1989: 23 ff. no. 47).

Nin-šubura (v 6)
In all third-millennium sources which contain evidence of the gender of Nin-šubura,
the deity is always female. In this Sumerian tradition, she belongs primarily to the

12 In general, for Inanna in Larsa see Richter 2004: 363–364.
13 E.g. giš.tukul imittim of Inanna YOS 8 76:3 (RiSi 28).
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court of Inanna and secondarily to that of An. In Akkadian texts, Nin-šubura is
always masculine, representing the Akkadian god Ilabrat; see Wiggermann, “Nin-
šubur”, RlA 9 (2001): 490–500. During the Isin-Larsa period, the female Sumerian
Nin-šubura and the male Akkadian Ilabrat existed side by side (Wiggermann, “Nin-
šubur”, RlA 9 (2001): 491). Before his conquest of Uruk in year 21, Rı̄m-Sîn
addressed the deity as female (cf. his building inscription of her temple É-nin-
bé-túm “House worthy of its lady” in Ur, Frayne, RIME 4: 280–282, 4.2.14.8;
see also George 1993: 134 no. 892), and after that time as male (cf. his building
inscriptions of the temples É-á-ág̃-g̃á-sum-mu “House which gives instruction” in
Ur and É-me-kìlib-ba-sag̃-íl “House which lifts on high all the me’s” in Girsu, see
Frayne, RIME 4: 287–290, 4.2.14.12, 13; see also George 1993: 64 no. 19 and 123
no. 757 respectively). The three OB Sumerian literary texts featuring a male Nin-
šubura are grammatically and lexically linked to Rı̄m-Sîn’s building inscriptions and
presumably were composed in the latter period (for references see Wiggermann,
“Nin-šubur”, RlA 9 (2001): 491).14 On the basis of this evidence and the fact that
our text was composed in the second year of the reign of Rı̄m-Sîn, the Nin-šubura
in our text must be female, especially since she is linked to the court of Inanna.
See further Richter 2004: 375f., but note that, according to Richter, Nin-šubura
in Larsa is the vizier of An and masculine, on the basis of the type of offering
(udu-nita).

Šabā.tu XIX

Nanaya (v 16, vi 32)
In the Old Babylonian period, Nanaya is renowned for her association with love,
both in love poetry and with the love of kings (J.G. Westenholz 1997b: 64–
71).

Larsa and the Goddess In general for Nanaya in Larsa, see Richter 2004: 372–
373. Rı̄m-Sîn and Kudur-mabuk dedicated the temple é-šà-

˘
húl-la “House of the

joyous heart” to Nanaya, probably in Larsa (Frayne, RIME 4: 274–275, 4.2.14.3).
It is dedicated to her as nin-

˘
hi-li “the lady of sensuality”, whose sweetness is

exceedingly great, and dumu-zi-le-an-gal-la “the pleasing daughter of great An”.
During the celebration of the New Year Festival, the “sacred marriage” ritual was
performed between the deified human king and the goddess Nanaya. On the occasion
of the “sacred marriage” of Rı̄m-Sîn and the goddess an Akkadian love song was
composed, written in the form of a dialogue (YOS 11 24, see J.G. Westenholz and
Sigrist, forthcoming).

The tradition of Larsa as a centre of love and of Nanaya as the goddess of love
in Larsa can also be seen in other song incipits from a later song catalogue:

14 There seems a lack of agreement on the subject of the gender identity of the various Nin-šubura deities.
According to Heimpel (2002: 156): “The gender difference was presumably the result of identification of
Nin-šubura figures with viziers and of the custom for a master to have a vizier of the same gender”. However,
Ninšubura was addressed as “mother” in a hymn to her as vizier of An (Zólyomi 2005: 397). For a contrary
opinion that Nin-šubura had an ambiguous gender identity, see Gabbay, forthcoming.
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u4-um-du15 ina Larsan (sic) .s̄ı
˘
hātu iziqqa

r̄ıši Nanaya ina kirî Ebabbar ša tarammi
The day when in Larsa (the breeze of) dalliance/sexual joy comes wafting

through the air
Rejoice, O Nanaya, in the garden of the Ebabbar that you love

(KAR 158 rev. vii 36′–38′)

The Cult of the Goddess The entry for this day on our tablet describes sacrifices
and ceremonies in honour of Nanaya which are almost identical to those made to
the other deities, with the exception of the distribution of silver rings to named
individuals. These individuals are all female and of high status, assuming that
the first named person, Pi.sētum, is the daughter of the king, cf. TIM 5 68:6 (=
IM 10135:6 [RiSi 52], see van Dijk 1967: 241). Occasional rituals associated with
Nanaya are of two types: those related to royal ceremonies in the palace and those
related to offerings specially performed by or for women. The offerings of which
we have records were made on behalf of the daughters of private persons.16 One
Ur III text clearly states that a lady made the beer libation herself (ki dNa-na-a
kaš in-na-ni-dé-a, Sigrist and Gavin 1988: no. 508: 18). She is designated as the
daughter of one woman and the daughter-in-law of another. Could these libations
be related to rites after rising from childbirth?

The Date and the Goddess This OB Larsa text accords with the Nanaya celebration
in Neo-Sumerian Uruk, in which there was a festival in the eleventh month
(Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 220f., Teil 2, Tabelle 73). During this month, she went
in procession (šà kaskal-la) to the palace, where the sískur-é-gal was offered. This
may be related to the adoration of the barque of heaven/An, in which she might have
travelled some of the way. It has been suggested that this festival was specifically
associated with women (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 218).

Muati (vi 27)
Our text contains the only attestation in the Larsa corpus to the worship of Muati as
husband of Nanaya. One more reference exists among unpublished texts from Isin;
see Richter 2004: 255. For information on Muati, see Lambert 1966.

In addition to Muati, the same statues of the deceased kings, Sîn-iqı̄šam and Warad-
Sîn, are given the same type of divine garment as gifts as on the feast-day of Utu.
These statues probably stood in Nanaya’s temple; their presence may be related to
the royal rituals, such as the “sacred marriage” performed there.

15 Possibly ūmtum/undu, see AHw 1418b. Other transliterations and translations are: ūmdu ina Larsan .s̄ı
˘
hātu

iz̄ıqa “the day when in Larsa (the breeze of) flirting blew toward me” (Held 1961: 20); ūm DU i+na uruLarsa
ilu .s̄ı

˘
hātu iz̄ıqa “Am Tag der Prozession machte der Gott in Larsa das Lachen ‘schmal’ (oder steht DU verkürzt

für Dumuzi?)” (Groneberg 1999: 186).
16 Sigrist 1995: 115:7 (in Nippur); TCL 2 5482 ii 7 (in a private house in Ur); Sigrist and Gavin 1988: 71:
32(?).
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Nergal (vi 33)
In general, for the cult of Nergal, his image, and temple in Larsa, see Richter 2004:
392–395 and Steinkeller 2004a: 32 note 23. For a macehead dedicated to Nergal in
a Larsa text, see Arnaud 1994: 12 no. 86. The question is why the entries for the
feast-day of Nergal are missing in this register. For a kaš-dé-a of Nergal, cf. YOS 5
178:5–6 (RiSi 7, 1st day of tenth month) and for the ritual bathing of Nergal in
the ninth month, see Richter 2004: 393. Rı̄m-Sîn dedicated a temple to him called
É-érim-

˘
haš-

˘
haš “the house which smashes the enemy”, and wrote the following

dedication: “For the god Nergal, supreme lord, who possesses great might, the one
with a perfect fearsome splendour and aura, foremost one, who destroys all the evil
foreign lands … may the god Nergal, his divine creator, look upon him with shining
eyes, and dwell at his right side in the field of battle …” (Frayne, RIME 4: 277–278,
4.2.14.5: 1–5, 21–26). For the importance of Nergal as the god of Maškan-šāpir,
the second capital of the Larsa dynasty of Kudur-mabuk, and as the personal god
of that dynasty, see Steinkeller 2004a: 27–28, 32.

The Date and the God On Šabā.tu XIX, offerings were delivered for the temple of
Nergal during the reign of Sîn-iddinam (Goetze 1950: 86 f. YBC 10366). Whether
this date is significant or not remains to be studied.

Šabā.tu XX

Ninegala (vi 41; vii 37?, 47, 52)
Larsa and the Goddess In general, for Ninegala in Larsa, including the lack
of syncretism with Inanna in our text, see Richter 2004: 368–371. Simat-Ištar,
wife of Rı̄m-Sîn, built a temple É-á-ág̃-g̃á-kìlib-ur4-ur4 (“House which gathers all
instructions”) for the goddess (George 1993: 64 no. 18). There are two different
versions of her foundation inscription, see Frayne, RIME 4: 293–294, 4.2.14.16
and Frayne, RIME 4: 295–296, 4.2.14.17. These inscriptions seem to contain the
earliest explicit identification of Ninegala with Inanna outside Sumerian literary
texts; the goddess is referred to as “the great daughter of Sîn” and “the great lady
who holds in her hand all the me’s”. It is significant that the wife of the king built
her temple, since Ninegala means “Lady of the Palace”. Ninegala might be an
epithet of Inanna, but she is incarnated in the reigning queen. She was probably
the patron deity of the royal palace, and her role was to guarantee the sovereignty
of the ruler and to secure economic prosperity (Behrens and Klein, RlA 9 (2000):
342–347).

The Cult of the Goddess The entry for this day on our tablet describes sacrifices
and ceremonies in honour of Nanaya which are almost identical to those performed
for the other deities, with the exception of the first actions of the day which are only
partially preserved, and the last line.

The Date and the Goddess There is no information regarding any particular
relationship between Ninegala and the month of Šabā.tu.
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Dikum (vii 48)
For Dikum, the vizier of Ninegala, see Behrens and Klein, RlA 9 (2000): 345 §4.
There is no other reference to his appearance in Larsa outside our text. The name
of the divinity is written DI-KU5-um with a syllabic gloss di-kum in An = Anum
(Litke 1998: 155 iv 102).

Šabā.tu XXI

The mother goddess and her family have their central place of worship in Adab and
Keš.

Dig̃ir-ma
˘
h (vii 58; viii 19′, 34′; ix 1)

Larsa and the Goddess In general, for Dig̃ir-ma
˘
h in Larsa, see Richter 2004:

384f. Note that another mother goddess, Nin
˘
hursag̃a, is also found in the Larsa

documents (e.g. YOS 14 224 NE.NE-g̃ar festival of Nin
˘
hursag̃a; see further Richter

2004: 384f.).17 From other administrative documents, we learn that one of the
gates of Larsa was named after Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h. Since there is no mention of a separate

temple in her honour in the city, she must have had a chapel in one of the major
temples of the city or a temple in the suburb of É-ma

˘
h, “Exalted house”, the

name given to her temples in other cities. Deliveries from the É-ma
˘
h of sheep and

goats have been discovered in the excavations of the Ebabbar (Arnaud 2001: 23
note 17).

The Cult of the Goddess The entry for this day on our tablet describes sacrifices and
ceremonies in honour of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and her family. Presiding over these ceremonies

was the en-priest of Dig̃ir-ma
˘
h.

Šulpae (viii 37’)
In general, for Šulpae, see Falkenstein 1963 and for Šulpae in Larsa, see Richter
2004: 388. He was associated with the wild animals of the steppe, and in Larsa,
he owned large herds of cattle and flocks of sheep. Accounts of his flocks are
found among the Ebabbar archives (Arnaud 2001: 23 note 17). Although he is
listed directly after his spouse among the recipients of votive gifts, the amount
of gifts is less than that of his child Panig̃arra. The question is why the feast-day
celebrates Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra, mother and child, and not Šulpae, the father.

It may be that the scribe neglected to write the name of Šulpae. On the other
hand, a few Old Babylonian letters commence with a greeting formula invoking
Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra (TCL 18 94:4, JCS 17 81 McCormick Theological

Seminary 27: 4).

Panig̃arra (viii 20′, 41′, 42′; ix 1)
In general, for Panig̃arra see Krebernik, “Pa(p)-nig̃ara”, RlA 10 (2004): 325–326,
and for Panig̃arra in Larsa, see Richter 2004: 385–387. In his sixth year, Rı̄m-Sîn

17 A temple of Ninhursag̃a is mentioned among other Nippur temples in one account from Larsa during the
reign of Sîn-iddinam (Goetze 1950: 90 f., 106 YBC 4973).
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built a temple to Panig̃arra in Adab (according to a variant of the year date found
in Arnaud 1994: no. 41: 6–7). Krebernik assigns Panig̃arra to the male gender on
the basis of god lists, which identify him as the son of the mother goddess and give
him a wife, and other citations, such as that from the Sumerian composition The
Three Ox-drivers from Adab, which concludes dPa5-ni9-g̃ar-ra pa4-šeš-ne-ne um-mi-
a dig̃ir Adabki-ke4 dub-sar-bi “Panig̃arra, their sage, the scholar, the god of Adab,
was the scribe” (line 95).18 According to Richter, Panig̃arra is the daughter of the
mother goddess because of the identity of Barauleg̃arra and Panig̃arra in the above
year date, but he suggests the possibility that, beside her female manifestation,
she had a masculine aspect in Ur and Babylon (on the basis of masculine-type
personal names). Since in our text the deity receives weapons (similar to those
of his/her father Šulpae) and not jewellery (which is given to the goddesses; see
for Inanna v 3, for Nanaya vi 25), we may conclude that Panig̃arra is male in
Larsa.

Šabā.tu XXII

Sîn-iddinam19

Sîn-iddinam was king of Larsa from ca. 1849–1843 B.C.E. He died about 23 years
before this text listing offerings for his feast-day was written during the second
year of the reign of Rı̄m-Sîn. He was a member of the previous dynasty to rule
over the kingdom. One of his successors was Sîn-iqı̄šam, who reigned from 1840–
1836 B.C.E. and whose statue was a recipient of divine garments (iii 46, vi 28) in
our text. On the other hand, the other recipient of divine garments (iii 47, vi 29),
Warad-Sîn, was the brother of Rı̄m-Sîn and the previous king, who reigned from
1834–1823 B.C.E.

From both written and archaeological evidence (Winter 1992), it is apparent
that these kings had statues standing in the temples to which offerings were made.
However, the question is whether this cult of deceased kings should be understood
as the service of deceased royal ancestors or the worship of deified kings in this
period.20 In this connection, it is significant that Warad-dSîn is missing the DINGIR
sign before his name and thus is not deified, despite the cultic offerings to his statue.
The other royal names beginning with dSîn- are ambiguous as far as deification of
their names is concerned. Thus it is probable that dSîn-iqı̄šam was also not deified,
although it is not outside the realm of possibility that only the kings of the previous
dynasty could be deified. However, proof of the lack of deification can be seen in the
description of the royal statue set up by Sîn-iddinam for his father Nūr-Adad in the
Ebabbar temple of Utu (van Dijk 1965: 5: 29 = Frayne, RIME 4: 157–158, 4.2.9.1).
The statue was said to be suitable for the sískur-offerings (sískur-ra

˘
hé-du7-na) and

was dedicated to serve as an intermediary for the purpose of transmitting the prayers
and messages of Sîn-iddinam. One text, L74.155, dating from the reign of Rı̄m-Sîn,

18 For this translation, see Alster 1991–1993: 34.
19 For a royal inscription of Sîn-iddinam, see pp. 93–100.
20 In this limited context, we will not enter the history of the worship of deceased kings in the third millennium
nor the kispu ša šarrāni in the second millennium.
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records sá-du11 / sattukkum offerings for (the statue of) Sîn-iddinam which probably
stood in the Ebabbar, temple of Utu (Arnaud 2001: 24 note 20, 30 and note 87).
According to our text, the statues of Sîn-iqı̄šam and Warad-Sîn received garments
as part of the daily rites for Utu (iii 46–47) and for Nanaya (vi 28–29), which
might indicate that their statues stood in the temples of both these deities—possibly
the chief god and goddess of the city under Rı̄m-Sîn. Note that Sîn-iqı̄šam and
Warad-Sîn were given the same type of divine garment as gifts as the secondary
deities (túg.a-

˘
huš-a). For other statues placed in temples of deities, see Rı̄m-Sîn

year date 2: “Year in which he (Rı̄m-Sîn) brought into (the temple) Egalbarra (‘the
outer palace’) a statue in copper representing Warad-dSîn the king” (Sigrist 1990:
37). Note that Warad-Sîn is not deified in this year date. The temple Egalbarra may
have been a funerary temple; see George 1993: 87 no. 311, which might support
the assumption of service of deceased royal ancestors. Other year dates of Rı̄m-Sîn
commemorating his fashioning of statues of deceased royalty are: Year 3: “Year
in which he (Rı̄m-Sîn) brought 4 statues in copper representing Kudur-mabuk into
the temple of Nanna” (Sigrist 1990: 38), Year 5: “Year in which he (Rı̄m-Sîn)
brought 2 statues in copper representing Kudur-mabuk and a stela in copper into
the Egalbarra” (Sigrist 1990: 38 f.), and Year 6: “Year the temple of Barauleg̃arra
in Adab was built and in which he (Rı̄m-Sîn) made a statue of gold representing
Sîn-iddinam, king of Larsa” (Sigrist 1990: 39 f.). For oil disbursements to the copper
statue of Sîn-iddinam, cf. Babyloniaca 7 p. 46:4 (RiSi 5, see Dyckhoff 1999: Band
2, 16 f. no. 10) and a temple / chapel dedicated to Sîn-iddinam, cf. YOS 5 171:7
(RiSi 6, Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, 66 ff.), and 194: 11 (RiSi 10, Dyckhoff 1999: Band
2, 77 f.).

What is the significance of a feast-day in his memory? Dyckhoff (1999: Band
1, §9.3 and note 364) has raised the question of a possible connection between the
NE.NE-g̃ar festival and the cult of the deceased kings in Larsa. For a legendary
origin of the institution of fashioning statues of ancestors and the establishment of
mourning rites in general, see Bilgames and the Netherworld (George 1999: 178).
Outside Larsa, there is a prebend nam-gudu4 urudu.alan dSîn-iqı̄šam Jean Tell Sifr
88:13–14; see Charpin 1980: 51 f. §15 (Ur), and also from Ur are mentions of
gold and silver statues of dSîn-iqı̄šam (UET 5 406:2 [RiSi 33], 404:7 [RiSi 32]).
Sattukkum-offerings were presented to the four statues of dSîn-iqı̄šam standing in
the Ninurta temple in Nippur (Sigrist 1984: 149).

C. The Cult

According to the description of the daily cycle of rites in this tablet, we can infer the
definition of the cultic day. Because each day in the text begins and concludes with
the term á-u4-te-na “evening” (lit. “time when the day cools off ”) in conjunction with
two dates (16 and 17, for example), as noticed by Kingsbury (1963: 18), it is certain
that the day began in the evening of one day and ended at the evening of the next day.
This order of the day appears as early as Ur III; see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 5. The
terms outlining the cultic day in our text are: á-u4-te-na, á-gú-zi-ga and á-u4-te-na.
In the temple of Nusku in contemporary Nippur, the day also began with u4-te-na,
but the continuation in the relevant sections is lost in the break (Sigrist 1977).
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The term used to designate the daily ritual in this text is kaš-dé-a which literally
means “Beer Libation”. This term had long lost its literal meaning and as early as
Ur III was used to designate the animals which were delivered as offerings for a
temple rite; see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 35 f. and 144–146. At times, the donor,
recipient or the purpose (temple or festival) might be recorded or can be discerned
from the context; see Sigrist 1992: 176–182 for a review of Drehem outlays. For
instance, kaš-dé-a could be a thanksgiving offering after a campaign (Sigrist 1992:
179) or an offering to ensure a good harvest, mu kaš-dé-a nam-engar-šè “for sowing”
on the occasion of the akitu-festival (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 187 note 888). In
particular, the term is used to designate a special annual ceremony which might
have lasted more than one day, such as has been conjectured regarding u4 kaš-dé-a
Annunı̄tum (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 198–200). Sallaberger notes that the rituals,
the kaš-dé-a and gerrānum “wailing” ceremonies for Annunı̄tum are quite similar to
those of our text, the kaš-dé-a and tassištum “lamentation” ceremonies (Sallaberger
1993: Teil 1, 200). Cohen (1993: 474) suggests that the kaš-dé-a was part of the
gerrānum ritual for Annunı̄tum, perhaps a joyous meal celebrating the return of
the goddess from the netherworld. Furthermore, Sallaberger proposes that there
was a specific kaš-dé-a for Nanaya (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 199 note 944) and a
specific cyclical kaš-dé-a for Inanna (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 214–216, Teil 2, 121,
Tabelle 70a). It should be noted that kaš-dé-a also occurs with time designations:
á-u4-te-na, á-g̃i6-ba-a (Sigrist 1992: 181). Perhaps, in accordance with Sigrist’s
translation “banquets-fêtes” (1992: 178), we should understand the term kaš-dé-a
as designating the type of festivity—one in which there are edibles. The connection
with eating and religious rites, a banquet-feast, can be found in the English term
feast-day, a day dedicated to a particular saint in the Catholic calendar. English
etymology of festival and feast originate from the same word, the Latin festus,
providig the mediaeval Latin festivalis (although the Latin term means “joyous”). In
the Umma cultic year, during the festivals of the sixth month (ezem iti.šu-numun)
and of the eighth month (ezem iti.é-iti-6), there was kaš-dé-a of this type in the
city (kaš g̃iš.banšurx uru … kaš-dé-a uru gub-ba Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 239,
Teil 2, Tabelle 87, TCL 5 6040 ii 8 f., similarly RBC 13: 8). It may have actually
included the pouring of beer, see éren uru-ke4 kaš dé-a (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1,
251).

For contemporary OB references to kaš-dé-a in Larsa, cf. (silver as níg̃-ba.meš
for) kaš-dé-a Inanna-Zabalam (YOS 5 207: 57 [RiSi4]), (animals for) kaš-dé-a Ner-
gal (YOS 5 178:6 [RiSi 7], [barley] 202:35 [RiSi 3/4]), kaš-dé-a Ninme (Arnaud
1994: 49:11′), (wool for) kaš-dé-a dig̃ir-re-e-ne (YOS 5 217 [ii 37], iii 25 [RiSi 22]).
It also occurs occasionally among the recent texts excavated by the French Mission
(Arnaud 2001: 24 note 20). Note kaš-dé-a is also used as a general term in OB Nip-
pur: (grain to buy beer for) kaš-dé-a Inanna (Robertson 1981: 309 CBS 7627: 17),
kaš-dé-a Dumuzi, Enki (Çığ 1992: 96 Ni. 2436 iii 19–20 [RiSi 21]), (rams for the day
of) kaš-dé-a Ninurta (Robertson 1981: 242–243 CBS 7522:3), (grain as prices for)
kaš-dé-a dig̃ir-re-e-ne (Robertson 1981: 357 CBS 7426:4), (grain distribution for)
kaš-dé-a er.setum, “for the netherworld” (Robertson 1981: 306 UM 29–15–885: rev.
3, 1984: 170–171), kaš-dé-a uruki (Çığ 1992: 95 Ni. 2436 i 18 [RiSi 21]). The kaš-
dé-a offering is also found in Isin (Richter 2004: 256f.) and Ur (Richter 2004: 500).
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The Sumerian term kaš-dé-a served not only to designate offerings to the gods
but also “banquets” given by humans (e.g. the wedding banquet of .Selluš-Dagan,
see Lewis and Jewell 1982: 66 no. 9 A 14952: 6 and 57 notes on no. 9), and
was translated into Akkadian as a generic term, qer̄ıtum “banquet”; see Kingsbury’s
discussion (1963: 25). The banquet qer̄ıtu also occurs as the designation of a festival
in Mari and Harmal (OB let. IM 67234, cited CAD Q s.v. qer̄ıtu usage c). In Mari
(see Sasson 1979: 123 “symposium”), one occasion is associated with Eštar (ARM 7
263 i 7). Under the reign of Zimri-Lim, qer̄ıtum “banquet” observances for a deity
whose name is broken on the 23rd of the eleventh month are listed in one of the oil
disbursement texts (Duponchel 1997: 242 no. 88).

Meals

The consumption of the sacrificial repast by the deity—the transubstantiation of the
physical offerings into that source of strength and power that the deity was thought
to need for effective functioning—is considered to be the central mysterium of
Mesopotamian cult worship (Oppenheim 1964: 191). The description of the divine
meals in late texts (Oppenheim 1964: 188ff., Glassner “Mahlzeit”, RlA 7 (1988):
261f. §5, Lambert 1993: 194, Linssen 2004: 129–166) indicates that twice a day
a main and a secondary meal on a tray was set on a stand in front of the divine
statues in the temples, one in the morning (šēru, ka.sâtu) and one in the evening
(l̄ılātu). These regular meals were prepared and served by priests. The steps of
the meal are prescribed in the late-first-millennium rituals: an offering table was
set up, water was brought in for washing, the table was arranged, meat, liquids
and sometimes fruit were served, fumigation and purifications were performed, and
lastly chants were recited, after which the table was cleared away (Linssen 2004:
130).

The term commonly used is naptanu, which is analysed by the CAD: “In earlier
texts, naptanu is often parallel to kurummatu and denotes the food allotment
(consisting of cereals, beer and meat) issued to troops and personnel as well as
that served for the king or in the temples. In NA and NB, naptanu usually refers
to the meal served to the gods and (as leftovers from the god’s meal) to kings, and
thence comes to denote, as a literary term, a sumptuous meal or banquet” (CAD
N/I 323).

In OB, allotments are designated for a naptan É-kiš-nu-gál á-u4-te-na and naptan
KIN.SIG in the Ekišnugal in Ur (UET 5 507 i 16, 26, see Levine and Hallo 1967:
46 f. and Charpin 1986: 307), and a naptanum u4-te-g̃i6-ba-a in Ešnunna (Tell Asmar
1931, 698: 1 OB). In the Ekišnugal at Ur, the abrig-priests set out two meals, one in
the evening (á-u4-te-na UET 3 270 iii 9) and one in the night (á-g̃i6-ba UET 3 270
iii 19) for Enki, Damgalnunna and Asarlu

˘
hi (see Charpin 1986: 316–318).

On the basis of our text, we can only establish that there were a series of
performances in the evening in the following order: a sískur meat offering, a
nindabbûm cereal offering, anointing of the cult statue, tassištum lamentation
recitation, a table (g̃iš.banšur) arrayed with ninda-ì-dé-a-confections, and possibly
fumigation. The elements of the morning meal (iptinum) are even vaguer. The
text apparently distinguishes between meals, meat sacrifices, cereal offerings, and
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dedicatory gifts. The g̃iš.banšur set out for the evening is probably the same as
the one set out for the morning meal in v 48. It is also probably equivalent to the
gi.banšur of the morning, since both are arrayed with ninda-ì-dé-a-confections. In
neither case is the setting up or arranging of the table the first step in the preparation
of the divine meals, as it is in the first-millennium texts. It is difficult to deduce
from the textual structure whether all the evening ceremonies and offerings were
included as one ceremony níg̃-g̃i6 (e.g. i 41–42).

Offerings

Animal offerings consist of sheep and occasionally oxen. When detailed, these
animal sacrifices were designated sískur, which entailed the offering of the sheep
to the accompaniment of prayers (see Limet 1993: 243–255). Limet differentiates
between the Sumerian polyvalent conception of this term, an act of devotion and
supplication, of consecration and of communication, and its Akkadian translations,
which are much more limited. While our text seems to reflect the Akkadian notion
of sacrifice alone, we cannot conclude this just from the absence of any titles of
prayers. In addition, the term sískur also occurs as the nearest general term for
“ritual” in Sumerian, and the first ritual listed in our tablet is thus summed up as
“ritual (sískur) of Ninsianna” (i 11). Could it be that this term is used rather than
kaš-dé-a because the ritual did not occupy the entire day? (Note sískur-g̃i6 in Limet
1993: 252.)

For sískur kaš-dé-a in Ur III see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 258 note 1213. Oil
was disbursed for sískur-offerings in Mari, see Duponchel 1997: 218–219 nos. 26,
27; 221 no. 33; 229 no. 60; 239 no. 75; 244 no. 94; 244f. no. 95; 252 no. 106; 254
no. 114; 257 no. 121.

The Ceremonies

The four specific ritual performances in the evening are designated: pı̄t bı̄tim
“opening of the temple”, nindabbûm “cereal offering”, tassištum “lamentation”,
and the níg̃-g̃i6 “night vigil”. Furthermore, there are minor cultic acts such as the
anointing of the cult statue and disbursements for the “coals” received by the barbers.
Certain additional performances are observed in relation to specific deities.

Pı̄t bı̄tim
pı̄t bı̄tim “opening of the temple” is a term unique to our text, as is its occurrence
in the evening hours. The ceremony that it most resembles is the daily morning
ritual of pı̄t bābim “opening of the gate” performed in Ur and Uruk during the
second and first millennia (e.g. pı̄t bābim “opening of the gate” TCL 1 19:19 [OB
let. of Uruk exiles in Kiš], see Charpin 1986: 411f.). Other rituals with similar
names are known from later Babylonia, which were concerned with ensuring the
continued well-being of the temple. One is the daily dı̄k bı̄ti the “awakening of
the temple”, described in late first-millennium sources (Neo-Babylonian, Persian,
and Hellenistic periods), which was performed just before dawn, before the gates
were opened, when the priests and craftsmen were allowed to enter the temple
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to perform their usual duties (Linssen 2004: 36). Another is the monthly šalām
bı̄ti the “well-being of the temple” (Linssen 2004: 59–61, who translates it as
“good-functioning (or completion) of the temple”), which was performed in the
evening.

Nindabbûm
Nindabbûm “cereal offerings” (see Lambert 1993: 196), consisting of flour from
all kinds of cereals, bread and cakes, and beer, seems to be marked as a separate
performance, following the meat-sískur offerings in the evening (or is the sískur-
offering included?) and following the iptinum-meal in the morning. Is nindabbûm
“cereal offering” a separate ceremony divorced from a meal because it precedes
the banquet table by two ceremonies in the evening and follows the meal in the
morning?

Tassištum
The “lamentation” in the evenings might be connected either with the disappearance
of the sun during the night, or with the waning of the moon each night during these
days in the second half of the month of Šabā.tu. A variety of wailing ceremonies
are known from the end of the third millennium. For Ur III gerrānum wailing
ceremonies observed in relation to goddesses, see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 44 (for
Inanna, performed at the month’s end and possibly also its beginning), 47 (for
Inanna and for Bēlat-Šu

˘
hnir and Bēlat-Deraban, performed at the full moon), 199 f.

(for Annunı̄tum and Ulmašı̄tum, performed on the 6th and 21st in the evening
during the absence of the goddess); and note in particular the evening gerrānum g̃i6,
performed in the seventh month (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 2, T71b). See also Cohen
1993: 472–474. Note there references also to the Sumerian term ér “tears, wails”
used to denote wails for various occasions. Such wailing ceremonies occasionally
accompanied prayer offerings (ér sískur-ra, see Heimpel 1998: 14 line 1b). They
commonly consisted of laments played on the lyre/drum (balag̃) and the kettle-drum
(ibid. 14 f.).

The introduction of the ér-gu-la “great wailing” into the akitu (New Year) festival
at Ur to remember the devastation of Ur by the armies of Elam during the fourth
month was an innovation of the OB period (Cohen 1993: 413f.). A night ceremony
in the Ekišnugal at Ur, á-g̃i6-ba, included a meal (UET 3 270 iii 19) and a wailing
ceremony outside the gate (ér-ra ká-bar-ra UET 3 270 iv 11’). It was held on the
29th day of the month (the name of which is broken) for Enki, Damgalnunna, and
Asarlu

˘
hi (see Charpin 1986: 316–318). It is important to note that in our text, the

wailing ceremonies are observed for both gods and goddesses and thus are similar
to the later ritual prescriptions.

Krecher showed that ér, ‘tears’ and its Akkadian equivalent taqribtu designated a
rite which consisted of a prayer offering and the performance of a harp/drum lament
(balag̃) and a kettle-drum lament (ér šèm-ma) (1966: 19–23). In the Seleucid period,
an important element of the daily ceremony, dı̄k bı̄ti “awakening of the temple”
which was performed during the last night watch, just before the end of the night
vigil before dawn, was the recitation of lamentations (taqribtu and eršemakku) for
the most important gods of the pantheon (Linssen 2004: 27–36). The purpose of
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reciting the lamentations was to ensure that any offence unknowingly committed
against the gods would be neutralized.

Èš-g̃i6-zal
After the wailing ceremony, in the account of the feast-day of Nanaya there is a
mention of disbursement of oil for the èš-g̃i6-zal, lit. “spending the night in the
chapel” (v 27).21 In Ur III, this rite is related to that of the holiday of má-an-na,
“the Barque of Heaven” (or: An, for this reading of “barque of An”, see Cohen
1993: 215ff. and Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 216ff.). It was the second most important
rite associated with Nanaya observed in Uruk. The offerings are usually listed to
the má-an-na, to Nanaya or her temple and to or for the èš-g̃i6-zal. The Barque of
Heaven holiday was celebrated in the Nanaya temple, twice yearly in the seventh
month and in the eleventh month (between the 21st and 30th day).22 In our text, the
rite of èš-g̃i6-zal is observed on the 19th of the eleventh month.23 This holiday was
mostly observed by women, predominantly of the royal family but not necessarily
so.

Pettum
The term pettum (pēntu) “charcoal, coals” (i 35, ii 47, and passim) is not known
as a designation of a specific cultic performance. Since the coals were given to
the barbers (who were in charge of priestly purification rites; see the discussion
of priestly functions), ana pettim could be related to a fumigation rite. However,
ghee, flour, dates, and beer seem to be a very strange incense confection.24 The
incense offering at the end of the day for Utu, Inanna, and Ninegala (see below)
consists of oil for burning, cedar wood, and aromatic plants. On the other hand,
food was commonly heated on coals (see CAD P s.v. pēntu), and ana pettim could
refer to roasted or grilled food offered to the deity rather than incense. A reference
to coals in ritual context related to purification is found in a hymn to Inanna by
En

˘
heduanna: ne-mur mu-un-dub šu-lu

˘
h si bí-in-sá “I have heaped up the coals,

prepared the purification rites” (Nin-me-šár-ra 136). See other references cited in
the philological notes.

Níg̃-g̃i6
References to níg̃-g̃i6 “night vigil” are few in Ur III (see Sallaberger 1993: Teil
1, 129, 199 note 944 and Teil 2, 127 T72), as are references to sískur-g̃i6;

21 The translation is uncertain. It can also be understood as “the chapel where the night is spent”. There
is no evidence for this title as a specific temple name (see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 178, 218, 287) but it
might refer to a chapel set aside for this purpose in temples of various deities. In their commentary on Torino
189, Archi and Pomponio (1990: 109) attribute this sanctuary (èš) to Nanaya. It could also be the èš of the
procession of Uruk and may be related to the place of Nanaya’s disappearance or the shrine of the Barque,
cf. má èš-g̃i6-zal in Lagash (Civil 1989: 54 iii 19 and see p. 58, note to l. 55). On the other hand, this ritual
is also observed in relation to the ki-a-nag̃ of Ur-Namma (Watson 1986: no. 88). See further discussion in
philological notes.
22 For the celebration of the má-an-na festival in Larsa in the Old Babylonian period, see Cohen 1993: 234.
Richter (2004: 405) finds in our text a similar festival observed for Utu.
23 For the observance of èš-g̃i6-zal in OB Larsa on the 15th of the thirteenth month, see YOS 14 170:4 (Gu 10).
24 There was an inexpensive quality of scented flour used for incense, ma.s˘

hatu. It was scattered on the censer.
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see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 114 (more common are the animal designations
gu4 and udu-g̃i6 in Nippur; see ibid. 51 f.). For the observance of níg̃-g̃i6-an-
na in OB Larsa, see YOS 14 170: 2 (oil disbursements for festivals [Gu 10]).
From the Sippar region, there is a list of disbursements, níg̃-g̃i6 ša têrētim ša
ina erēb iltim ana gudu4.meš u ērib bı̄t Annunı̄tum innaddinu ša Sîn-imguranni
mār Ibni-dMAR.TU iddinu “Night vigil disbursements for the extispicies which
will be given to the gudu4-priests and to the ērib bı̄tim-priests of Annunı̄tum at
the entrance of the (statue of the?) goddess which S. gave” (Lerberghe 1986:
no. 4: 1–3, list of victuals for the cult of Annunı̄tum, Abi-ešu

˘
h 28). It might

be compared to the nocturnal ceremony, bayyātu, a vigil held during the night
in the temple, attested from the Neo-Babylonian period onwards (Linssen 2004:
56–58).

Kinūnum
During the night vigil, a special fumigation ceremony was enacted for Utu,
Inanna, and Ninegala (only the concluding act is preserved), during which flour,
aromatics, and aromatic woods were placed in oil and burnt on a brazier. It
is definitely not among the performances for Enki, Nanaya, and Sîn-iddinam.
The relevant section is lost in the breaks in the description of the feast-day of
Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h. The burning of these materials results in a smoke whose pleasant

smell was intended to please the gods, as was the presentation of food as offer-
ings.

The “oil for burning” (ii 55, iv 23) is probably so designated to differentiate it
from the oil for anointing (i 24, ii 36 and passim). The kinūnum “brazier” (ii 57,
iv 26) was also used in a brazier festival celebrated in the wintertime, e.g. during
the monthly festival of Šamaš at Mari; see Cohen 1993: 291, which should be
compared to this observance for Utu. According to Arnaud (2001: 28 note 51), a
kinūnu (without mimation) festival is mentioned in an unpublished Larsa text. For
a kinūnum-festival for Marduk, probably in Babylon, see Sommerfeld 1982: 92.
Brazier festivals in the winter months were also celebrated in the first millennium
(Linssen 2004: 87 f.).

The four specific ritual performances in the morning (day?) are designated: iptinum
“meal”, nindabbûm “cereal offering”, níg̃-ba “gifts”, and ì-šeš4 “unction (of temple
staff)”.25 For iptinum “meal” and nindabbûm “cereal offering”, see the discussion
of meals above. For the last step, the anointing of priests, see under Section D on
the priesthood.

Níg̃-ba
The outstanding feature of the day ritual is the distribution of níg̃-ba “gifts,” both to
the deity and to its servants, both human and divine. Some consist of perishables such
as oil and barley, meat and beer, while others are made of non-perishable material,
such as precious stones and metals. Human beings, too, being more permanent
than consumables, are considered ex-votos for the gods. The types of clothing

25 CAD P s.v. piššatu “oil allotment”.
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given to specified members of clergy (túg.bar-dul8) differ from that given to their
divine masters, including the deceased kings (túg.a-dugud, túg.a-

˘
huš-a). Linen is

designated for the divine objects (gada-SAR-SAR). Jewellery is distributed to the
ladies of Nanaya and to the goddesses Inanna and Nanaya, while weapons are
specified for the gods Šulpae and Panig̃arra.

The distribution of clothing is reminiscent of the first-millennium ceremonies
of the clothing of the divine statues (lubuštu), recorded in administrative texts and
ritual texts from the Neo-Babylonian, Persian, and Hellenistic periods (Matsushima
1993, 1994, 1998). However, the dates of the periodic offerings of clothing do not
include the month of Šabā.tu; the clothing is offered on every day of the month
and thus cannot be a periodic observance. Note the ceremony associated with the
restoration of divine jewellery known as the šukuttu in NB Uruk (Robbins 1996: 75).

Šabā.tu

The rituals enumerated in this text occur in the month of zíz-a, “the month of the
emmer wheat”, the Sumerian name of the eleventh month in the Nippur calendar.26

The Sumerian city-states used different calendars, as did the Semitic city-states. The
version developed at Nippur, the holy city of Sumer, gained universal acceptance in
Mesopotamia in the second millenium B.C.E., and was adopted for use at Larsa by
the penultimate king Warad-Sîn (1834–1823 B.C.E.). For the earlier calendar used
in Larsa, see Cohen 1993: 223f. The standard Mesopotamian calendar utilised the
logogram zíz-a for Šabā.tu (it is only written syllabically in lexical texts) for the
name for the month, first attested in the Elamite calendar of Susa (see Cohen 1993:
337). Little is known of the rituals observed in the month of Šabā.tu in Babylonia
in comparison to Assyria. Nevertheless, it is important to recognise that the rituals
differ radically according to the god, the place, and the period.

Ur III rituals during this month included two possible observances in Nippur,
perhaps an offering of wine and a lamentation (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 148–150),
various rites from water observances to sports events in Umma (Sallaberger 1993:
Teil 1, 255–257), and a journey of the goddess Bau among the greenery in Girsu
(Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 292f.).

In OB Larsa, there are two references to the festival ú-sag̃ (“Festival of the Early
Grass”) observed in this month during the reign of Sumu-El in Larsa (YOS 14: 219
and 234 [to the goddess Bau]). Although the festival of Adad provided the name
for the eleventh month in Old Babylonian Sippar (Cohen 1993: 255, 278), there
is no mention of the storm-god in the days of Šabā.tu mentioned in our Larsa
text. Of course, Iškur might have been honoured on days that were not included
in this quarter of the month. However, while Iškur was invoked by the kings of
the previous dynasty, there is no mention of him in the royal inscriptions of this
dynasty until after Rı̄m-Sîn year 2, thus after the writing of our text (Richter 2004:
377–380).

In Mari, during the reign of Zimri-Lim, observances for various deities in the
eleventh month are listed in the oil disbursement texts (Duponchel 1997: 234–249).

26 This month is read úd-duru5 with the same meaning by Cohen (1993: 118–119).
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Certain similarities in ritual occur; for instance, sískur-offerings are placed on the
roof to Šamaš on the 20th of the month, see Duponchel 1997: 241 no. 83: 2–4.

Rituals observed in the month of Šabā.tu are prescribed in later first-millennium
texts in Assyria and Babylonia. A ritual text from the reign of Aššurbanipal details
the cultic observances from the 16th of Šabā.tu to the 10th of Addāru (A 125, van
Driel 1969: 124ff.) As van Driel observes, the fact that this ritual tablet begins on
the 16th and that special kettle drum performances before the gods are recorded
for the 16th, 17th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, and 24th of the month of Šabā.tu indicates
that the 16th of Šabā.tu marked the onset of a particular period of intense religious
observance in Assyria (Cohen 1993: 337ff.).

The single major activity known to take place in Šabā.tu in Babylon is the sacred
marriage rites of the gods (George 2000: 291f.) and in particular, of Marduk (Cohen
1993: 337f.). The Nippur Compendium (George 1992a: 155) designates Šabā.tu as
the month of the feast of Enlil, and Astrolabe B (KAV 218 Section A iii 32, see
Reiner 1981: 82) similarly refers to it as the month of the rejoicing of Enlil’s heart.
In addition, late fragments of Šabā.tu rituals from the city of Babylon are known.
Cultic performances involving processions through the city of Babylon in the first
few days of the month are known from a fragment of a state ritual published by
Lambert in 1989 (pp. 23 ff. no. 47). Another tablet contains the rituals of the 28th
and 29th days of the month, prescribing a procession proceeding from Babylon to
Kiš (George 2000: 289–299).

D. The Priesthood, Cultic Functionaries, and Temple Staff

Temple personnel were of many various types and had different roles and religious
functions. Some priestly functions changed over time, even though their titles
remained the same. In different places and in the different cults of various divinities,
religious specialists held different posts. Commonly, temple personnel are classified
according to their area of responsibility into three major divisions: administrative,
cultic, and domestic personnel.27

In the following, the discussion will be limited to the religious personnel
mentioned in the text.28 For instance, there will be no discussion of the administrative
officials of the temples, since they are not mentioned in the text. On the other hand,
both cultic and domestic personnel are mentioned. The text lists as recipients of
disbursements all those who served in the temples, from the lowly courtyard sweeper
to the high priest, who were apparently considered as various grades of the clergy of
the temple. Note that all the cultic functionaries are also recipients of oil and clothes.

27 See Sigrist 1984: 160. For a classification into five groups in Ur based on the amount of bread they received
according to an account text, YOS 5 163, which provides a partial roster of temple personnel but separates
persons of similar function, see Charpin 1986: 234ff. and note the criticism voiced by van der Mieroop in
his review of Charpin 1986 (1989: 244f.). For the subdivision of the priestly class into three groups: cultic
priests, diviners, and incantation priests, see Renger 1967.
28 For a review of the cultic functionaries in this text, see Henshaw 1994: 92 f., who wrote his list on the basis
of Kingsbury 1963. The following items should therefore be corrected: NU.ÈŠ / nisag is to be read kuš7 in
“line 88” (= iii 24), mí.nar.lukur is to be read mí.tígi in “lines 97, 101” (= iv 60, vi 4), mí.àra is to be read
mí.su

˘
hur-lá in “lines 124, 152” (= v 7, vi 18).
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The term g̃ìr-sè-ga (“temple collegium”) is a general collective expression
used from the Ur III period onwards to refer to the temple staff (cf. translation
“personnel”—“denotes the dependent personnel of a household … applied to men,
women and children”; Gelb 1975: 54 ff.). It is commonly limited to administrative
personnel (Sigrist 1984: 160, 166). In our text, the term only appears at the
conclusion of the diurnal activities regarding unction ceremonies. The classification
g̃ìr-sè-ga could have possibly included all functionaries; however, the gudu4.meš and
mí.su

˘
hur-lá.meš are specified separately.

Religious Specialists (celebrants who participated directly in the
ritual acts)

The following list is arranged according to the order of the cultic rites performed
by the priests.

nar / nārum
function: tassištum

In general, there were two types of liturgical priests: the nar / nārum (“musician”,
“singer”), who sang songs and played musical instruments,29 and the gala / kalûm
(“lamentation priest”), who performed the liturgical compositions intoned during
temple, state, city, and even funerary rituals. The responsibility of the nar-singer
for the lamentation in our text undermines this clear division (see further below).
Similarly, a lament (ér-šèm / sipittum) is sung by a nar in: ér(‹A›.IGI)-šèm nar pa-
a

˘
h-tuš-a ka-nig̃in-ta è-dè-me-eš: si-pí-it-tam na-ru

˘
HAL.LA.TUŠ.A ša pi-i-[šu-nu]

up-p[u-ú] “the singers who are sitting in the cella are those giving out of (their) round
mouths the eršemma-lament” (Sum.) / “apprentice (?) singers whose voices are
presenting the lament” (Akk.) (PBS 1/1 no. 11 iii 50 f., iv 82 f., see J.G. Westenholz
2005: 364f.). There were oil allotments to lists of women designated as mí.nar
during the reign of Sîn-iddinam (Goetze 1950: 98, 111 YBC 10836: 20) but there
is no indication where they played.

šu-i / gallābum
function: pettum

This functionary is known to have worked in the temple and palace,30 in household
services and in purification rituals. For his importance in the temple, see the “barber’s
shop” (bı̄t gallābim) designated in an Old Babylonian temple plan from Sippar-
ya

˘
hrurum as a side room to the papā

˘
hum “cella” (see Heinrich and Seidl 1967:

35–37, no. 13). As a cultic functionary, the barber had the responsibility of certain

29 For various designations of nar-musicians / singers in OB, see Renger 1969: 172–187 and Charpin 1986:
250. For the nar-singers designated nar-ér-DIB-a by Renger, see the corrected reading nar-a-ù-a by Charpin
1986: 250 note 3. For his various functions, see Krispijn 1990: 2–3.
30 The following MA thesis was unavailable to me: E. Woestenburg, De ŠU.I (‘Barbier’) ten tijde van de
eerste dynastie van Babylon (Doctoraalscriptie), Leiden, 1987.
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bathing rituals: “Whenever a nešakku or paš̄ıšu priest of Enlil or Ninlil is about
to enter the temple of Enlil or Ninlil for the first time, the master of the school,
a(nother) nešakku priest, the ‘elder brother’ (head of the collegium of priests) and the
šuginakku-barber will lead him into the place for the bathing” (Borger 1973: 166 i
1–8). The incantation accompanying the ordination of the nešakku or paš̄ıšu priest is
addressed to “O Great Barber (kinda-gal / gallābu) who bathes man in pure fashion”
(Borger 1973: 166 ii 11–13). In the Ištar ritual from Mari, barbers are specifically
cited as participants in the rite, who stand beside the craftsmen, having readied their
razors (A.3165 i 19, see Durand and Guichard 1997: 54, 57). In Ur, the šu-i occurs
in a witness list among other witnesses with titles all pertaining to the clergy, temple
administrative officials, cultic functionaries, and auxiliaries (UET 5 191:47 [RiSi
54], see Charpin 1986: 85–88) and in a ration list for the personnel of the Ekišnugal
at the end of the list after the doorkeeper (YOS 5 163:24 [WS 11], see Charpin 1986:
234–235). In Larsa, the temple functionary was apparently distinguished from his
secular colleague; cf. a person entitled šu-i ša dUtu “the barber of Utu” YOS 8 65:6
(owner of field, name missing) [RiSi 39], 99 envelope 9 Sîn-magir [RiSi]. Note that
the barber was not usually accorded any priestly status and thus is not discussed in
studies of priesthood (e.g. Renger 1967, 1969, Charpin 1986).

In our text, the barber has an anomalous function in relation to grilled food.
Similarily, the bı̄t gallābim “barber’s shop” in Mari seems to be related to the bı̄t
š̄ırim “butcher’s shop” (Ziegler 1999: 115).

Note that, based on “an unpublished text”, Goetze suggests that the original
meaning of galābum was not ‘to shear, shave’ and supposes that it was “quite in
order that the gallābum cleans up after the ceremonies” (Goetze 1947: 83 note 12).

gudu4 / paš̄ıšum
function: night vigil

The Mesopotamian ritual specialists most commonly in charge of maintaining the
purity and holiness of the statues, the holy objects, and the sacrosanct areas of
the temples were the gudu4 / paš̄ıšum “the anointed one”.31 Our text specifies
that the gudu4 receives oil for anointing, proving that he was indeed “anointed”.
Interestingly, the anointing of the gudu4.meš priests and the temple collegium is the
last step of the diurnal ceremonies (on the feast-day of Enki ii 23, on the feast-day
of Utu iii 48, on the feast-day of Inanna v 7, on the feast-day of Nanaya vi 30,
on the feast-day of Ninegala vii 49, expected line in broken section regarding the
feast-days of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra and of Sîn-iddinam).

The sole responsibility of the gudu4 in our text is the charge of the night vigil.
Similarly, there is a list of disbursements for the night vigil from the Sippar region,
see text cited in Section C p. 25 above. Apart from these two references to the
gudu4’s responsibility for the night vigil, no others are known to us.

31 For references to this cultic functionary during the Old Babylonian period, see Renger 1969: 143–172 and
Charpin 1986: 252–257. Two references are made in Sumerian incantations to the gudu4-priest of Nin-girim,
perhaps the human performer of the incantations, see Cunningham 1997: 13–14. For the ordination of this
priest in OB, see Gertrud and Walter Farber 2003.
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gala / kalûm
function: fumigation kinūnum

While the gala / kalûm “elegist” or “lamentation-priest” usually performed songs of
lament, in particular those in the emesal dialect of Sumerian in the temple,32 in our
text he is in charge of the evening fumigation rites on the feast days of Utu, Inanna,
and Ninegala. It is interesting to note that one Ur III gala received rings when he
performed the èn-du at Nippur.33 For a review of the cultic activities of the gala in
OB, see Tanret and van Lerberghe 1993: 435–437. In their review, they describe but
do not explain the anomalous function of the gala in our text (ibid. 436). On the
other hand, in descriptions of certain first-millennium rituals, there are allusions to
the actions of the kalû accompanying the nignakku-censer. The clearest reference
to such a ritual being performed is that which was observed as part of the cult of the
sun-god Šamaš of Sippar on the 20th of the month. It is stated that the kalamā

˘
hu

should sing a chant with the nignakku-censer (Maul 1999: 292 rev. 3 f.).

Cultic Functionaries: Recipients of disbursements (oil, barley, clothes)

These diurnal disbursements among the anointed temple collegium are limited to
oil, barley, and clothes (with certain exceptions). The nature and purpose of these
disbursements are not obvious. The first step in any ritual was the purification of
the priests in preparation for their sacerdotal functions. The nar- and gala-priests
anointed themselves with oil. During many rituals, bathing in clean water and
donning clean garments were required. This could possibly be the reason why the
higher grades of the clergy, who probably served in a cultic capacity, received
oil, while the lower grades or domestic workers received barley. Certain named
individuals of the higher grades of clergy were given garments in addition to oil.
Interestingly, there is no mention of the redistribution of sacrificial foodstuffs among
the clergy. The disbursements of oil, clothing, and/or wool should be distinguished
from the beer and bread given to the nar-singers in col. i 29 and passim, which
were given as part of their responsibility for the tassištum ceremony. Beer and
bread distributions are also recorded in documents from the Ur III Inanna temple in
Nippur (Zettler 1992: 191ff.). These are not rations but are fixed issues distributed
on specific dates, which were given to administrators and domestic personnel.
Similarly, beer was distributed during the OB rituals in Ur, according to UET 5 507.

According to the hierarchical listing, the distributions were given to:

en
en of Enki (recipient of oil on the feast-day of Enki, ii 10)
en of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h (recipient of oil on the feast-day of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra,

viii 19′)

32 The gala (Akkadian kalûm) “lamentation priest” is documented from the middle of the third millennium
B.C.E. to the Seleucid period, see most recently Gabbay forthcoming. For references to this cultic functionary
during the Old Babylonian period, see Renger 1969: 187–199. For the library of a gala found in the recent
excavations at Larsa, see Charpin 2003: 314–315.
33 Sigrist 1992: 404.
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This text explicitly states that there was more than one en per city in the Old
Babylonian period. Surprisingly, the en of Utu does not appear in this text although
bearers of this title are known (see Renger 1967: 122f. and Dyckhoff 1999: Band
1, 97 §8.70). For her throne, see YOS 5 194: 11 (Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, 77 f.) and
Arnaud 2001: 25. For her house, see the distribution of rams, Hallo and Weisberg
1992: 58 f. no. 14: 2. Her courier, rá-gaba en dUtu, is listed as a recipient on the
feast-day of Utu (iii 27).

Regarding the en of Enki, it is not apparent whether the deity in question is
Enki-in-Larsa or Enki-in-Eridu (see Section B on the gods). The only mention of
an en priestess of Enki appears in the oil disbursements for the throne of the en
of Enki in YOS 5, 194: 11 [RiSi 10], see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, 77 f. no. 56;
Renger 1967: 115. Although the appearance of clergy of Eridu-in-Larsa could be
an instance of refugees seeking a place of residence from the dilapidated town of
Eridu, it could also be a case of deliberate centralization of major cults in the capital
city undertaken by the king.

The en of Dig̃ir-ma
˘
h (viii 19′) does not seem to occur outside our text.

ereš(NIN)-dig̃ir
In our text, there is one reference to this female cultic functionary who belongs
to the highest ranking clergy of the temple hierarchy in Sumer, who is chosen
by extispicy and who always serves a male god. It is the first known mention
of an ereš-dig̃ir of Panig̃arra. Although not designated by name, the ereš-dig̃ir of
Panig̃arra may have received both oil (viii 20′), and clothing (1 túg.bar-dul8 ereš-
dig̃ir // dPa4-n[i9-g̃ar-ra] viii 42′). The half-broken title, [NI]N of Panig̃arra who
receives [oil?] is probably to be understood as ereš-dig̃ir ‹d›Panig̃arra. Examples
of this haplography can be found already in the third millennium, see Marchesi,
2004: 177 and 187, n. 192. For other occurrences of NIN rather than NIN-
DIG̃IR as a priestly title, see Stol 2000: 457–459, and for the designation of NIN
(ereš) dNin-urta, see Marchesi (2004: 187 note 192 “the lady of [belonging to]
Ninurta(k))”.

gudu4.meš
gudu4.meš are specified as recipients of oil on the feast-day of Enki (ii 13). Named
gudu4 of Enki, Inanna, and Nanaya receive clothes and/or wool, while the gudu4 of
Utu also receives silver (iii 37).

šita-èš
šita-èš is commonly considered a type of purification priest (Renger 1969: pp. 129–
132). Charpin (1986: 214–215) disagrees and sees him as a type of admin-
istrator, to which van der Mieroop does not quite agree (1989: 249–250). In
our text, the šita-èš is a recipient of oil on the feast-day of Utu (iii 29) and
a named šita-èš of Utu receives clothes. In addition, an eg̃ir šita-èš also is a
recipient of oil on the feast-day of Utu (iii 30). Since no administrators are
mentioned in our text, one might conclude that the šita-èš is a cultic func-
tionary. The relationship between the priests nu-èš, nam-šita4, and šita-èš is un-
known.
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nar-gal, nar.meš, mí.tígi.meš
While the nar-gal, the chief singer/musician, is only a recipient of oil on the feast-
day of Utu (iii 23), the singers under his care, nar.meš, were recipients of oil on
the feast-days of all the gods: of Enki (ii 12), of Utu (iii 21), of Inanna (iv 57),
of Nanaya (vi 1), of Ninegala (vii 39), as well as of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra (viii

22′). One named nar also received clothes (ii 15). On the other hand, mí.tígi.meš
(Akkadian tegı̄tum “drummer”), the female specialist musicians playing the drum
(or lyre), only received barley on the feast-days of Inanna (iv 60), of Nanaya (vi 4),
and of Ninegala (vii 41).

gala-ma
˘
h, gala.meš

While the one named gala-ma
˘
h, the chief “lamentation-priest”, is a recipient of

clothes on the feast-day of Nanaya (vi 20), the gala.meš under his care were
recipients of oil on the feast-days of all the gods except Enki: of Utu (iii 22),
of Inanna (iv 56), of Ninegala (vii 40) as well as of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra (viii

21′) while the expected entry for the feast-day of Nanaya is lost in a break.

šu-i.meš
The šu-i.meš barbers were recipients of barley on the feast-days of Utu (iii 33), of
Inanna (iv 62), and of Nanaya (vi 5), as well as of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra (viii

23′). The barbers were apparently not anointed priests.

mí.su
˘
hur-lá.meš

Although the exact definition of their designation is uncertain, the term mí.su
˘
hur-

lá.meš (Akkadian: kezertum)34 has something to do with hair.35 The mí.su
˘
hur-lá.meš

might be ritual specialists concerned with hair and hairdressing, although direct
indications of their cultic or other activities are lacking. They might have served
as hairdressers to the gods; they were responsible for accompanying the statues of
the goddesses of Emutbal from Larsa to Babylon (LIH 34, see Frankena, AbB 2
34). However, they also may have worn their hair in a particular style. They are
only explicitly mentioned in the late OB archives from Kish (Gallery 1980b) and
Mari (letters, see references in Spaey 1990: 5 note 12 and a votive inscription, see
Frayne, RIME 4: 617–618, 4.6.11.4). The references to mí.su

˘
hur-lá.meš in our Larsa

34 For the most recent Akkadian etymology and discussion, see Blocher 1987: 225–230. For kezēru “curling”
of hair, cf. Alamdimmû III 73 (Böck 2000: 92). In spite of this common opinion, Civil (unpublished
communication at Leiden RAI) suggests that it might not refer to “curling” but to “tying” from ka.sāru
‘to tie’ and describe rather a chignon or even braids.
35 Note that the ugu-mu lexical tradition shows two types of hair-styles: su

˘
hur followed by ke-zé-er in both the

Nippur and Larsa Monolingual traditions. The same order is also found in various lexical series such as Proto-
Aa 808f. (MSL 14 102) and with the addition of lú in lú su

˘
hur, lú su

˘
hur-lá, lú ke-zé-er-ak in the OB Lu traditions

(OB Lu C5 20f. [MSL 12 195] and OB Lu A 388f. [MSL 12 169]). The lexical evidence for this item is
abundant: su-

˘
hur SU

˘
HUR = qim-ma-tú Sb II 357 (MSL 3 151), also Ea VIII 221–222 (MSL 14 482), Hh. II 282

(MSL 5 72), Proto-Aa 809:1–4 (MSL 14 102), and lú.su
˘
hur = ša qi4-ma-tim OB Lu A 388 (MSL 12 169).and C5

19 (MSL 12 195). There are many literary references to this type of hair style. In Sumerian, for instance: su
˘
hur-e

du7-mu su
˘
hur-e du7-mu “My one adorned with the mane, My one adorned with the mane” Dumuzi-Inanna Y 34,

see Sefati 1998: 268 and note on p. 275, in which he suggests that su
˘
hur denotes forelocks or tufts of the beard

and is also used in metaphors in the text describing the lover’s mop of hair. Cf. su
˘
hur ta ba-e-lá síg-zu diš-kùš-

à[m] “How your braids hang down! Your hair is one cubit [long]” Alster 1997: 37, SP 1.188 and note on p. 357.
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text provide some minimal information on the cultic functions that these women
performed—functions inside the temple for which they needed to be purified and
anointed. In our text they are specially anointed on the feast-day of Inanna (v 7) and
also may have been anointed on the feast-day of Nanaya (vi 30) but the corresponding
section is not preserved. As in Kiš, this group of women were probably organized
under the supervision of an ugula-overseer. On the feast-day of Nanaya (vi 19), one
Iddin-Nanaya, the [x] of the mí.su

˘
hur-lá.meš, occurs in a list of individuals receiving

probably garments. In the break, we have restored ugula; his namesake is the ugula-
overseer of the mí.su

˘
hur-lá.meš at Kiš (YOS 13 93:3 PA MÍ.[SU

˘
HUR-LÁ.MEŠ],

313:3 PA ke-ez-re-tim).36 On the basis of these personal names composed with the
theophoric element Nanaya, Finkelstein suggested that they were under the tutelage
of the Nanaya in Kiš (YOS 13 12).

lú.gub-ba
lú.gub-ba (Akkadian ma

˘
h
˘
hûm) “ecstatic”, who was a type of prophet, appears spo-

radically among OB Babylonian texts (Renger 1969: 219 note 1043), in comparison
to texts from the western periphery. In Larsa, ecstatics attached to Inanna of Zabalam,
Ningizzida, and Utu (our text) are known (Renger 1969: 219f.) The one reference
in our text is to the ecstatic as a recipient of oil on the feast-day of Utu (iii 25).

Temple Staff—Recipients of disbursements (oil, barley)

Those members of the temple staff who perform the non-sacerdotal offices are only
mentioned in our text as recipients of disbursements. While some receive barley
and others receive oil, none are specified by name for gifts of clothes. There seems
to be no rationale for the oil vis-à-vis barley distribution. There are two exceptional
outlays: the KAŠ.LUL (šāqûm) “steward” receives a special mutton dish (in addition
to bread, flour, beer, and oil) on the feast-day of Inanna (iv 54)37 and on the feast-day
of the deceased king Sîn-iddinam (ix 30) and, less surprising, the millers receive
flour on the feast-day of Utu (iii 36).

One group of menials occurs solely in the lists of recipients on the feast day of
Utu: kuš7 “groom” (recipient of oil, iii 24),38 lú.lunga “brewer” (recipient of oil,
iii 26), rá-gaba en dUtu “courier of the en of Utu” (recipient of oil, iii 27), šitim
“builder” (recipient of oil, iii 28), and the millers who receive coarse-grained barley
flour (iii 36).

The
˘
húb-bi.meš entertainers39 received barley on the feast-day of Enki (ii 11)

and on the feast-day of Utu (iii 32). Duponchel translates the term as baladins-

˘
huppûm (1997: 225f. no. 51 inūma LÚ.

˘
hu-up-pu-ú ma

˘
har šarrim immellu “when

the baladins-
˘
huppûm dance before the king”), and in the Mari ritual, the

˘
huppû

36 For the kezertum/kezrētum/MÍ.SU
˘
HUR-LÁ in late OB Kiš, see Pientka 1998: 379f. and for Iddin-Nanaya

in late OB Kiš, see Pientka 1998: 386.
37 In line vii 37, according to the restoration, the “steward” receives kakkartum-buns, bread and beer but no
mutton.
38 The “groom” may not be a menial but hold a cultic position in the temple, cf. the kizûm of Zababa in Kish,
see Pientka 1998: 380.
39 See the discussion of their specific role in note to ii 11.
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somersault (A.3165 iii 25 f., see Durand and Guichard 1997: 55). They probably
participated in a ritual circus act; see Postgate 1994: 126.

Except for the feast-days of the god Enki and the divine king Sîn-iddinam,
regular disbursements of barley are recorded for the kisal-lu

˘
h.meš “courtyard

sweepers”, both male and female, and ì-du8.meš “doorkeepers”. The courtyard
sweepers received barley on the feast-days of Utu (iii 34), of Inanna (iv 58–59),
of Nanaya (vi 2–3), and of Ninegala (vii 42–43), as well as of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and

Panig̃arra (viii 24′). The rank of courtyard sweeper was apparently a prestigious
one; they were probably purifiers of the courtyard rather than drudges. The office of
courtyard sweeper occurs as a tenured sinecure (“prebend”) in Ur (Charpin 1986:
190f.) and in Mari six female courtyard sweepers purified the ritual site for the
Ištar festival after the evening activities and before those of the morning (A.3165
iii 33, see Durand and Guichard 1997: 55). The doorkeepers received barley on
the feast-days of Utu (iii 35), of Inanna (iv 61), and of Nanaya (vi 6), but did not
receive anything on the feast-day of Ninegala. As for the feast-day of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h

and Panig̃arra, the line where the doorkeepers might have been written is broken.

E. Prosopography of Text

Personal
Name

Text
Reference Profession

Name of
Associated
Deity

Further References in
Contemporary Texts

Bı̄tum-rabi iii 38 šita-èš Utu For a person bearing the same name, cf.
YOS 8 63:37 (witness, RiSi 46).

Erištum vi 10 Nanaya For person bearing the same name, cf.
YOS 5 125:6, 8 (WS 7).

Etel-pı̄-Ištar iv 63 gudu4 Inanna For identical person: Babyloniaca 7 47a
rev. 3 (RiSi 7).

˘
Huppatum vi 9 Nanaya For persons bearing the same

name: (1) child of Sîn-nā.sir of the
Balamunamhe archive, YOS 5 119:20,
see Dyckhoff 1999: II 133 (from
WS 10-RiSi 10), possibly also YOS 5
189:5 (RiSi 10), 190:1 (RiSi 10), 195:3
(RiSi 11) (2) YBC 7750:3 (RiSi 5), see
Dyckhoff 1999: II 59 ff.

Iddin-dNanaya iv 55 Inanna Name quite common in Larsa, for
persons with similar function as

vi 18 [ugula]
mí.su

˘
hur-

lá.meš

Nanaya recipient of offerings, see (1)YOS 5
172 (RiSi 6): oil in Temple of Inanna
and Nanaya (2) TCL 10 100 (RiSi 45):
wethers, one sacrifice made at Larsa, one
at Uruk. A merchant of the same name
is a member of the family of Sanum
(Charpin 2003: 315–316).

continued on next page
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Personal
Name

Text
Reference Profession

Name of
Associated
Deity

Further References in
Contemporary Texts

Ilšu-ibbı̄šu iv 64 gudu4 Inanna Person with same name and profession
appears as a witness in a contract dated
to the second year of Rı̄m-Sîn (YOS 8
2:15), and in a contract dated to the
eighth year of Rı̄m-Sîn (YOS 8 69:18).

[Im-gu]r-
dEN.ZU

vi 16 gudu4 Nanaya Name quite common in Larsa, for person
with same name and profession but
gudu4 of Ningišzida (YOS 5 132:14
[RiSi 11]).

La-ak-ka-la-al vi 12 Nanaya Name not understandable.

Ma-a-nu-um ii 14 gudu4 Enki Name quite common in Larsa, for
person with same name as a witness
to a contract of a slave sale in the
seventeenth year of Rı̄m-Sîn, cf. TCL 10
47:17. Grain storage official in Larsa
of same name in Breckwoldt 1995/6:
82 YBC 6231 19 (RiSi 8), see also
Dyckhoff 1999: 124: 20b.

Pi.sētum vi 7 Nanaya Perhaps the daughter of the king, see
TIM 5 68:6 (= IM 10135:6 [RiSi 52], see
van Dijk 1967: 241)

Puzur-
dNumušda

iii 37 gudu4 Utu Person of same name known sureties
for slaves YOS 8 23 [RiSi 15] YOS 8 35
[RiSi 20]

dSîn-ilı̄ ii 15 nar Enki This singer is to probably to be identified
with Sîn-ilı̄ the singer, mentioned in
YOS 5 191: 4; see Dyckhoff 1999: Band
1, 103, §9.2. It is impossible to ascertain
whether he had any relation to Sîn-ilı̄,
the gudu4, see Renger 1969: 167 (RiSi
49).

[dSî]n-išmêni vi 17 gudu4 Nanaya Name quite common in Larsa, for person
with same name as the seller of property
in the same year as the text, cf. TCL 10
22 (RiSi 2).

dSîn-muballi.t iv 65 gudu4 Inanna Name quite common in Larsa, for person
with same name

.Sulūlı̄ (wr.
AN.DUL)-dSîn

vi 13 Nanaya

Šat-dX.X vi 8 Nanaya

Tarām-kūbi vi 11 Nanaya

continued on next page
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Personal
Name

Text
Reference Profession

Name of
Associated
Deity

Further References in
Contemporary Texts

Ubar-dŠamaš vii 51 gala-ma
˘
h Nanaya Name quite common in Larsa, for a

merchant by the same name, see Charpin
2003: 311–312.

[…]-ba-at-ti-ia ix 58

[…]-da-tum vi 15 gudu4 Nanaya

[ ]-ru-um vi 14 gudu4 Nanaya Possibly to be identified with A-lí-wa-
aq-rum gudu4 Nanaya YOS 8 65:30
(RiSi 39), and passim, see Renger 1969:
146.

[ ]-dSîn vi 16 gudu4 Nanaya
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F. Transliteration, Translation, and Philological Notes

Transliteration

Obverse
Col. i

(space-nothing missing—continuation of another tablet?)
1. 2 udu sískur zag-g̃ar-ra
2. 0.0.2.0 ninda zì-gu 0.0.1.0 ninda zì-sig15

3. 0.1.4.0 ninda dabin 0.0.3.0 kaš-sig5 0.1.4.0 kaš-gin
4. 10 dug.dílim ninda-ì-dé-a
5. 0.0.0.2 sìla ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 (EREN)
6. i-na zag-g̃ar-ra
7. 1 udu! sískur
8. 0.0.1.0 ninda zì-gu 0.0.1.0 ninda zì-sig15

9. 4 dug.dílim ninda-ì-dé-a
10. a-na ú-ri-im
11. sískur dNin-si4-an-na
12. iti.zíz.a u4-15-kam
13. u4-um NÍG̃.ÁB
14. 1 udu sískur i-na bi-ti-šu
15. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš 1 pi

˘
hu (KAŠ.Ú.Ú.KA.DÙ) 0.0.1.0

16. 0.0.1.0 zì-gu
17. pi-it bi-tim
18. 2 udu sískur dEn-ki
19. 1 udu dAsar-lú-

˘
hi

20. 0.2.0.0 ninda dabin ša i-na 0.0.0.1 sìla10 ninda
21. 0.0.1.0 ninda zì-gu ša i-na 0.0.0.1 sìla 4 ninda
22. 0.3.2.0 kaš-gin
23. ni-in-da-ab-bu-um
24. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-[dùg]- ga a-na ì-šeš4 (EREN) dig̃ir-ra
25. 0.0.0.2 sìla ì-[g̃iš x sìl]a zì-gu
26. 1/2 sìla [šim]-

˘
hi-a

27. ta-a[z-zi-iš]-tum
28. 0.0.1.0 kaš-[gin 14] ninda
29. šu-ti-[a nar.meš]
30. ša [ta-a]z-zi-iš-tim
31. 2 g̃iš.dílim gu -la ninda-ì-dé-a téš sì-ga
32. a-na g̃iš.banšur
33. 10 gín ì-nun
34. 3+x sìla zì-gu 0.0.0.5 sìla zú-lum
35. 1 +[x s]ìla kaš-gin a-na pi-it-t[im]
36. [šu-ti]-a šu-i.meš
37. [x] ì-g̃iš 0.0.1.0 zì-gu
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Translation

Obverse
Col. i

1. 2 sheep as sískur-offering for the sanctuary,
2. 2 bán of bread from finely ground flour, 1 bán of bread from crushed (?)

flour,
3. 1 bariga and 4 bán of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 3 bán of

good quality beer, and 1 bariga and 4 bán of ordinary beer,
4. 10 dílim-vessels of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections,
5. 2 sìla oil for anointing
6. in the sanctuary.
7. 1 sheep as sískur-offering,
8. 1 bán of bread from finely ground flour, 1 bán of bread from crushed (?)

flour,
9. 4 dílim-vessels of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections,

10. to the roof.
11. (the) sískur-ritual of Ninsianna,
12. the fifteenth of the month of Šabā.tu,
13. the day of the …
14. 1 sheep as sískur-offering in his temple
15. 1 sìla of sesame oil, 1 vat of beer with a capacity of 1 bán
16. 1 bán of finely ground flour
17. Opening of the Temple Ceremony.
18. 2 sheep as sískur-offering for Enki
19. 1 sheep for Asarlu

˘
hi

20. 2 bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour in 10 breads per 1 sìla
(of flour)

21. 1 bán of bread from finely ground flour in 4 breads per 1 sìla (of flour)
22. 3 bariga and 2 bán of ordinary beer
23. Cereal Offering.
24. 1 sìla of [good?] oil for anointing the god
25. 1 sìla of oil [and x] sìla of finely ground flour
26. one-half sìla of aromatics
27. Wailing Ceremony.
28. 1 bán of ordinary [beer and 14] loaves of bread
29. receipt [of the singers]
30. of the wailing ceremony.
31. 2 large dílim-vessels of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections in equal portions
32. for the banquet table.
33. 10 shekels of ghee
34. 3 and x sìla of finely ground flour and 5 sìla of dates
35. 1+[x sìla] of ordinary beer on the coals (?)
36. [receipt] of the barbers.
37. [x sìla] of oil, 1 bán of finely ground flour
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38. 0.0.1.0 zú-lum 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin
39. a- na níg̃-g̃i6
40. šu-ti -a gudu4.meš
41. [á-u4-t]e-na i-na e-re-bi-šu
42. [u4]-16-kam
43. [x udu] i-na é-mu

˘
haldim

44. [x udu] sískur lugal
45. [x] udu dEn-ki
46. [x udu] dAsar-lú-

˘
hi

(end of column)

Col. ii

1. 1 u[du] zag-g̃ar-[ra]
2. [x x x] ninda -ì-d[é-a]
3. [á-gú]-zi-[ga]
4. [x ninda dabin] 0.0.0.3 sìla ninda zì- gu
5. [x] kaš-gin
6. ip -ti-nu-um
7. 0.3.0.0 ninda dabin 0.0.2.0 ninda zì-gu 0.4.0.0 kaš-gin
8. 4 × 600 ninda ka-[k]a-ar-tum
9. ni -in-[d]a–ab-bu-um

10. [x] sìla ì-g̃iš en dEn-ki
11. 1.0.0.0 še-gur

˘
húb -bi.meš

12. 10 ma-na siki 0.0.0.2 sìla ì-g̃iš nar.meš
13. 10 ma-na 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš gudu4.meš
14. 1 túg.bar-dul8 Ma-a-nu-um gudu4

15. 1 túg.bar-dul8 dEN.ZU-DINGIR nar
16. 2 udu sískur i-na ra-bi-e-šu
17. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-sag̃ 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-

˘
hi-nun-na

18. 1 túg.a-dugud 1 sag̃-níta
19. níg̃-ba dEn-ki
20. 1 túg.a-

˘
huš-a dAsar-lú-

˘
hi

21. 1 gada-SAR-SAR g̃iš.tukul dE[n-ki]
22. ša i-na bi-tim iz-[za-zu]
23. 0.0.2.0 ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 (EREN) gu[du4.meš] // ù g̃ìr-[sè-ga]
24. á-u4-te-na u4 - 17 -kam

(space)
25. kaš-dé- a dEn-ki
26. 1 udu [sís]kur i-na bi-ti-šu
27. [0.0.0.1 sìla ì]-g̃iš 1 pi

˘
hu 0.0.2.0

28. 0.0.1.0 zì-gu
29. p[i-i]t bi-tim
30. 1[udu] sískur zag-g̃ar-ra
31. 1[udu] sískur dUtu
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38. 1 bán of dates, 1 bán of ordinary beer
39. for the night vigil
40. receipt of the gudu4-priests.
41. When he enters in the evening
42. on the 16th [day]
42. [x sheep] in the kitchen
44. [x sheep] for the royal sískur-offering
45. [x] sheep for Enki
46. [x sheep] for Asarlu

˘
hi

Col. ii

1. 1 sheep in the sanctuary
2. […] ninda-ì-dé-a-confections
3. morning.
4. [x bread from coarse-grained barley flour], 3 sìla of bread from finely

ground flour
5. [x bán] of ordinary beer:
6. meal.
7. 3 bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 2 bán of bread from

finely ground flour, 4 bariga of ordinary beer
8. 4×600 round loaves of bread
9. Cereal Offering.

10. [x] sìla of oil (for) the en-priestess of Enki
11. 1 gur of barley (for) the entertainers/acrobats
12. 10 mana of wool and 2 sìla of oil (for) the singers
13. 10 mana (of wool) and 1 sìla of oil (for) the gudu4-priests
14. 1 bardul-garment (for) Mānum, the gudu4-priest
15. 1 bardul-garment (for) Sîn-ilı̄, the singer
16. 2 sheep for sískur-offering in his setting?

17. 1 sìla of oil from the first pressing and 1 sìla of precious oil
18. 1 heavy cloak, 1 male person
19. Gift for Enki.
20. 1 reddish garment for Asarlu

˘
hi

21. 1 bright linen for the weapon of Enki
22. that stands (?) in the temple.
23. 2 bán of oil for anointing the gudu4-priests and the temple [collegium]
24. Evening on the 17th day.

(space)
25. Feast-(day) (of) Enki
26. 1 sheep as sískur-offering in his temple
27. [1 sìla of] oil, 1 beer jug with a capacity of 2 bán
28. 1 bán of finely ground flour
29. Opening of the Temple Ceremony.
30. 1 [sheep] as sískur-offering in the sanctuary
31. 1 [sheep] as sískur-offering for Utu
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32. 0.0.1.0 ninda dabin 0.0.1.8 sìla ninda zì-gu
33. 2+[x] gur kaš-gin
34. [x] (er.) ninda ka-ka-ar-tum
35. [ni-i]n-da-ab-bu-um
36. 1+[x? ì]-sag̃ a-na ri-ši-i[m]
37. 0.0.0.2 [sìla ì]-g̃iš 0.0.0.3 sìla zì-g[u]
38. 1/2 [sìla] šim-

˘
hi-[a]

39. ta-a[z-z]i-iš-tum
40. 0.0.1.0 [kaš-gin 14 ninda]
41. šu-t[i-a nar.meš]
42. ša [ta-az-zi-iš-tim]
43. 2 sìla […]
44. a-n[a] g̃iš.banšur
45. 10 gín ì- nun 0.0.0.3 sìla zì-gu
46. 0.0.0.5 sìla zú- lum 0.0.0.5 sìla kaš-gin
47. a-na pi-it-tim
48. šu- ti -a šu-i.meš
49. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-nun 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš
50. 0.0.1.0 zì-gu 0.0.1.0 zú-lum 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin
51. 1 pi

˘
hu 0.0.1.0

52. a-na níg̃-g̃i6
53. šu-ti-a gudu4.[m]eš
54. 0.0.3.0 še šà-gal dú[s]u (ANŠ[E.LI]BIR)
55. 0.0.0.4 sìla ì-g̃iš a-na ša-ra-p[i-i]m
56. 0.0.0.3 sìla zì-gu 1/2 sìla šim-[

˘
hi-a]

57. i-na qú-tur4 šim g̃iš.eren-n[a] // a-na ki-nu-nim
(end of column)

Col. iii

1. […]
2. [x] zì-gu […]
3. [šu-t]i- a [gala.meš]
4. i-na qú- tur4 [šim g̃iš.eren]
5. á-u4-te-na [i-na e-re-bi-šu]
6. u4-[17-kam]
7. 1 dug […]
8. 6 udu síl-qum [é-mu

˘
haldim]

9. 2 udu sísku[r lugal]
10. 1 udu zag-[g̃ar-ra]
11. 1 gud 4 udu sís[kur]
12. 10 gi.banš[ur] ninda-ì-d[é-a]
13. á-gú-zi-g[a]
14. 0.1.0.0 ninda dabin 0.0.1.0 ninda zì- gu
15. 0.1.4.0 kaš-gin
16. ip- ti -nu-um
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32. 1 bán of bread from coarse-grained barley flour and 1 bán 8 sìla of bread
from finely ground flour

33. 2+[x] gur of ordinary beer
34. x [x] round loaves of bread
35. Cereal Offering.
36. 1+[x] oil from the first pressing for …
37. 2 [sìla of] oil and 3 sìla of finely ground flour
38. one-half [sìla] of mixed aromatics
39. Wailing Ceremony.
40. 1 bán of [ordinary beer, 14 breads]
41. as receipt [of the singers]
42. of the [wailing ceremony].
43. 2 sìla […]
44. for the banquet table.
45. 10 shekels of ghee, 3 sìla of finely ground flour
46. 5 sìla of dates, 5 sìla of ordinary beer
47. for the coals
48. receipt of the barbers.
49. 1 sìla of ghee, 1 sìla of oil
50. 1 bán of finely ground flour, 1 bán of dates, 1 bán of ordinary beer
51. 1 beer jug with a capacity of 1 bán
52. for the night vigil,
53. receipt of the gudu4-priests.
54. 3 bán of barley fodder for the dúsu-equid
55. 4 sìla of oil for burning
56. 3 sìla of finely ground flour, 1/2 sìla mixed aromatics
57. (put into) the smoke of the cedar tree resin for the brazier.

Col. iii

1. […]
2. [x] finely ground flour […]
3. receipt of [the lamentation-priests],
4. for the smoke of the cedar resin.
5. when [he enters] in the evening
6. on the [17th day]
7. 1 container […]
8. 6 silqum-sheep [for the kitchen]
9. 2 sheep as sískur-offering [of the king]

10. 1 sheep for the sanctuary
11. 1 oxen and 4 sheep as sískur-offering
12. 10 reed tables of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections
13. morning.
14. 1 bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 1 bán of bread from

finely ground flour
15. 1 bariga and 4 bán of ordinary beer
16. meal.
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17. 0.0.1.[x] sìla [ninda dab]in 0.0.1.8 sìla ninda zì-gu
18. 2.2?.[x.x g]ur kaš-gin
19. x? +4? × 600 ninda ka-ka-ar-tum
20. ni -in-da-ab-[b]u-um
21. [0.0.0.1] sìla ì-g̃iš nar.meš
22. 0.0.0.1 sìla gala.meš
23. 0.0.0.1 sìla nar-gal
24. 0.0.0.1 sìla kuš7

25. 0.0.0.1 sìla lú.gub-ba
26. 0.0.0.1 sìla lú.lunga
27. 0.0.0.1 sìla rá-gaba en dUtu
28. 0.0.0.1 sìla šitim
29. 0.0.0.1 sìla šita-èš
30. 0.0.0.1 sìla eg̃ir šita-èš
31. 0.0.3.0 še šà-gal dúsu
32. 1.0.0.0 še-gur

˘
húb-bi.meš

33. 0.0.3.0 še šu-i.meš
34. 0.0.3.0 še kisal-lu

˘
h.meš

35. 0.0.3.0 še ì-du8.meš
36. 0.0.3.0 dabin a-ra-ar-ru
37. 1 gín kù-babbar 10 ma-na siki // PÙ.ŠA-dNu-muš-da gudu4

38. 1 túg.bar-dul8 É-ra-bi šita-èš
39. 2 udu sískur i-na ra-bi-šu
40. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-sag̃ 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-

˘
hi-nun-na

41. 1 gada-SAR.SAR gu-za kaskal
42. 1 gada-SAR.SAR gu-za dUtu
43. 1 zabar.dug kù-babbar ki-lá-bi 1 ma-na
44. [1 túg.a-dugud] ‹1?› sag̃-níta
45. [níg̃-ba dUt]u
46. [1? tú]g.a-

˘
huš-a alan kù-sig17 // dEN.ZU-i-qí-ša-am

47. 1 [t]úg.
˘
huš-a alan kù-sig17 // ÌR-dEN.ZU

48. x ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 (EREN) gudu4.meš // ù g̃ìr-sè-ga
49. á- u4 -te-na u4-18-kam

(space)
50. kaš-dé-a dUtu
51. 1 udu sískur i-na bi-ti-ša
52. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš 1 pi

˘
hu 0.0.1.0

53. [x] zì-gu
54. [pi-i]t bi-tim

(end of column)

Col. iv

(break—ca. 12 lines)
13. a-na [g̃iš.banšur]
14. 10 gín ì-nun 0.0.0.3 sìla [zì-gu]
15. [0.0.0.5?] sìla zú-lum 0.0.0.5 [sìla kaš-gin]
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17. 1 bán and [x] sìla of [bread] from coarse-grained barley flour , 1 bán and
8 sìla of bread from finely ground flour

18. 2 gur and 2? bariga of ordinary beer
19. 2400+x? round loaves of bread
20. Cereal Offering.
21. [1] sìla of oil for the singers
22. 1 sìla (of oil) for the lamentation priests
23. 1 sìla (of oil) for the chief singer
24. 1 sìla (of oil) for the groom
25. 1 sìla (of oil) for the ecstatic
26. 1 sìla (of oil) for the brewer
27. 1 sìla (of oil) for the messenger of the en-priestess of Utu
28. 1 sìla (of oil) for the builder
29. 1 sìla (of oil) for the purification priest
30. 1 sìla (of oil) for the assistant purification priest
31. 3 bán of barley fodder for the dúsu-equid
32. 1 gur of barley for the entertainers
33. 3 bán of barley for the barbers
34. 3 bán of barley for the courtyard sweepers
35. 3 bán of barley for the doorkeepers
36. 3 bán of coarse-grained barley flour for the millers
37. 1 shekel of silver, 10 minas of wool for Puzur-Numušda, the gudu4-priest
38. 1 bardul-garment for Bı̄tum-rabi, the purification priest
39. 2 sheep as sískur-offering in his setting?

40. 1 sìla of first pressed oil, 1 sìla of precious oil
41. 1 bright linen for the sedan chair
42. 1 bright linen for the throne for Utu
43. 1 zabar-vessel made of silver weighing 1 mana
44. [1 heavy cloak], ‹1› male person
45. [Gift for Ut]u.
46. [1] reddish garment for the gold statue of Sîn-iqišam
47. 1 reddish garment for the gold statue of Warad-Sîn
48. x oil for anointing the gudu4-priests and the temple collegium
49. Evening of the 18th day.

(space)
50. Feast-(day) (of) Utu
51. 1 sheep as sískur-offering in her temple
52. 1 sìla of oil, 1 beer jug with 1 bán capacity
53. [x] finely ground flour
54. Opening of the Temple Ceremony.

Col. iv
(break)

13. for the [offering table].
14. 10 shekels of ghee, 3 sìla of [finely ground flour]
15. [5] sìla of dates, 5 [sìla of ordinary beer]
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16. [a-n]a pi-it-tim
17. [š]u-ti-a šu-i.meš
18. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-nun 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš
19. 0.0.1.0 zì-gu 0.0.1.0 zú-lum 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin
20. 1 pi

˘
hu 0.0.1.0

21. a-na níg̃-g̃i6
22. šu-ti-a gudu4.meš
23. 0.0.0.4 sìla ì-g̃iš a-na ša-ra-pi-im
24. 0.0.0.3 sìla [zì]- gu 1/2 sìla šim-

˘
hi-a

25. i-na qú-[tur4] šim g̃iš.eren
26. a-na k[i-n]u-nim
27. 0.0.1.0 ninda dabin 0.0.0.3 [sìla nind]a zì-gu
28. 0.0.1.0 […]
29. šu-ti-a gala.meš [i-na q]ú-tur4 šim g̃iš.eren
30. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 (EREN) ni-ri-im
31. á-u4-te-na i-na e-re-bi-ša
32. u4-1[8-k]am
33. 2 gud é -mu

˘
haldim

34. 23 udu síl-q[um] é-mu
˘
haldim

35. 2 udu sís[kur] lugal
36. 1 udu [zag]-g̃ar-ra
37. 1 gud 4 udu [sí]skur
38. 10 gi.banšur [ninda-ì]-dé-a
39. á-gú-[z]i-ga
40. 0.1.0.0 ninda dabin 0.0.1.0 [ninda z]ì-gu
41. 0.1.4.0 [kaš]- gin
42. ip-ti-[n]u- um
43. 0.3.2.0 ninda dabin 0.0.2.0 [nin]da z[ì-g]u
44. 1.3.0.0 gur kaš-gin
45. 4050 ninda k[a-k]a-ar-tum
46. ni-in-d[a]- ab-bu -[um]
47. 1 udu 0.1.4.0 kaš-gin a!-na! [x x (x) d]Inanna
48. 1 udu 0.1.4.0 kaš-gi[n…dN]a-na-a
49. 1 udu 0.1.4.0 ka[š-gin…n]a-bi-i
50. 1 (or 60?) ninda [ka-ka-a]r-tum
51. 0.0.1.0 ninda zì-gu 0.2.0.0 kaš-gin
52. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš
53. 1 uzu.tir-zum
54. a-na KAŠ.LUL ša ma-

˘
ha-ar dInanna

55. 0.0.0.2 sìla ì-g̃iš I-din-dNa-na-a
56. 0.0.0.2 sìla gala.meš
57. 0.0.0.2 sìla nar.meš
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16. for the coals,
17. receipt of the barbers.
18. 1 sìla of ghee, 1 sìla of oil
19. 1 bán of finely ground flour, 1 bán of dates, 1 bán of ordinary beer
20. 1 beer jug with a 1 bán capacity
21. for the night vigil,
22. as receipt of the gudu4-priests.
23. 4 sìla of oil for burning
24. 3 sìla of [finely ground] flour , 1/2 sìla of mixed aromatics
25. in the smoke of cedar resin
26. for the brazier.
27. 1 bán of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 3 [sìla of] bread from

finely ground flour
28. 1 bán […]
29. as receipt of the lamentation priests [in the] smoke of the cedar

resin.
30. 1 sìla of oil for anointing the Yoke.
31. the evening when she enters
32. the 1[8th] day
33. 2 oxen for the kitchen
34. 23 sílqum-sheep for the kitchen
35. 2 sheep as the royal sískur-offering
36. 1 sheep for the sanctuary
37. 1 ox, 4 sheep for the sískur-offering
38. 10 reed trays of [ninda-ì-dé-a]-confections
39. morning.
40. 1 bariga of bread from barley flour, 1 bán of [bread from] finely ground

flour
41. 1 bariga and 4 bán of ordinary [beer]
42. meal.
43. 3 bariga and 2 bán of bread from barley flour, 2 bán of bread from finely

[ground] flour
44. 1 gur and 3 bariga of ordinary beer
45. 4050 round loaves of bread
46. Cereal Offering.
47. 1 sheep, 1 bariga and 4 bán of ordinary beer, for […] Inanna
48. 1 sheep, 1 bariga and 4 bán of ordinary beer, […]Nanaya
49. 1 sheep, 1 bariga and 4 bán of ordinary [beer, …] …
50. 1 round loaf of bread
51. 1 bán of finely ground flour, 2 bariga of ordinary beer
52. 1 sìla of oil
53. 1 (portion) of tir.sum-mutton
54. for the cup bearer before Inanna
55. 2 sìla of oil for Iddin-Nanaya
56. 2 sìla (of oil) for the lamentation priests
57. 2 sìla (of oil) for the singers
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58. 0.2.0.0 še kisal-lu
˘
h.meš

59. 0.1.0.0 še mí. kisal -lu
˘
h.meš

60. 1.0.0.0 gur mí.tígi( NAR .BALAG̃).meš
61. 0.1.0.0 še ì-du8.meš
62. 0.1.0.0 še šu.i.meš
63. 1 túg.bar-dul8 10 ma-na siki // E-te-el-KA-Ištar (U+DAR) gudu4

64. 1 túg.bar-dul8 10 ma-na siki DINGIR-šu-i-bi-šu gudu4

65. 10 ma-na siki dEN.ZU-mu-ba- lí-i.t gudu4

66. 2 udu sísku[r i-na ra-bi-ša]
(end of column and obverse)

Reverse
Col. v

1. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-[g̃iš x] kaš -[gin]
2. 1 túg.a-d[ugud…]
3. 1 na4- gú // šà-ba [x] na4.[x (x)] x // 1 na4 éllag̃ (BIR, written

˘
HI.E)-

MUŠ -ra? // 1 GUR7+ME kù-sig17 // 14 tu-dur kù-sig17 // ki-lá-bi 10 gín
.se-er-pu-um

4. níg̃-ba d Inanna
5. 1 gada-SAR.SAR gu-za kaskal dInanna
6. 1 túg.a-dugud dNin-šubura!

7. 0.1.3.0 ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 (EREN) gudu4.meš // mí.su
˘
hur-lá.meš ù g̃ìr-sè-ga

8. á-u4-te-na u4- 19 -kam
(space)

9. kaš-dé-a dInanna
10. 1 udu sískur i-na bi-ti-ša
11. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš 1 pi[

˘
hu] 0.0.1.0

12. 0.0.1.0 [z] ì-gu
13. pi-it b[i-ti]m
14. 5 udu síl-[qum] é-mu

˘
haldim

15. 1 udu sískur [zag-g̃ar]-ra
16. 3 udu s[ískur dNa-n]a-a
17. 0.3.2.0 ninda dabin [x nin]da zì -gu
18. 1.3.3.0 gur kaš-gin
19. ni-in- da -ab-bu-um
20. [1] sìla ì-sag̃ a -na ri-ši-im
21. 0.0.0.2 [sìla ì-g̃iš x sil]à zì-gu
22. 1/2 sìla [š]im-

˘
hi-a

23. ta- az -z[i-i]š-tum
24. 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin 14 ninda
25. šu-ti-a nar.meš
26. ša ta -az-z[i-i]š-tim
27. 1 ì-sag̃ a-na èš-g̃i6-zal
28. 2 dug .dílim gu-la ninda-ì-dé-a téš sì-ga
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58. 2 bariga of barley for the courtyard sweepers
59. 1 bariga of barley for the female courtyard sweepers
60. 1 gur of barley for the female tígi-players
61. 1 bariga of barley for the doorkeepers
62. 1 bariga of barley for the barbers
63. 1 bardul-garment, 10 minas of wool for Etel-pı̄-Ištar, gudu4-priest
64. 1 bardul-garment, 10 minas of wool for Ilšu-ibbišu, gudu4-priest
65. 10 minas of wool for Sîn-muballi.t, gudu4-priest
66. 2 sheep as sískur-offering […]

Reverse
Col. v

1. 1 sìla of oil, […] of [ordinary] beer
2. 1 heavy cloak […]
3. one necklace, containing x (unknown number of) pappardilû (?)-stones,

one kidney-shaped bead (?) of muššaru (?)-stone, one gold medallion,
fourteen gold beads, their weight is ten shekels, refined state

4. Gift for Inanna
5. one bright linen for the travelling chair of Inanna
6. one heavy cloak for Nin-šubura
7. one bariga and 3 bán of oil for the anointing of the gudu4-priests, the

su
˘
hur-lá-women, and the temple collegium.

8. Evening of the 19th day.
(space)

9. Feast-(day) (of) Inanna
10. 1 sheep as sískur-offering in her temple
11. 1 sìla of oil, one pı̄

˘
hu-jug of beer with the capacity of one bán,

12. 1 bán of finely ground flour,
13. Opening of the Temple Ceremony.
14. 5 silqum-sheep for the kitchen.
15. 1 sheep as sískur-offering in the sanctuary,
16. 3 sheep as sískur-offering for Nanaya,
17. 3 bariga and 2 bán of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, x bread from

finely ground flour,
18. 1 gur, 3 bariga and 3 bán of ordinary beer,
19. Cereal Offering.
20. [1] sìla of first pressed oil for …
21. 2 [sìla of oil, x] sìla of finely-ground flour,
22. one half sìla of mixed aromatics,
23. Wailing Ceremony.
24. 1 bán of ordinary beer, 14 breads,
25. receipt of the singers
26. of the wailing ceremony.
27. 1 of first pressed oil for the Spending the Night in the Sanctuary.
28. 2 large dilim-vessels with ninda-ì-dé-a-confections, in equal portions
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29. a-na g̃iš.banšur
30. 10 gín ì-nun 0.0.0.3 sìla zì-gu
31. 0.0.0.5 sìla zú-lum 0.0.0.5 sìla kaš-gin
32. a-na pi-it-tim
33. šu-ti-a šu- i .meš
34. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì- nun 0.0.0.1 [sìla] ì -g̃iš
35. 0.0.1.0 zì-gu 0.0.1?.0 zú -[lum x kaš]-gin
36. 1 [pi

˘
hu] 0.0.1.0

37. a- na níg̃ -g̃i6
38. šu-t[i]- a gudu4 .meš
39. 0.0.2.0 ì-g̃iš ì- šeš4 ni-ri[-im]
40. á -u4- te -[na i-na] e-re-b[i-š]a
41. u4-1[9-kam]
42. 10 udu síl-qum [é-mu

˘
haldim]

43. 1 [udu] sísk[ur luga]l
44. 1 udu z[ag-g̃ar]-ra
45. 1 gud [4 udu?] sí skur
46. 10 g[i.banšur ninda]- ì-dé -a
47. á- gú-zi-ga
48. 1 udu sís[kur] a-na g̃iš.banšur 2 g̃iš.dílim ninda-ì-dé-‹a›
49. 0.1.0.0 ninda! dabin 0.0.0.5 sìla ninda zì -[gu]
50. 0.1.4.0 kaš-gi[n]
51. ip-ti- nu-um
52. [x] ninda dabin 0.0.2.0 ninda zì-gu
53. 1.3.x.0 gur kaš-gin
54. [x] ninda ka-ka-a[r-tum]
55. [ni-in]-da-ab-bu-[um]
56. 1 udu 0.1.4.0 […]
57. 1 udu 1 […]
58. 1 udu 1 […]
59. 1 […]
60. x […]

(break—ca. 4 lines missing)
(end of column)

Col. vi

1. 0.0.0.2 sìla nar.meš
2. 0.2.0.0 še kisal-lu

˘
h.meš

3. 0.1.0.0 še mí .kisal-lu
˘
h-meš

4. 1 še-gur mí.tígi.meš
5. 0.1.0.0 še šu-i.meš
6. 0.1.0.0 [š]e ì-du8.meš
7. 1 šu-gur kù-babbar ša 1 gín // Pi-.se-e-tum
8. 1 šu-gur kù-babbar Ša-at-dX.X
9. 1 šu-gur kù-babbar

˘
Hu-pa-tum

10. 1 šu -gur kù-babbar E-ri-iš-tum
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29. for the banquet table.
30. 10 shekels of ghee, 3 sìla of finely ground flour,
31. 5 sìla of dates, 5 sìla of ordinary beer,
32. for the coals.
33. receipt of the barbers.
34. 1 sìla of ghee, one sìla of oil,
35. 1 bán of finely ground flour, 1? bán of dates, x of ordinary beer,
36. one pı̄

˘
hu-jug of beer with the capacity of one bán,

37. for the night vigil.
38. receipt of the gudu4-priests.
39. 2 bán of oil for the anointing the Yoke.
40. when she enters for the evening
41. on the 19th day
42. 10 silqum-sheep for the kitchen
43. 1 sheep as sískur-offering of the king
44. 1 sheep as sískur-offering in the sanctuary
45. 1 ox and 4 sheep as sískur-offering
46. 10 reed trays with ninda-ì-dé-a-confections
47. morning.
48. 1 sheep as sískur-offering for the banquet table, 2 wooden dílim-vessels

with ninda-ì-dé-a-confections
49. 1 bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 5 sìla of bread from

finely ground flour,
50. 1 bariga and 4 bán of ordinary beer
51. meal.
52. x bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 0.0.2.0 bread from finely ground

flour,
53. 1 gur, 3 bariga and x bán of ordinary beer
54. x round loaves of bread
55. Cereal Offering.
56. 1 sheep 0.1.4.0 […]
57. 1 sheep […]
58. 1 sheep […]

(break)

Col. vi

1. 2 sìla (of oil?) for the singers
2. 2 bariga of barley for the courtyard sweepers
3. 1 bariga of barley for the female courtyard sweepers
4. 1 gur of barley for the female tígi-players
5. 1 bariga of barley for the barbers
6. 1 bariga of barley for the doorkeepers
7. one silver ring (weighing) one shekel for Pi.sētum
8. one silver ring for Šāt-dDN
9. one silver ring for

˘
Hupātum

10. one silver ring for Erištum
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11. [1] šu-gur kù-babbar Ta-ra-am-Ku-bi
12. [1] šu -gur kù-babbar La-ak-ka-la-al
13. [1 šu]-gur kù-babbar AN.DUL-dEN.ZU
14. [1 túg.ba]r-dul8 10 ma-na siki // [x…] x -ru-um gudu4

15. […]-it-tum gudu4

16. […Im-gu]r-dEN.ZU gudu4

17. […dEN.Z]U-iš-me-ni gudu4

18. [… I]- din? -dNa-na-a
19. [ugula] mí.su

˘
hur-lá.meš

20. [1] túg.bar-dul8 U-bar-dUtu gala-ma
˘
h

21. 2 udu sís kur i-na ra-bi-ša
22. 0.0.0.1 [sìla ì-sa]g̃ 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-

˘
hi-nun -na

23. 1 [tú]g. a-
˘
huš-a x

24. 1[túg.a-dugud] 1 sag̃- mí
25. 1 na4-gú //šà- ba [x n]a4.ni-ig-su // bábbar-dili // 1 n[a4.x] bábbar-dili //

1 GUR7+ME kù-sig17 // 11 t[u-du]r kù-sig17 // ki-lá-bi 10 gín [.se]-er- //
-pu-um

26. [níg̃-ba dNa-n]a-a
27. 1 [túg.a-

˘
huš-a dMu6-]a-ti

28. 1 t[úg a-
˘
huš-a alan k]ù-sig17 // [dEN.ZU-i-q]í-ša-am

29. 1 t[úg a-
˘
huš-a ala]n kù-sig17 // [ÌR]-dEN.ZU

30. 0.1.2.0 ì-g̃[iš ì-še]š4 ([ERE]N)] gudu4 .meš // [mí.su
˘
hur-lá.meš ù

g̃ìr]-sè-ga
31. [á-u4-te-na u4]-20-kam

(space)
32. kaš-dé-a d Na-na -a

(space)
33. [kaš-dé-a dNè]- iri11 -gal
34. […] è
35. ig? […] ú
36. 1 u[du.sísku]r i-na bi- ti-ša
37. 0.0.0.1 sìla [ì-g̃iš 1 pi]

˘
hu 0.0.1.0

38. 0.0.1.0 zì-gu
39. pi-i t [bi]-tim
40. 1 udu [za]g-g̃ar-ra
41. 2 udu sísku[r] dNin- é-gal
42. 0.1.0.0 ninda dabin 0.0.1.0 ninda zì-gu
43. 1.0.0.0 gur kaš-gin
44. ni- in -da-ab-bu-um
45. […]

(break—ca. 4 lines missing to end of column)

Col. vii

1. 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin 14 ninda
2. šu-ti -a nar .meš
3. š[a ta-az]-zi-iš-tim
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11. [one] silver ring for Tarām-Kūbi
12. [one] silver ring for La-ak-ka-la-al
13. [one] silver ring for .Sulūlı̄-Sîn
14. [one bar]dul-[garment], ten minas of wool to [..] rum, the gudu4-priest
15. (garments?) for […]-it-tum, the gudu4-priest,
16. (garments?) for [..] Imgur-Sîn, the gudu4-priest,
17. (garments?) for Sîn-išmêni, the gudu4-priest,
18. […] for Iddin-Nanaya
19. [overseer] of the su

˘
hur-lá-women

20. one bardul-garment for Ubar-Šamaš, the chief lamentation priest
21. 2 sheep for sískur-offering in her setting?

22. 1 sìla of first-pressed oil, 1 sìla of precious oil
23. one reddish garment for x
24. one heavy cloak , one female person,
25. one necklace, containing x (unknown number of) x-shaped pappardilû

(banded agate)-stones, x pappardilû-stones, one golden medallion, eleven
golden beads, their weight is ten shekels refined state

26. Gift for Nanaya
27. 1 [reddish garment for Mu]ati
28. [one reddish garment for the] golden [statue] of [Sîn-iqı̄]šam
29. [one reddish garment for the] golden statue of [Warad]-Sîn
30. One bariga and 2 bán oil for the anointing of the gudu4-priests, [the

su
˘
hur-lá-women, and] (the) temple collegium.

31. [Evening of the] 20th day.
(space)

32. Feast-(day) (of) Nanaya
(space)

33. Feast-(day) (of) Nergal
34. …
35. …
36. 1 [sheep as sískur-offering] in her temple
37. 1 sìla of [sesame oil, 1] vat of beer with a capacity of 1 bán
38. 1 bán of finely ground flour
39. Opening of the Temple Ceremony.
40. 1 sheep for the sanctuary
41. 2 sheep as sískur-offering for Ninegala
42. 1 bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 2 bán of bread from

finely ground flour,
43. 1 gur of ordinary beer
44. Cereal Offering.

(break)

Col. vii

1. 1 bán of ordinary beer and 14 loaves of bread
2. receipt of the singers
3. of the wailing ceremony.
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4. 2 dug .dílim ninda -ì-dé-a téš sì-ga
5. [a-n]a g̃iš.banšur
6. [10 gín] ì -nun 0.0.0.3 sìla zì-gu
7. [0.0.0.5 sìla zú-lum] 0.0.0.5 sìla kaš-gin

(break—ca. 10 lines)
18. [x]+ 0.0.1.0(?) z[ì-gu(?)]
19. šu-ti-a gal[a.meš]
20. i-na qú-tur4 [šim g̃iš.eren]
21. á-u4-te-na i-na e-re-[bi-ša]
22. u4-20-kam
23. 1 udu [z]ag-g̃ar- r a
24. 4 udu sískur
25. 10 gi .banšur ninda- ì-dé -a
26. á-gú-zi-ga
27. 0.0.5.5 sìla ninda dabin 0.0.0.5 sìla ninda zì-gu
28. 0.1.0.0 kaš-gin
29. ip- ti -nu- um
30. 0.0.2.0 ninda dabin 0.0.1.0 ninda zì- gu
31. 1.0.0.0 gur kaš-g[in]
32. 3600+[x] ninda ka-ka-ar[-tum]
33. ni-in- da-ab-bu-um
34. x (4×600?) ninda ka- ka-ar-tum?

35. 0.0.0.5 sìla ninda zì-[gu?]
36. 0.1.0.0 kaš- gin
37. [a-na KAŠ.LUL ša ma-

˘
ha-ar] dNin- é-gal

38. […] gala.meš
39. […] nar .meš
40. […] dabin ?

41. […] mí.tígi.meš
42. […] kisal-lu

˘
h.meš

43. […] mí.kisal-lu
˘
h.meš

44. 10+[…] x+[…]
45. 2 udu sískur i-[na ra-bi-š]a
46. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-sag̃ 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-

˘
hi-nun-n[a]

47. 1 sag̃-mí dNin-é-gal
48. 1 túg.a-[

˘
hu]š-a dDi-ku5-um

49. 0.0.2.0 ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 (EREN) gudu4.meš // ù [g̃ìr]-sè-ga
50. [á-u4-te]-na u4-21- kam
51. 0.0.2?.0 ì?-g̃iš? ì?-šeš4? (EREN) x-ri? -im

(space)
52. kaš-dé-a d[N]in-é-gal
53. 1 udu sís [kur i-n]a bi-ti-ša
54. 0.0.0.2 sìla ì -[g̃iš 1 pi]

˘
hu 0.0.2.0

55. 0.0.2.0 zì -gu
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4. 2 dílim- vessels of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections in equal portions
5. for the banquet table.
6. [10 shekels] of ghee, 3 sìla of finely ground flour
7. [5 sìla of dates], 5 sìla of ordinary beer,

(break)
18. 1? bán of [finely ground] flour
19. receipt of the lamentation priests
20. in the smoke [of the cedar resin]
21. the evening when [she] enters
22. the 20th day.
23. 1 sheep for the sanctuary
24. 4 sheep as sískur-offering
25. 10 reed tables of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections
26. morning.
27. 5 bán and 5 sìla of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 5 sìla of bread

from finely ground flour,
28. 1 bariga of ordinary beer
29. meal.
30. 2 bán of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 1 bán of bread from finely

ground flour
31. 1 gur of ordinary beer
32. 3600 + x round loaves of bread
33. Cereal [Offering].
34. 2400? round loaves of bread
35. 5 sìla of bread from finely [ground] flour,
36. 1 bariga of ordinary beer
37. [for the cup bearer before(?)] Ninegala
38. [x sìla (of oil?)] for the lamentation priests
39. [x sìla (of oil?)] for the singers
40. [x] coarse-grained barley flour
41. [for the] female tígi-players
42. [x (of coarse-grained barley flour?)] for the courtyard sweepers
43. [x (of coarse-grained barley flour?)] for the female courtyard sweepers
44. 10+….
45. 2 sheep for sískur-offering in her setting?

46. 1 sìla of oil from the first pressing and 1 sìla of precious oil
47. 1 female person for Ninegala
48. 1 reddish garment for Dikum
49. 2 bán of oil for anointing the gudu4-priests and the temple [collegium]
50. Evening of the 21st day.
51. ….

(space)
52. Feast-(day) (of) Ninegala
53. 1 sheep as sískur[-offering in her temple]
54. 2 sìla of oil, [one] pı̄

˘
hu-jug of beer with the capacity of two bán,

55. 2 bán of finely ground flour,
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56. pi-it bi-tim
57. 1 udu zag-g̃ar-ra
58. 4? udu sískur Dig̃ir- ma

˘
h

59. 1.0.0.0 gur ninda dabin [x] ninda zì-gu
60. 1.3.0.0 gur kaš-gin
61. ni-[in-d]a-ab-bu-um
62. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-sag̃ 0.0.0.2 sìla ì-g̃iš
63. a-na ri-ši-im
64. 2 sìla ì-g̃iš 3 [sìla] zì-gu
65. 1/2 sìla š[im-

˘
hi-a]

66. ( ša incompletely erased) ta-zi-i[š-tum]
(end of column)

Col. viii

1. [x kaš-gi]n 14 ninda
2. šu-t[i-a] nar.meš
3. ša [ta-az]-zi-i[š-ti]m
4. […téš sè]-ga

(break—ca. 15 lines)
1′. x […]
2′. x […]
3′. x […m]eš
4′. […]
5′. [á-u4-te-na i-na e-re-bi]- ša
6′. u4.[21.ka]m
7′. 4? [udu.síl-qum] é -mu

˘
haldim

8′. 2 [udu] sí]skur lugal
9′. [x udu] zag -g̃ar-ra

10′. 4 [gud x udu] sí skur
11′. 10 [gi.banšur ninda]-ì-dé-a
12′. á-gú -zi-ga
13′. 0.1.0.0 [ninda] dabin 0.0.1.5 sìla ninda kaš-gin
14′. [ip]-ti-n[u-u]m
15′. [x] ninda dabin 0.0.3.0 n[inda zì-gu]
16′. 2.0.0.0 [gu]r k[aš-gin]
17′. 3×600+[x] ninda ka-k[a-ar-tum]
18′. ni-[in-da-a]b-b[u-um]
19′. 0.0.0.2 [sìla ì]-g̃iš en Dig̃[ir-ma]

˘
h

20′. 0.0.0.2 [+ x sìla] ereš -‹dig̃ir› dPa4-ni9-g̃ar-ra
21′. […] gala.meš
22′. […] nar.meš
23′. […š]u-i.meš
24′. [… kisal-l]u

˘
h.[meš]

(break—ca. 6 lines)
31′. […i-na ra]-bi-ša
32′. […ì-

˘
hi]-nun-na
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56. Opening of the Temple Ceremony.
57. 1 sheep as sískur-offering in the sanctuary,
58. 4 sheep as sískur-offering for Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h,

59. 1 gur of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, x bread from finely ground
flour,

60. 1 gur and 3 bariga of ordinary beer,
61. Cereal Offering.
62. 1 sìla of first pressed oil, 2 sìla of sesame oil,
63. for …
64. 2 sìla of oil, 3 sìla of finely-ground flour,
65. one half sìla of mixed aromatics,
66. Wailing Ceremony.

Col. viii

1. [x] ordinary beer, 14 breads,
2. [receipt of] the singers
3. of the wailing ceremony.
4. [x dílim-vessels with ninda-ì-dé-a-confections, in equal] portions

(break)
5′. [the evening when] she [enters]
6′. the [21st] day
7′. 4? [silqum-sheep] for the kitchen
8′. 2 [sheep as] sískur-offering of the king
9′. [x sheep for the] sanctuary

10′. 2 [oxen x sheep] as sískur-offering
11′. 10 [reed tables of] ninda-ì-dé-a-confections
12′. morning.
13′. 1 bariga of [bread] from coarse-grained barley flour, 1 bariga and 5 sìla of

bread from ordinary beer (sic)
14′. meal.
15′. [x] bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 3 bán of bread [from

finely ground flour]
16′. 2 gur of ordinary beer
17′. 1800? round loaves of bread
18′. Cereal Offering.
19′. 2 [sìla] of oil for the en-priest of Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h

20′. 2 [sìla (of oil?)] for the ereš-(dig̃ir)-priestess of Panig̃arra
21′. [x sìla (of oil?)] for the lamentation priests
22′. [x sìla (of oil?)] for the singers
23′. [x sìla (of oil?) for the] barbers
24′. [x sìla (of oil?) for the courtyard] sweepers

(break)
31′. [… in] her setting?

32′. [… precious] oil
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33′. [x] túg.[a]-dugud
34′. [níg̃-b]a Dig̃ir- ma

˘
h

35′. 1 za-
˘
ha-da kù-babbar gú-ba // kù-sig17 g̃ar-[ra] // ki-lá-bi 1/2 ma- na

36′. 1 túg.a-
˘
huš -a

37′. níg̃ -ba dŠul-pa- è
38′. 1 za-

˘
ha-da kù -babba[r] // gú-ba kù-s[ig17 g̃]ar-[ra] // [k]i-lá-bi 1/2 ma-[na]

39′. 1 na4 x -ul-lum // šà-ba 1 x -da-kum // [bàb]bar-dili // 80 n[a4] gug // 1
šu.ši [x] kù-sig17 // ki-lá-bi 1 5/6 (2/3?) gín

40′. 1 túg.a-
˘
huš-a

41′. níg̃-ba dPa4-ni9 -g̃ar-ra
42′. 1 túg.bar-dul8 ereš-dig̃ir // dPa4-n[i9-g̃ar-ra]
43′. 0.1.0.0 ì-g̃iš ì- [šeš4 (EREN) gudu4.me]š // ù [g̃ìr-sè-g]a
44′. á-u4-te-[na u4-22]-kam
45′. [..] x [..] x -ri

(end of column)

Col. ix

(space)
1. kaš-dé-a Dig̃ir-ma[

˘
h] // ù dPa4-n[i9-g̃ar-ra]

2. 1 udu [sískur i-na bi-ti-šu]
3. 0.0.0.1 sìla [ì-g̃iš 1 pi

˘
hu 0.0.1.0]

4. 0.0.1.0 [zì-gu]
5. pi-[it bi-tim]
6. 1 […]
7. 2 […]
8. 1 […]
9. x[…]

10. ni-[in-da-ab-bu-um]
11. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-s[ag̃..]
12. 0.0.0.2 sìla ì-g̃iš 0.0.0.3 s[ìla zì-gu]
13. 1/2 sìla šim-[

˘
hi-a]

14. ta-az-zi-iš-tu[m]
15. 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin 14 ninda
16. šu-ti-a nar.meš
17. ša ta-az-zi-iš-tim
18. 2 g̃iš.dílim ninda-ì-dé-a téš sì-ga
19. a-na g̃iš. banšur
20. 10 gur ì-nun 0.0.0.3 sìla zì-gu
21. 0.0.0.5 sìla zú-lum 0.0.0.5 sìla kaš-gin
22. a-na pi-it-tim
23. šu-ti-a šu- i .meš
24. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-g̃iš 0.0.1.0 zì-gu
25. 0.0.1.0 zú-lum 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin
26. a-na níg̃-g̃i6
27. šu-ti-a g[udu4].meš
28. á-u4-t[e-na ‹i-na e-re-bi-šu› u4-2]2-kam
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33′. [x] heavy garment
34′. Gift for Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h.

35′. 1 silver zahada-axe, its shaft inlaid in gold, its weight one-half mina,
36′. 1 reddish garment
37′. Gift for Šulpae.
38′. 1 silver zahada-axe, its shaft inlaid in gold, its weight one-half mina
39′. 1 stone …, containing one x-gem of pappardilû-stone, 80 carnelian beads,

60 golden [x], its weight one and two-thirds(?) shekel
40′. 1 reddish garment
41′. Gift for Panig̃arra.
42′. 1 bardul-garment for the ereš-dig̃ir-priestess of Panig̃arra
43′. 1? bariga of oil for the anointing [of the gudu4-priests], and [the temple

collegium].
44′. Evening [of the 22nd day].
45′. …

Col. ix

(space)
1. Feast-(day) (of) Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h and Panig̃arra

2. 1 sheep as [sískur-offering in his temple]
3. 1 sìla [of oil, one pı̄

˘
hu-jug of beer with the capacity of one bán],

4. 1 bán of [finely ground flour],
5. Opening [of the Temple Ceremony].

6–9. (merely initial signs or traces)
10. Cereal [Offering]
11. 1 sìla of first [pressed oil …]
12. 2 sìla of oil, 3 sìla [of finely ground flour],
13. one half sìla of aromatics,
14. Wailing Ceremony.
15. 1 bán of ordinary beer, 14 breads,
16. receipt of the singers
17. of the wailing ceremony.
18. 2 dilim-vessels with ninda-ì-dé-a-confections, in equal portions
19. for the banquet table.
20. 10 gur of ghee, 3 sìla of finely ground flour,
21. 5 sìla of dates, 5 sìla of ordinary beer
22. for the coals,
23. receipt of the barbers.
24. 1 sìla of oil, 1 bán of finely ground flour
25. 1 bán of dates, 1 bán of ordinary beer
26. for the night vigil,
27. receipt of the gudu4-priests.
28. ‹When he enters› in the [evening on the 2]2nd [day].
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29. 21 udu sí[l-qum] é -mu
˘
haldim

30. a-na KAŠ.L[UL ša ma-
˘
ha-ar dEN.ZU-i-din-nam]

31. 1 udu [zag-g̃ar-ra]
32. 1 udu sískur
33. 10 g[i].banšur ninda-ì-dé-a
34. á-gú-zi-ga
35. 1 udu sískur a-na síl-qum
36. 0.0.1.0 ninda dabin 0.0.0.2 sìla ninda zì-gu
37. 0.0.1.0 kaš-gin
38. ip-ti-nu-um
39. 0.1.0.0 ninda dabin 0.0.1.0 ninda zì-gu
40. 0.1.3.0 kaš-gin
41. ni-in-da- ab -bu-um
42. 2 udu sískur i-n[a ra-bi-š]u
43. 0.0.0.1 sìla ì-sag̃ 1 s[ìla…]
44. 1 túg.bar-dul8 gal […]
45. 1 […]
46. níg̃ -ba dEN. [ZU-i-din-nam]
47. 1 túg. huš! -[a …]
48. 5 g̃iš […]
49. 0.0.3.0 ì-g̃[iš ì-šeš4 (EREN) gudu4.meš] // [ù g̃ìr-šè-ga]
50. á-u4-[te-na u4-23-kam]

(space)
51. kaš-dé-a dEN .ZU- i-din-nam
52. 2 udu síl-qum é-mu

˘
haldim

53. 2 udu sís ku r
54. 1.1.0.0 gur ninda dabin 0.2.0.0 ninda z[ì-g]u
55. 1 kaš-sig5 sìla
56. 1 gur kaš-g[i]n
57. [x sìl]a ì- sag̃
58. […]-ba-at-ti-ia
59. u4-24-kam

(space)
60. it[i.zíz].a [u4-2]4-kam
61. [m]u é-d[Iškur šà Larsamki-ma é] // d[Bará-ul-e-g̃ar-ra]
62. [š]à Zar -[bí]-lumki [mu-un-dù-a]
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29. 21 silqum-sheep from(?) the kitchen
30. for the cup-bearer [before DN].
31. one sheep [for the sanctuary]
32. one sheep as sískur-offering
33. ten reed trays of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections
34. morning.
35. one sheep as sískur-offering for boiling,
36. 1 bán of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 2 sìla of bread from finely

ground flour
37. 1 bán of ordinary beer
38. meal.
39. 1 bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 1 bán of bread from

finely ground flour,
40. 1 bariga and 3 bán of ordinary beer
41. Cereal Offering.
42. 2 sheep as sískur-offering in his [setting?]
43. 1 sìla of first-pressed oil, one sìla [of precious oil?]
44. one large bardul-garment, […]
45. 1 […]
46. Gift for Sî[n-iddinam]
47. one reddish garment […]
48. 5 wooden […]
49. 3 bán of oil [for anointing the gudu4-priests and the temple collegium]
50. Evening [of the 23rd? day].

(space)
51. Feast-(day) (of) Sîn-iddinam
52. 2 silqum-sheep for/from the kitchen
53. one sheep as sískur-offering
54. 1 gur and 1 bariga of bread from coarse-grained barley flour, 2 bariga of

bread from finely ground flour,
55. 1 sìla of fine-quality beer
56. 1 gur of ordinary beer
57. [x sìl]a of oil from the first pressing
58. […] ….
59. 24th day.

(space)
60. Month of Šabā.tu. 24th day.
61. Year the temple of Iškur in Larsa and the temple of Baraulegarra
62. in Zarbilum were built.
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Philological Notes

Col. i

1. On sískur, prayer-cum-offerings, see Limet 1993: 243–255. See further under
Section C on the cult (p. 22).

For zag-g̃ar-ra “sanctuary”, see von Soden 1975: 140 for a discussion on
zag-g̃ar-ra = ešertum “Umgrenzung” and “Temenos”. The earliest evidence
for the correspondence of the Sumerian and Akkadian words is based on
the year date of Ibal-pi-el II who entitled his seventh year in Sumerian: mu
alan kù-sig17 zag-g̃ar-ra ba-an-ku4-ku4 “Year statues in gold were brought
into the sanctuary” (Baqir 1949: 41 no. 15 [transliteration], 59 f. [notes],
and 79 [cuneiform]) and in Akkadian: mu alan kù-sig17 ana i-še-er-tim
ı̄rubu “Year in which a statue in gold entered into the sanctuary” (ibid.) and
mu I-ba-al-pi-el alan kù-sig17 ana e-šèr-tim ušēlû “Year in which Ibal-pi-el
dedicated a statue in gold for the sanctuary” (Simmons 1959: 74). There
is no apparent evidence for the productive use of the lexeme zag-g̃ar-ra
in Sumerian in contradistinction to zag “side”, “boundary”, “beginning”,
“territory”, “shoulder”, etc. in addition to “sanctuary”. While zag and zag-
gú-lá occurs in Ur III, zag-g̃ar-ra does not appear in the Ur III texts collected
by Sallaberger 1993. This term does occur in other OB Larsa texts, e.g.
Leemans 1954: 56, no. 40:1 (RiSi 60); Arnaud 1994: 28:9′ (zag-g̃ar-ra é-
gal), and in the yet unpublished texts from the recent French excavations of
Larsa (Arnaud 1976: 60, and Arnaud 1981: 47 no. 11 L 78.270 [= Arnaud
1983: 232 no. 11]). Arnaud (2001: 25 f.) suggests the term may refer to the
cella rather than to the sanctuary in general or perhaps a collection of cultic
paraphernalia. Furthermore, it occurs in the Nippur month name bára-zag-g̃ar
(first month), which in the first millennium was understood as “throne of the
sanctuary” (as in Izi J iii 6, MSL 13 213). The month name is attested from
the Sargonic period onwards (Cohen 1993: 80–83, who suggests it originally
designated the month in which statues of the gods “took (their) place by the
side of the throne or sanctuary [of Enlil?]”). Another late attestation of this
equation is found in an Uruk Shrine List (George 1992a: no. 25 rev. 8′):
zag: eš-ret il̄ı kalāma denoting zag = “all the sanctuaries of the gods”. For
zag = sagû “shrine, holy room in a temple” from OB onwards, see CAD
S 26f. s.v. sagû A. Note a reference to a house plot é-dù-a zag-g̃ar-ra in
the last will and testament of Bitûa of Nippur (Prang 1977: 218 no. 1: 1
and see note 224). It probably represents the family house chapel, especially
as it is followed in the list of items by a g̃iš.banšur zag-gú-lá, an offering
table.

2. For zì-gu (finely ground flour) and zì-sig15 (=
˘
hišiltum, coarse flour, perhaps a

different type of cereal staple), see Milano 1993: 26 f. The categories of beer,
kaš-sig5 and kaš-gin, are the only ones that appear in this text. For kaš-sig5

“good quality of beer”, see Röllig 1970: 29 and for kaš-gin “ordinary (quality
or quantity) of beer”, see ibid.: 31. A wider variety of beer types is found
in the Ur ritual UET 5 507; see the five types listed in Charpin 1986: 309,
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one of which is kaš-sig5. There is no record of kaš-gin. For a survey of the
qualities and types of beer, see Röllig 1970: 28–43.

3. For dabin = tappinnum, “barley grits”, a coarse-grained flour made of barley,
see Milano 1993: 25.

4. The lexeme dílim occurs in our text with two determinatives: dug (lines i 4,
9, v 28, vii 4) and g̃iš (i 31, v 48, ix 18 and probably viii 4). There seems to be
no difference in meaning as both are containers of ninda-ì-dé-a-confections.
The most common occurrence of dílim is with the g̃iš determinative whose
Akkadian equivalent is itquru (itqurtu) “spoon for dipping up ointments”,
which is said to be the characteristic implement of the physician. For more
references to g̃iš.dílim and its Akkadian equivalents, see Hh. IV 174–180
(MSL 5 166f.). During the Ur III period, oil rations at Girsu were distributed
in ladles, written Á.GAM, probably to be read as id-gúr = itquru. The ladles
measure about 4 tablespoons or 2 fl. oz. The measurement is, however, not
strictly speaking a unit of metrology (Powell 1990: 503). As to the container
for oil, note dílim-ì-šéš = nap-šá-áš-tum, see Nabnitu XXIII 339 (MSL 16
221) and CAD N/1 317 “ointment, salve or spoon or bowl for ointments”.
See further discussion on g̃iš.dílim in the Ebla vocabulary by Sjöberg 1999:
531 no. 442. See in general Salonen 1966: I 17 f. For zabar.dílim in Early
Dynastic Lagash texts, cf. e.g. DP 69 i 1 (see discussion of zabar.dílim-má-
dilmun “one bronze vessel (in the shape of) a Dilmun boat” in Selz 1997: 175,
187 note 18). For dílim without any determinative, cf. ninda-ì-dé-a šà dílim
kù-sig17 (OB Nippur, see Sigrist 1977: 170 i 30 and passim). This example is
similar to ours. Cf. (oil) ana ra-sà-an it!-q[ú-r]a-tim ša dSîn “pour humecter
les assiettes de Sîn” Duponchel 1997: 240 no. 81:2–3. Note the occurrence
of dilim (= dílim)40 as a determinative qualifying itqurtu: (oil) ana ša-qé-e
[ša] di[lim]-a it-[qú]-ra-tim […] ibid. 250 no. 99: 2–3.

For occurences of ninda-ì-dé-a (Akkadian mirsum) in Larsa, cf. YOS 5
171:13 (distributed to a private household), 24 (for Dumuzi) (RiSi 6),
Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, pp. 66 ff. no. 48. For the ingredients of ninda-ì-dé-a,
see Sigrist 1977: 170 i 22–29 and Bottéro 1995: 22 f. A similar example with
a kir̄ıtum vessel in the place of dug.dílim can be found in Scheil 1902: no.
62:8 “10 kir̄ıtum ša mirsim”. On the basis of the parallelisms between these
two passages, it is suggested that dílim be translated as a type of vessel, either
a basket or other container, and dug as a determinative (see CAD s.v. kirru in
reference to dug.kír as a kirru container). Cf. Mari examples e.g. Duponchel
1997: 225f., no. 51: 2 and note.

5. The phrase ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 (EREN) “oil for anointing” occurs in contemporary
disbursements of oil in Larsa, see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 1, pp. 43 ff. They are
recorded in: YOS 5 171 (RiSi 6, Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, pp. 66 ff. no. 48),
172, and 194 (RiSi 10, Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, pp. 57 f. no. 56), 204:2(RiSi
21), 234:8 (RiSi 14, asphalt for smearing ì-šeš4 on ships). An earlier group of
67 texts related to an office of oil management in Larsa has been published

40 Duponchel transliterates dilim but whether it is a mistake for dílim or what exists in the text is impossible
to ascertain as no photo or copy are given.
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in YOS 14; see the enumeration by Charpin 1979: 191–198. Among the
various records, there are disbursements of oil for various purposes, mainly
cultic, in particular anointing, e.g. ì-g̃iš ì-šeš4 dumu lugal YOS 14 191:1–
3 (Abi-sare 5); ì-g̃iš šeš4-dè šu-nir YOS 14 232:1–2 (Sumu-el 11), x ì-g̃iš
šeš4-e-dè si-g̃ar x ì-g̃iš šeš4-e-dè dNergal x ì-g̃iš šeš4-e-dè g̃iššu-nir YOS 14
247:1–6 (Sumu-el 14). See further Stol 1979: 177f. and note 3 in which he
makes reference to this line and to two others in this text (citing Kingsbury
1963: 4: 5 and 8: 53). For similar Uruk disbursements, cf. še-g̃iš-ì ì-šeš4

lugal Sanati-Müller 1991: 317, no. 155: 10 f. For a discussion of šeš4(-d), see
Foster 1982: 26 and for a review of this term (“das Salben/Einschmieren”
bzw. “das Salböl/Einschmiermittel”) and further references, see Mayer 2005:
329f. See further CAD P s.v. pašāšu and note that the CAD P 430ff. renders
ì-šeš4 as piššatu “oil allotment”.

For records of the oil management office in Mari under the hegemony
of Samsi-Addu, see Charpin 1984: 83–126, and idem 1987: 597–599. This
homogeneous group of 81 tablets deals with the disbursement of oil for
deities and thus sheds light on our text. In reference to the present line, cf.
ana pašāš ekallim “to anoint the palace” Charpin 1984: 90, no. 43: 5. Note
also disbursement for the unction of the army and other groups of persons.
Regarding the possibility that the signs could be read ì-g̃iš ì-eren and thus
could refer to cedar oil, note that in Mari, they write ì-g̃išeren, ì-eren and
eren for cedar oil (ibid. p. 111f.). Another group of 107 tablets from the
reign of Zimri-Lim was published by Duponchel 1997. Some of the oil was
disbursed for sacred purposes and some for profane: ana pašāš š̄ıbūtim “to
anoint the elders (in the temple of Dagan of Urah)” p. 219 no. 28: 2; 229 no.
60: 35 (wr. logographically lú.šu-gi.meš), ana pašāš DN “to anoint a god”
223 no. 42: 2 (Bali

˘
h), 251 no. 102: 3–4 (Bali

˘
h), ana pašāš clothes DN “to

anoint the clothes of a god” 223 no. 42: 4–5, ana pašāš
˘
huppî “to anoint the

acrobats” 225 no. 51: 8, 229 no. 60: 6, 236 no. 67: 5, 238 no. 74, 245 no.
95: 14, 251 no. 103: 2–3, 256 no. 120: 4–5, ana pašāš g̃iš.[gigir] “to anoint
the chariot” 228 no. 59: 7, ana pašāš nūbalim “to anoint the wagon” 228
no. 59: 3′–5′, ana pašāš g̃iš.mar-gíd-da, .salmı̄, u g̃iš.ig “to anoint the wagon,
statues and door (of the temple of Dagan of Mari)” 234 no. 61: 5–11, ana
pašāš g̃iš.tukul g̃iš.magarri u g̃iš.gu-za anše.la-gu “to anoint the weapon, the
wheels (of a chariot) and the seat of a lagu-donkey” 237 no. 72: 1–3, and
passim.

7. The second vertical of the udu is very faint.
10. a-na ú-ri-im: Kingsbury (1963: 5 and note 18) suggests the meaning “even-

ing” because “of the position of this line, which would indicate á-u4-te-na as
the parallel”, and compares it with the Mishnaic Hebrew "wr which means
“evening” (1961: 71 note to line 10). However, “roof ” suits the context better
since there is no evident parallel with á-u4-te-na. For a reference to divinatory
offerings to Ninsianna being given on the roof, see van Soldt, AbB 12 160:8–
11. For sískur-offerings to Šamaš on the roof in Mari, see Duponchel 1997:
241 no. 83:2–4. For first-millennium references to rituals on the roof for Ištar
(Venus), cf. Farber 1977: 64 AIa 15.
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13. Five interpretations can be offered in reference to NÍG.ÁB. The first,
presented by Hallo (1976: 38), relates NÍG.ÁB to ninda ab occurring in
Ur III Umma texts (cf. MVN 1 texts 58–61 passim), having to do with bread
for special offerings. Hallo treats both references as pseudo-logograms for
nindabbûm “special offerings”. This would make sense as the translation of
line 13 would read “The day of cereal offerings” and would link it with the
repetitions of nindabbûm throughout the text, which is otherwise spelled out
syllabically. Note, however, in the Ur III references, ninda ab is listed with
amounts calculated in sìla and occurs in parallel to ninda sá-du11 (cf. MVN 1
58:1 f.). Moreover, ninda ab also appears in Nippur texts from the early Isin
period (van de Mieroop 1986: 32 note 12). There, also, it is also listed with
amounts calculated in sìla and occurs in parallel with ninda zì-sig15 (ibid.
43 no. 5:2). Our conclusion is that ninda ab in the Ur III texts should be
understood as a commodity, ninda “bread”, rather than a food offering, and
that the ab probably should be read as èš “sanctuary”.

Richter (1999: 337 note 1344, also 2004: 390 note 1640) offers a second
interpretation of the term ninda áb, relating it to rites of Nanna/Sîn and the
procession boat of the god. However, there is no reason to suppose such a
connection as Nanna/Sîn is not mentioned in our text.

A reference to a holiday ūm ninda ta-ra-ši-im found in CT 45 85:10 (Sip-
par) supports the supposition that the NÍG is to be read ninda. Unfortunately,
the term ta-ra-ši-im is a hapax and does not shed any light on the Larsa
holiday.

There are three other, more probable interpretations for áb: cow, star or
month. Based on the most common meaning of áb “cow”, this rite could be
related to those known in relation to “cows”, a term for a musical instrument,
usually the balag̃, a lyre/harp or drum.41 Cf. the offering for the áb ér “cow
of tears” in Antasura in Ur III Lagaš (Heimpel 1998: 15). Note (d)balag̃
u4-da “Harfe des Tages” (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 297) or “Harp of the
day/storm/weather” (Heimpel 1998: 13 ff.).

Late astrological and astronomical texts occasionally use the sign ÁB
with the reading mulx. It has been suggested that it may represent a learned
pun or a cryptogram (Reiner 1995: 5 note 11). While it would be attractive
to see an early attestation of this reading here, since its meaning would be
most appropriate in relation to Ninsianna, the manifestation of Venus, it
is not very probable. It is interesting to note that Nanna/Sîn is the astral
breeding bull who dominates his holy cows (Lugalbanda in the Mountain
Cave: 122, 201, ETCSL 1.8.2.1). The astral bull and his starry herd of cows
roam the skies (Heimpel 1989). For stars behaving as cattle and planets
as sheep, see Horowitz 2005: 176. For the association of the cattle pen and
Inanna, see the name of her temple in Babylon: É-tùr-kalam-ma. However, the
NÍG “thing” before the ÁB indicates a nominalization rendering a material
object.

41 For balag̃ as string instrument, harp or lyre, as well as a percussion instrument, such as drum, see Kilmer,
“Musik A. I,” RlA 8 (1995) 463ff.
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The third probability is based on áb = (w)ar
˘
hu, also appearing in late

astronomical texts (see Borger, Zeichenlexikon, no. 672), which might be
related to the 15th of the month being the turning point of the lunar cycle.

15. For pi
˘
hu “beer jar”, wr. logographically KAŠ.Ú.SA.KA.DÙ, in Larsa, cf. TCL

10 45:6 (RiSi 16). For discussions, see Kraus 1984: 253–255 and Frankena,
SLB 4 201f. note to line 8 (on TLB 4 6:8, Frankena, AbB 3 6:8). The common
pi

˘
hu in OB has a capacity of two sìla (see CAD P s.v. pı̄

˘
hu usage a). In this

text, pi
˘
hu is written logographically as KAŠ.Ú.Ú.KA.DU (which means that

Ú and SA are not distinguished in this text) and has a capacity of 1 bán
or 10 sìla with one exception in line ii 27 where it has the more common
capacity of 2 bán. For pi

˘
hu of other capacities, see CAD P s.v. pı̄

˘
hu usage

a1′–b′.
23. nindabbûm is a Sumerian loanword in Akkadian from Sumerian nidba

(KURUM6.dINANNA) “cereal offering”, known from third-millennium
texts. See further Steible 1975: 96 note to line UET 6 106: 1 on Sume-
rian nidba “Speiseopfer”. For Ur III references, see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1,
155 notes 744, 749.

24. ì-šeš4 = piššatum disbursements of oil for anointing, see comments on i 5.
27. Besides lexical references (i-še-iš A.IGI = ta-as- sis -tum MSL XV 76 Diri

Ugarit II 36 and e-se-eš A.IGI = ta- as-sis -tum MSL XV 144 Diri III 160),
the lemma tassištum is only found in this text, see AHw 137b ‹ nasāsu //
nissatu “Klage(lied)” and CAD T s.v. tassistu “wailing, lamentation”. For a
comparison of tassištum with Ur III gerrānum, see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1,
200. For discussions of gerrānum, see ibid. p. 44 (performed for Inanna at the
month’s end, and possibly also at its beginning), 47 (full moon, performed for
Inanna and for Bēlat-Šu

˘
hnir and Bēlat-Deraban), 199f. (21st for Annunı̄tum

and Ulmašı̄tum), and note in particular at evening gerrānum g̃i6 ibid., Teil
2, 71b (ezem má-an-na). In Ur, there is a wailing ceremony ér-ra at the gate
of the exterior of the temple ká-bar-ra on the night of the 29th of the month
(á-g̃i6-ba u4-29-kam UET 3 270 iv 10′–11′, see Charpin 1986: 313, 315).

28. For ninda mentioned without further indication of its substance in the sattukku
offerings in Nippur, see Sigrist 1984: 14.

31. The object, probably to be read g̃iš.dílim, is not clearly written, cf. v 28
(with determinative dug). This vessel g̃iš/dug.dílim gu-la is probably to be
identified with dug.dílim-gal = mākaltum “a bowl or shallow saucer” (CAD
M/1 p. 122), see discussion, description as a thick-sided plate, and references
in Sallaberger 1996: 81. For the smaller wooden dílim spoon, see note to i 4.

For téš sì-ga, cf. téš-a sì-ga-bi, is a common phrase in Sumerian legal
contracts from Isin and Nippur, see Prang 1976: 35 f. The Akkadian term is
mit

˘
hāriš, see CAD M/2 132 mng. 1a), translated as “in equal portions”.

32. For g̃iš.banšur “table”, see PSD B 88–91. Of the many uses of the table, it
can be loaded with offerings (and thus “an offering table”) or just laid with
a meal (“a banquet table”).

35. a-na pi-it-t[im]: As given in Kingsbury’s translation, pittum is “coals” (AHw
854a pēmtu “(Holz-)Kohle” CAD P s.v. pēntu “charcoal, embers”), as used
in censers (BBR 89: 18 and passim). For OB spelling pi-i-tim, cf. Naram-Sin
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and Lord of Apišal I 4′, J.G. Westenholz 1997a: 178 and note to line. For
the outlay of coal in ritual context, cf. pe"ittu (pi-"-it-ta) ina mu

˘
h
˘
hi itabbak

1 sila4 bal.ta ana tar.si Marduk ana 2-šu ibattuqu ina mu
˘
h
˘
hi pe"itte išakkanu

“he piles charcoal [on a brazier], facing Marduk they cut a live lamb in two
parts and place it on the coals” Köcher 1952: 195: 13′–15′ (MA rit.) and 5
1/2 gín ana pe-en-tu4.meš ša ká.gal-i ká ku4 dgašan-ia, see Hibbert 1985: 93
(Arsacid). See further under Section C on the cult (p. 24).

39. For níg̃-g̃i6 “night vigil”, see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 129, 199 note 944
and note the more common sískur-g̃i6. For Ur III references to the latter,
see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 114. For the observance of níg̃-g̃i6-an-na in OB
Larsa, see YOS 14 170: 2 (Gu 10).

41. For á-u4-te-na, “during the evening”, “at nightfall” (lit. ‘time when the day
cools off’), see PSD A/II 115–116.

The phrase ina erēbı̄šu/ša, literally “in his/her entering”, is enigmatic.
Since the suffix refers to the deity, as can be seen from the fact that the gender
of the possessive pronoun agrees with the sex of the deity, the phrase does not
denote “sunset”. Perhaps the entrance of the god is related here to such cer-
emonies as performed in the Ur III period and in the Old Babylonian period.
In Ur III, the cult of Annunı̄tum and Ulmašı̄tum at Ur included observances
called u4 erubbatum “day (of) entering” and (ezem) dig̃ir-ku4-ku4 “festival of
the god’s entering” (see Cohen 1993: 138f., who suggests that it might refer to
the god’s entrance into the temple to sleep, because of the variation in the writ-
ings ku4 as well as ku [in the compound verb ù ku which can also be written ù
ku4], Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 201, 203–204). In Drehem, one text speaks of
such an observance in the temple of Dagan and Iš

˘
hara (Hilgert 1994: 29–32).

In OB Sippar, níg-gi6 ša têrētim ša ina erēb iltim ana gudu4.meš u ērib bı̄t
Annunı̄tum innaddinu ša Sîn-imguranni mār Ibni-dMAR.TU iddinu “Night
vigil disbursements for the oracles which will be given to the gudu4-priests
and to the ērib bı̄tim-priests of Annunı̄tum when the goddess entered which
S. gave” Lerberghe 1986: no. 4: 1–3 (list of victuals for the cult of Annunı̄tum
[Abi-ešu

˘
h 28]). In Mari under the dynasty of Samsi-Addu, there is a cultic

ceremony designated urubātum (Durand and Guichard 1997: 38 f.), for the
restoration of a temple (Charpin 2002) in connection with the god Dagan and
the goddess Bēlet-Akkade. It is also referred to as a general, non-specified,
perhaps municipal, ritual (ARM 1 5: 20, see Durand 1984: 159f.). In Larsa
in the MB period, it was performed at the restoration of the Ebabbar temple
during the reign of Kadašman-Enlil II (for MB kudurru, see Arnaud 1972:
172: 56). Known also from later texts, the urubātum is a ceremony connected
with temples, probably at their dedication or restoration. Nothing is known
about its rites, so it is possible that it contained wailing and is thus identi-
cal with SB urubātu (wr. syll. and logographically SIG4.TAB.BA.TU.RA in
lexical equations), which occurs only as an unfavourable apodosis in omens
which seems to be concerned with lamentation; see also Ghouti 1991, who
relates references to sapādum, bakûm and urubātum.

Further references to the entering of a deity into his/her sanctuary are to
be found in various compositions. In a Middle Babylonian extispicy report,
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the expression is used of Ištar: Ištar ina erēbiša lu
˘
hîb “I shall ‘purify’ Ištar in

her ‘entering’” CBS 13517: 5, see Lutz 1918: 82 (copy) and Kraus 1985: 147
(transliteration), 160 (translation: “Ich will Ištar (lieber) bei ihrem Einzuge
beräuchern”). One first-millennium Sumerian emesal šu-íl-la composition
and its parallels has as its initial litany: mu-lu é-a ku4-ra-zu-ta: bēlum ana
bı̄ti ina e-re-bi-ka “Lord! When you enter the temple (may the temple say to
you…)” Cooper 1970: 58:1–3 and Maul 1998: 161:1–3, 184:1–6 (reference
courtesy of Uri Gabbay). It was chanted during the procession on the 11th
day of Nisannu as part of the New Year’s Festival in Babylon when Marduk
left the akitu-house and entered the Esagila. Maul thinks that this šu-íl-la may
have had its origins in the chants sung in the processions during the Tummal
festival in Nippur, perhaps during the Ur III period (ibid. 160, 192–194).

43. For the reading of the logogram é-mu
˘
haldim and the corresponding Akkadian

word nu
˘
hatimmum, see Sjöberg 1996: 131f. and note references to é-

mu
˘
haldim as a place where one delivers animals as provender.

44. sískur lugal is an ambiguous term. It can designate either the royal offering
brought by the king, or the offering made to the king’s royal statue. It could
also refer to the redistribution of the offerings to the king or an offering made
on behalf of the king. Most common is the first, see Ur III references to sískur
lugal in Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 212f. (Uruk, see table 69b, Teil 2, 119f.);
272f. (Umma, see table 99, Teil 2, 168–169). For sískur lugal referring to
the sacrifice offered by the king, see Limet 1993: 251–252 (done privately
though it could also be in his private capacity). Sîn-iddinam made offerings
to the gods both daily and for festivals: dig̃ir gal-gal-e-ne sískur ud šú-uš-e al-
gub-bé-en “I serve the great gods daily with sískur-offerings” (Letter prayer
from Sîn-iddinam to the god Utu 33, ETCSL 3.2.05) and annı̄tum amūtum
ša šarrim Sîn-iddinam ša ina bı̄t Šamaš ina elūnim iqqûma imqutaššum “this
is (the appearance of) the liver of King Sîn-iddinam who sacrificed in the
temple of Šamaš at the elūnum-festival and which fell to his lot” (YOS 10
1:1–4, see Starr 1983: 13). For a poetic description of nidba-offerings by
Rı̄m-Sîn, see UET 6 106 (ETCSL 2.6.9.7). For sískur-re lugal in Mari, see
e.g. the oil distributions for “the sacrifices of the king” (Duponchel 1997: 221
no. 33:2, 229 no. 60:1, 244 no. 94:2, 244–245 no. 95:1). In his discussion on
p. 233 note a, Duponchel calculates that the oil was distributed twice a day
indicating sacrifices were offered twice a day. When deity was the recipient
of the offerings, the phrase is sískur-re ana DN (Duponchel 1997: 219 no.
27:2–3, 241 no. 83:2–4, 252 no. 106:2–3, 254 no. 114:2–3[ana é DN]) or
ana sískur-re ša DN (239 no. 75:2–3, 257 no. 121:2–3).

The phrase sískur lugal might also be construed as referring to sískur
(alan) lugal, which would suggest that the sískur-offering was made to the
king’s royal statue (Limet 1993: 253). See Ur III references of offerings to
alan lugal in Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 99 f. (Nippur), 114 (Nippur among
sízkur-offerings), 199f. (Ur) and 283 (Girsu for the procession of the royal
statue to the harvest). This suggestion is also supported by the context: in
the present section the sískur lugal is preceded by sheep for the kitchen and
followed by sheep for Enki and Asarlu

˘
hi. It seems as though the king is
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being honoured at the same level as Enki and Asarlu
˘
hi. In the other sections

containing this offering (iii 9, iv 35, viii 8′), it is also preceded by sheep for
the kitchen but followed by sheep for the sanctuary and other morning sískur-
offerings. Daily offerings (sá-du11) assigned to the statue of the living king
are known from the time of Gudea (Klein 1989: 294–299). See further Ur III
references to sá-du11 dlama-lugal-ke4-ne (Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 85 ff.,
Umma) during the monthly feast days and during the holidays (Sallaberger
1993: Teil 1, 246; Teil 2, 153 table 89). For a discussion regarding the worship
of royal statues, see Hallo 1988: 54–66 and Winter 1992. Later in the text
there is mention of the royal statues of the deceased kings, Sîn-iqı̄šam and
Warad-Sîn (ll. iii 46–47, vi 28–29) as recipients of clothing. Furthermore,
the destination of the offering might be construed as the royal throne since
daily offerings to the royal throne under the reign of Rı̄m-Sîn and later are
specified as occurring in the yet unpublished Larsa texts (Arnaud 1976: 60,
63 no. 97 L.74.146, no. 98 L.74.134+; Arnaud 1983: 234 no. 54 L.78.124
and others; see Arnaud 2001: 25 ff.).

Col. ii

3. For á-gú-zi-ga “dawn”, “early morning” (lit. “time of the raising of one’s
neck”), see PSD A/II 69.

6. iptinum “meal” is a byform of naptanum, see CAD N/I p. 320 and see
also Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 200 “Mahlzeit”. Note that the word naptanum
already occurs in an earlier text from Larsa (YOS 5 167: 2 [Sîn-iqı̄šam 4]). It
also occurs in the household accounts of house B59, see Charpin 2003: 314,
in an undated text (Arnaud 1994: no. 39: 1), and in later accounts from the
Utu Temple under Hammurabi (Arnaud 1976: 62, no. 92 L.74.214).

8. A similar reference to kakkartum as in our text can be found in another Larsa
text, see Leemans 1954: 53 f. no. 29: 1 and note to line. Note that there also
it is measured in large amounts. In OA, copper is manufactured in the shape
of these kakkartum-buns, see Dercksen 1996: 59.

10. For a discussion concerning the en of Enki, see under Section D on the
priesthood.

11. For the role of
˘
húb-bi as entertainers in ritual, cf.

˘
huppû in the Mari Ištar ritual

(A.3165 iii 25–26, see Durand and Guichard 1997: 51). Durand and Guichard
associate them with the world of music, especially dance, but translate huppû
i[tt]anablakkatu “les saltimbanques feront plusieurs cabrioles” (Durand and
Guichard 1997: 58). On the other hand, Duponchel translates baladins-

˘
huppûm 1997: 225f. no. 51 (inūma LÚ.

˘
hu-up-pu-ú ma

˘
har šarrim immellu

“when the baladins-
˘
huppûm dance before the king”), cf. also ana pašāš

˘
huppî

225 no. 51, 229 no. 60, 236 no. 67, 256 no. 120. See further J.G. Westenholz
1997a: 162 note 136. They are described as frenetic dancers in Catagnoti
1997: 585–589, who discusses third- and second-millennium references, and
cites Goetze’s translation “ritual dancer”. They can be recipients of fields
from the palace, cf. lú.

˘
húb-bi.meš BIN 7 6:14 (Larsa under Hammurabi),

see Stol, AbB 9 193 and note to line with further references. In the oil
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disbursement texts from Mari under the reign of Zimri-Lim, the
˘
huppû are

listed as recipients of oil (Duponchel 1997: 236 no. 67, 238 no. 74).
14. For túg.bar-dul8, see PSD B 119ff. bar-dul5, A. However, in this text

the last sign of this compound is written dul8 (LU [DIB]) rather than
dul5 (KU [TÚG]) as it is also in other Larsa sources: YOS 2 16:35,
YOS 14 179:1 and 4, 310:16 as well as AO 7026 (text on fabrication of
textiles, Lackenbacher 1982). Note that the first and third signs are clearly
differentiated. The túg is clearly written with the KU sign. The difference
in the writings probably reflects a time distribution, túg.bar-dul8 being a
second-millennium version of third-millennium túg.bar-dul5. Note similarly
the references to túg.bar-dul5 in Hh. XIX 105–113 (MSL X 130) are actually
not written dul5 but LU (see MSL X 130 note on lines) while the Ras
Shamra forerunner to Hh. XIX lls. 68–73 (MSL X 150) has túg.bar-dul.
Lackenbacher (1982: 138 note 10) comments that it is possible that there
might be two different garments, túg.bar-dib = nanbû (on basis of a late
group vocabulary) and túg.bar-dul5 = kus̄ıtu. For Ma-a-nu-um, see under
Section E on the prosopography.

15. dEN.ZU-DINGIR nar: See under Section E on the prosopography.
16. The phrase ina rabêšu might be translated as “in his setting”, referring to

the time or direction of sunset according to CAD R s.v. rabû B mng. 1a. In
general, this verb signifies “to set or disappear”, referring to celestial bodies.
However, this particular reference is cited as obscure (on p. 51) because it is
assumed to be in opposition to á-u4-te-na ina erēbı̄šu in col. i line 41. This
is not necessarily true since it is not related to á-gú-zi-ga in col. ii line 3.
While in general it might plausibly refer to the twilight period at the end
of the day which began with ina erēbı̄šu, in this text neither ina erēbı̄šu
nor ina rabêšu refer to any celestial body but to the deity (see above). The
phrase ina rabêšu occurs with every deity. Besides this reference to Enki,
other references are: iii 39 (Utu), iv 66 (restored: 2 udu sísku[r i-na ra-bi-
ša], Inanna), vi 21(Nanaya), vii 45 (restored: 2 udu sískur i-[na ra-bi-š]a,
Ninegala), viii 31′ (Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h), ix 42(Sîn-iddinam). The phrase describes an

event or ceremony that occurs in the daytime.
17. For the suggested meaning of ì-sag̃, see Veenhof 1972: 207. The meaning

does not necessarily refer to a quality but rather to a temporal distinction, the
first pressing. For the Akkadian equivalent rūštum “(a fine quality of oil)”,
see CAD R 430f. Note its usage (b-4′c′) for consecrating statues. In the Mari
texts, it is the major type of oil disbursed for the deities (“Huile de qualité
supérieure”, see Charpin 1984: 111). It is possible that the Sumerian phrase
can also be read in Akkadian šamnum rēštûm (see CAD R p. 431).

ì-
˘
HI-nun-na “precious oil”: For a similar reference, cf. UET 5 607: 13;

see Attinger 1992: 128, note on p. 65. Cf. ì-
˘
HI-nun-na làl ku7-ku7-da-gin7

su-ni bí-íb-ak-àm “(Išme-Dagan) treated his body with oil of abundance as
if it were the sweetest syrup!” Nippur Lament 306 (ETCSL 2.2.4 where it is
read ì-

˘
he-nun-na “a type of oil”). See also the discussion by Sjöberg (Sjöberg

and Bergmann 1969: 90), who suggests that
˘
HI-nun is a phonetic writing of

˘
hé-nun “abundant”. The sign

˘
HI might be read here as šár “to mix” and relate
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to the technical process of producing this type of oil. For
˘
HI as šár as a metal-

working term and for its Akkadian equivalent, see George 1985: 111 note 12.
18. For túg.a-dugud and its Akkadian equivalent kabtum “heavy”, see discussion

in Veenhof 1972: 183f. Note the use of this rare logogram in the Larsa text
TCL 11 245: l and passim (written túg.dugud without the a-), a juridical text,
where this garment is stolen from the statue of Nin-MAR.KI and then sold.
Here also it is a divine garment, that of the god dEnki. It is mentioned also
as gifts to the deities: Inanna (v 2), Nin-šubura (v 6), Nanaya (vi 24), and
Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h (viii 33′).

Further gifts to the deities are humans, male persons sag̃-níta (also for
Utu iii 44) and female persons sag̃-mí (for Nanaya vi 24, for Ninegala vii
47). These terms are used for individuals dedicated to the gods in Larsa,
cf. PN sag̃-níta ana dUTU addinušu Boyer 1928: 25 HE 107:5 and 13 as
well as among votive gifts to Nanna YOS 14 298:5 (Sîn-erı̄bam 1). The
designation sag̃-níta occurs also in the Balamunamhe slave sales: YOS 8
19:1, YBC 5724:1 and passim, see van de Mieroop 1987: 225 but this fact
does not necessitate that the persons actually are slaves since there seems
to exist a direct correspondence between the slaves of Balamunamhe and
those of the Enki Temple (Dyckhoff 1998: 122). Cf. text discussing loss and
replacement of one sag̃-níta ša dEnki (YOS 8 170, RiSi 3, see Dyckhoff 1999:
Band 2 120f. no 73). It seems that OB texts distinguish between the terms
for slaves aràd/ìr and géme and the terms for male and female persons. See
for instance, 1 sag-mí PN mu-nim géme PN2 Kienast 1978: 85:3.

19. níg̃-ba (Akkadian qı̄štum) may be used as a synonym for the Sumerian a-ru-a
“dedicatory gift” in Old Babylonian Larsa (see Arnaud 2001: 26 and note
39, 27 and note 43). On the other hand, it may designate gifts to deities while
the latter labels donations to temples. The Akkadian equivalent širku is not
used until the first millennium.

20. For túg.a-
˘
huš-a, see Waetzoldt 1972: 51, sub. D. As a divine garment, see

CAD R s.v. ruššû adj. usage a–4′. Note that it is written túg.
˘
huš-a without the

a- in iii 47 and probably ix 47. For the clothing of the gods, see discussion
of the lubuštu ceremony under Section C on the cult.

21. The signs SAR.SAR were read by Kingsbury (1963: 14 line 144) as mú-mú
and translated “ritual cover?”. In note 43, he explained that it meant “finely
fashioned” and that it probably served as a cover, from whence his translations
as “cover”. However, the common meaning of mú-mú is “to grow”. Perhaps
mú is an exceptional writing for mu4 “to wear”. Neither makes good sense for
a linen cover of a chair (see iii 41 f., v 5). In conjunction with sag̃, SAR.SAR
can also mean “bright, shining”, see Sjöberg and Bergmann 1969: 114–115,
note to line 323 and Alster 1991: 79, note to line 2. The meaning might give
an appropriate description of gada “linen”. Another possibility is to connect
SAR with u4-sar which alternates with a writing ITI-gunû and UD-gunû. The
latter appears as an adjective modifying gada “das reine Leinengewand” in
VAT 8382: 11; see van Dijk 1967: 248ff.

25. For kaš-dé-a, lit. “beer-pouring”, as the designation of the 24-hour period of
the feast-day, see discussion in Section C on the cult (pp. 20 f.).
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36. The word ri-ši-im has been understood on the basis of a supposed parallel
a-na

˘
HUL DINGIR.RA in col. i 24 by Kingsbury (1963: 6, line 25) and

CAD R 381 s.v. rîšu as “exultation”. Since, however, col. i 24 is to be read
0.0.0.1 sìla ì-[dùg]- ga a-na ì-šeš4 (EREN) dig̃ir-ra, “1 sìla of good oil for
anointing the god”, there is no apparent connection to joy. Perhaps the word
is rēšum “head” and the special oil is for anointing the head of the statue of
the god. In addition to this ceremony being performed on the feast-day of
Utu, it also occurs in col. v 20 (Nanaya) and in vii 63 (Dig̃ir-ma

˘
h).

43. The sign following the numeral 2 looks like sìla which would negate a
restoration based on the parallels in cols. i 31, v 28, vii 4.

54. For a discussion of dúsu (ANŠE.LIBIR), see Maekawa 1979: 35–62. The term
ANŠE.LIBIR first appears in administrative texts during the Old Akkadian
period. It is equated with Akkadian agālu in lexical texts. Four theories
have been presented as to its zoological and taxonomic identification: (1) a
common species of domesticated ass (Equus asinus) (Maekawa 1979); (2)
a tamed wild ass, an onager (Equus hemionus of Central Asia) (Lieberman
1969:53–55); (3) horse (Equus caballus) (Zarins 1978) and (4) mixed breed,
a kind of mule or blend between donkey and onager (Stepień 1996:29). The
first theory founders on the fact that ANŠE.LIBIR were brought as booty
to Sumer but this does not necessarily support the identification as onager.
In the Drehem texts from Ur III, ANŠE.LIBIR is the most common type of
equid, and thus the term could be understood as a generic zootaxonomical
term for this species of equid during the period; see Stepień 1996:29 and
cf. refs. in Hilgert 1998: 315 and 2003: 393. It designated a domesticated
equid, used as a draft animal. In addition to dúsu being a species term or
a hybrid, it could refer to its function. Other translations of agālu include
“saddle donkey” or “riding donkey” (Salonen 1955: 67–70, see discussion
by Maekawa 1979: 35, 41, 50 note 25). The ritual significance of this sole
mention of a dúsu-equid in the text is not apparent. While no dúsu-equid is
mentioned in Ur III rituals (there is no reference in Sallaberger), “donkeys”
apparently do occur in the temple of Utu as recipient of food offerings in the
yet unpublished daily sacrificial lists from the recent French excavations of
Larsa (see Arnaud 1976: 60 [RiSi 59], 66 no. 118 L.74.55 [Ha 36], 70 no. 139
L74.114 [Samsuiluna 4]). On the other hand, there is a hiyārum “Donkey
Festival” across western and northern Mesopotamia (the Amorite world)
in the second millennium (see Cohen 1993: 374f.; Durand and Guichard
1997: 38; Fleming 1999: 162, note to p. 38). The festival is celebrated for
the goddesses Ištar, Nin

˘
hursag̃a (or Šalaš), Mārat-iltim, Dērı̄tum, and the

storm-god Adad. A similar sounding festival
˘
hiya(r)raš occurs in Hittite

texts. For the distribution of grain to the donkeys of Enlil and Ninurta in
Nippur in the late Rı̄m-Sîn period, see the three texts of Kraus’ Group C,
which are characterized by the allocation: 2 sìla šà-gal anše dEnlil u dNinurta
(Kraus 1959: 147), to which are to be added certain miscellaneous grain
and other commodities accounts (Robertson 1981: 296ff.). The texts are:
0.0.2.0 šà-gal anše dEnlil ù dNinurta, 0.4.0.0 še šám 6 pi

˘
hu kaš-dé-a dInanna

šà kisal-lá CBS 7627 rev. 4–8 (Robertson 1981: 308–310), 0.0.2.0 šà-gal
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anše dEnlil dNinurta 0.1.2.0 šám 2 pi
˘
hu sizkurx é-dNinlil … CBS 7628 rev.

5–7 (Robertson 1981: 310–312), and without further details UM 29–15–880
rev. 5–6 (Robertson 1981: 312–313). Four other texts list allocations for the
same purpose (Robertson 1981: 338–345).

55. For šarāpum, see CAD Š/II s.v. šarāpu p. 50, and for references to burning
oil in a ritual context, see mng. 1d.

57. The value TUR4 is limited to this lexeme qú-tur4 in OB: Borger (Zeichenliste
no. 228 KIB = tur4, Zeichenlexikon, p. 322, no. 378) refers to our text. qú-tur4

is a strange writing. The first sign is much likelier to be SU. This combination
of signs appears twice in the Utu offerings in ii 57, iii 4, twice for Inanna
(iv 25, 29), and once for Ninegala (vii 20; the other instance probably lost in
break).

For šim g̃iš.eren-n[a], see Oppenheim 1948: 31 D1 silver for purchase of
šim g̃iš.eren “cedar resin”.

kinūnum “brazier” was used in a brazier festival celebrated in the winter-
time. It is possible that our text is talking about this brazier festival, although
our text takes place in the eleventh month, which is later in the year than the
festival was normally celebrated, the seventh month of the Amorite calendar,
see Cohen 1993: 392ff. The brazier was a common ceremonial object and
the festival involved pı̄

˘
hum containers in Babylon (YOS 13 406).

Col. iii

8. This line and the next are restored according to the parallel lines v 42f., viii
7′f., ix 29, 52. For silqum, a variety of sheep, see CAD S 267 s.v. s̄ılqu C. For
this term as a pseudo-logogram, see Foxvog 1989: 171, note to line 8. See
further note to line ix 35.

12. For gi.banšur (vs. g̃iš.banšur) “reed tray”, see PSD B 88, 1.3. Note that the text
differentiates between reed tables and banquet tables. Late first-millennium
ritual texts also differentiate between paššūru and pa.t̄ıru (GI.DU8) with
minimal difference in function, see Linssen 2004: 140–142.

24. For kuš7 “groom, personal attendant”, see Sallaberger 1993: Teil 2, T 51
(deliveries of mašdaria in Drehem), 60 (deliveries to Nanna). In late OB, the
kizûm holds a cultic position in the temple, cf. the kizûm of Zababa in Kish,
see Pientka 1998: 380.

25. For lú.gub-ba, Akkadian ma
˘
h
˘
hûm, “ecstatic” see Renger 1969: 219–223,

Henshaw 1994: 156–158, and Lion 2000: 28 (citing our text in her discussion
of MB prophets). For attestations in Larsa, see Renger 1969: 219f. and notes
1043 and 1049 with reference to the present instance. Note that ecstatics can
be both masculine or feminine, cf. munus lú.gub-ba of Inanna of Zabalam
TCL 10 39: 11, see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, p. 40. For an instance of an
ecstatic receiving oil in Tell ed-Dēr TIM 7 111 r. 2, see Edzard 1970: 134,
no. 111.

26. For the reading lú.lunga (Akkadian sirāšûm), see Civil 1964: 88.
27. It is surprising that the messenger of the en high priestess is mentioned, but

not the en herself.
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30. For eg̃ir + professional title, see CAD A/II s.v. arkû mng. 1c—1’. This title
eg̃ir + professional title is found sporadically in Old Akkadian, Ur III and
OB documents. For the Old Akkadian reference, see A. Westenholz 1987:
147, no. 133:6 and note to line. It is found with the professions: di-ku5, ensí,
sanga, šabra, šagina, and abarakkum. The sequence PN Profession followed
by PN2 eg̃ir + Profession found in our text also occurs in Ur III texts from
Ishān Mizyad: igi PN di-ku5 igi PN eg̃ir di-ku5 Ahmed Mahmud 1989: 333
IM-95467: 5–6 (witnesses), cf. ibid. 335 IM-95471: 9, 12 (same persons) and
in a late OB text from Dilbat: igi PN sanga dUraš igi PN eg̃ir sanga YOS 13
422:9-10 (witnesses, Ammi-ditana 32). In these cases, it probably refers to
a person who is second in command—a deputy, an adjutant, a subaltern, etc.
For the title (lú.)eg̃ir(-ra) without following profession, see notes toNo. 9 i 3.

41. The sedan chair is probably the sedan chair of Utu although it is not explicitly
mentioned in the text.

42. For another throne draped with a cloth, cf. túg.
˘
ha-bu-um g̃iš.gu-za YOS 4 296:

37 (Ur III, gifts of dress and ornaments of Ninegala in Ereš), see Leemans
1952: 30.

43. For a zabar.dug as vessel, cf. dug zabar = karpatu Hh. XII 37 (MSL 7
160, MSL 9 203) which appears in the OB Forerunner as zabar.dug (MSL 7
231:2), and see Salonen 1966: 50. Without determinative dug, it is equated
with sappu: za-bar UD.KA.BAR = sa-ap-pu Aa III/3 195 (MSL 14 337)
and Diri I 126 (MSL 15 108f.). See CAD S s.v. sappu A (a metal object or
container). In Sumerian, it is found as a temple vessel, cf. Gudea Cyl. B xvii
4–5. Note in particular, zabar kù-ga šu gál-le “he (Haya) who holds the holy
bronze vessels” UET 6/1 101:28, see Charpin 1986: 350 and ETCSL 2.6.9.2
[Hymn to Haya for Rı̄m-Sîn, Hymn B] as well as sagi zabar kù dadag-
ga “(Nuska) cup-bearer who makes the holy bronze42 bowls shine” Hymn
to Nuska A 22, see ETCSL 4.29.1. For presentation to Enlil and Ninlil
of a zabar, cf. zabar-bi ši sù-ud-ma-al dè-ra-ab-dirig-ge “may this bronze
vessel (referring to a bur overflowing with beer) increase his long life”
(ETCSL 4.32.e širnamšub to Utu E 55). This vessel is probably that held by
the cult functionary zabar-dab5, see Charpin 1986: 236–240. It is probably a
vessel for drinking beer, cf. é-lunga3 zabar-re

˘
hé-du7-na “beer in her (Ninlil’s)

brewery, most suited to the bronze vessels” Šulgi Y 27, ETCSL 2.4.2.25.
46. For Sîn-iqı̄šam king of Larsa, see pp. 18 f. in Section B on the gods.
47. Warad-Sîn, brother of Rı̄m-Sîn and previous king, reigned from 1834–

1823 B.C.E. Note that Warad-dSîn is missing the DINGIR sign before his
name and thus is not deified despite the cultic offerings to his statue. Likewise,
it is most probable that dSîn-iqı̄šam was also not deified. See Rı̄m-Sîn year
date 2 “Year in which (Rı̄m-Sîn) brought into (the temple) Egalbarra (‘the
outer palace’) a statue in copper representing Warad-Sîn, the king” (Sigrist
1990: 37, longer version of the date of this text). Note also that Warad-Sîn
was not deified in the year date.

48. The first sign is a number written over a NI sign and then corrected.

42 ETCSL incorrectly translates “copper”.
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Col. iv

24. For aromatics used as incense and burnt in braziers, see Postgate 1994: 120.
25. The reading i-na qú-[tur4] šim g̃iš.eren is certain; the tur4 is present on

the old photograph (pre-baking, published by Kingsbury 1963: 33) and on
Kingsbury’s copy (1963: 29).

30. For ni-ri-im, cf. ì-šeš4 ni-i-ri-im YOS 14 170:5–6 (Gu 10) which is cited
in CAD N/2 261 s.v. nı̄ru “yoke” mng. 1a–1′ as uncert. See discussion in
Richter 2004: 402, note 1678, who suggests that “anointing the yoke” may
be related to an agricultural festival. Another possibility is that it is the
crosspiece of a doorway in the temple, cf. Birot 1969: no. 13:7. The word
nı̄ru “light” (CAD N/2 265 s.v. nı̄ru D) is ruled out because it only occurs
in MA (?) and SB. Thus, the nı̄rum venerated here could be the yoke of a
divine chariot or one of the astral constellations called the “Yoke”. For the
former, see discussion by Lambert concerning divine chariots as cult objects
(Lambert 1973: 276ff.) and note that the yoke is always listed as one of the
most important features. For the latter, the most common astral identification
of the Yoke Star is with Boötes, see Reiner 1981: 14 f. (note Nı̄ru as the star
of month VII in the atrolabe) and Koch-Westenholz 1995: 208; or less often
with Sirius, see Reculeau 2002a: 537 and idem 2002b (for the observation
of this constellation [kakkabum nı̄rum] in Mari). The problem of identifying
various yoke constellations will be touched upon in Horowitz forthcoming.
In ritual context, the “Yoke” received daily offerings at dawn and at night
in Tuttul (nı̄q nawar [ūmim]), see Marti 2002. The first-millennium prayer
to the Yoke Star (see Reiner 1995: 15) contains an apotropaic ritual against
mistakes in the execution of temple offices. The veneration of the nı̄rum
occurs only on the feast-days of the goddesses.

47–54. Section peculiar to Inanna parallels fragmentary sections v 56–59 to Nanaya
and probably also vii 34–37 to Ninegala. The last would be a truncated
version of the latter half of this section. Note also the presentation to the
cupbearer in ix 29–30, which transpires during the night.

47. The signs after kaš-gin are: 0.0.0.1 sìla […d]INANNA. For the possible
restoration of the PN [KÙ-d]INANNA, note that this personal name occurs
in the Balamunamhe archive, see YOS 5 171: 19, 21, 22. Unfortunately,
this reading is not supported by the traces of signs in the line. However, the
emendation of the first sign into a!-na! is a viable alternative. The line would
then speak of offerings for something or someone belonging to Inanna.

48. The presence of the goddess Nanaya in the section dedicated to Inanna
would be anomalous so it might be best to restore a personal name such as
I-din-dNa-na-a which appears in line 55.

49. The last three signs na-bi-i might form part of a personal name, but those
names commonly constructed with nabû “called by” a god, the adjective or
passive participle precedes the noun.

53. For the cut of meat, ter.sum, see Forerunner to Hh. XV 58 (MSL IX p. 45) and
Hh. XV 265 (MSL IX p. 14). The latter reference appears in the line subse-
quent to that of uzu.síl-qum. The term is also found modifying a type of sheep,
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cf. udu.te-er-.sum UET 5 636: 30 and 35, see Charpin 1986: 66–67 (marriage
ceremony) as well as modifying bread and clothes, see AHw. 1349b.

54. For KAŠ.LUL, see CAD Š/II 28 ff. s.v. šāqû A “steward, cupbearer”. This
logogram replaced the earlier SÌLA.ŠU.DU8. For the ritual functions of the
“cupbearer”, see Limet 1993: 253f.

55. Iddin-dNanaya: See Section E on prosopography.
60. mí.tígi(NAR.BALAG̃) “female drum/lyre musicians”. For a discussion of the

musicological nature of the tigi instrument, whether drum or lyre, see Krispijn
1990: 3. For the Akkadian reading tegı̄tu, see AHw 1356f. s.v. tigû, and
Henshaw 1994: 106 sub 2.8.2. For lexical evidence, cf. [mí.NAR].BALAG̃ =
te-g[i-tu] Lu III 20 (MSL XII 124). For the installation of female drum/lyre
musicians as cultic officiants, cf. 2 me-a[t] tigiātim ši.tram rabiam

˘
hubūram

wasmam ša ana z̄ımı̄ ilūtiša rabı̄tim šūluku ina KÁ?/É? šâti lu armi “I
installed in that temple (?) 200 women drum players (tigiātim) (to perform)
great music, an appropriate hubbub, suitable for her (Ulmaššı̄tum’s) great
divinity” Kutscher and Wilcke 1978: 115:52–57 (Takil-iliśśu of Malgium),
see also Frayne, RIME 4: 672–674, 4.11.2.2.

63. Etel-pı̄-Ištar: See Section E on prosopography.
64. DINGIR-šu-ibbišu: See Section E on prosopography.

Col. v

3. For na4-gú “necklace”, cf. Sanati-Müller 1990: 165 no. 114: 9 and comments
on p. 166 note 7 (she translates “Halsschmuck” and transcribes aban kišādi).
Note that it is a gift to the goddess Inanna. In the Nanaya inventory from
Uruk (W 20475) various types of necklaces (gú) are listed: zi-di-ru-um, gú
ni-ru-um, gú a-eden-lá as well as the piece of jewellery termed ad-gú. For
GÚ “necklaces” in jewellery lists from the Neo-Babylonian temples of the
Lady-of-Uruk and Nanaya in Uruk, see Beaulieu 1999: 148f.

The traces of the broken signs na4.[x (x)] x might be interpreted either
[báb]bar-dili, [x]-me, or [x]-igi. For pappardilû-stones, see discusssion below
sub vi 25. There are a variety of gemstones ending in -me, e.g. an-zú-gul-
me (Hh. XVI Nippur Forerunner 125–127 [MSL X 58], Hh. XVI Larsa
Forerunner rev. 39–42 [Arnaud 1994: no. 1]).

The next gemstone is also only partially preserved. The two initial signs
seem to be HI.E and this combination is known as a type of vegetable
(Hh. XVII 262, MSL 10 92). It is possible that it could be a bead in the
shape of a vegetable but such so far is unknown. For another possible word
beginning with HI, see éllag̃ (HI×U, later BIR) “bead”, see Hilgert, 1998:
no. 483: 26 ff. (Ur III inventory of property of Nin

˘
hursag̃a from Nippur).

The Larsa stone list includes various series of different types of stones, each
of which are said to have a lagab “block”, kišib “seal” and éllag̃ “bead”. In
Mari, a common stone shape is na4 éllag̃ (BIR) = takpı̄tum, see CAD T s.v.
tukpı̄tu “kidney-shaped bead”. A third possibility would be reading the sign
complex as TIR, perhaps forest stone? If it is a bead, the following two or
three signs would render the type of stone. For MUŠ-ra, one might compare
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the stone NA4.(NÍR).MUŠ.G̃ÍR = muššaru of uncertain geological identity
(CAD M/II 279ff.). For the possible identification of this stone as onyx and
for a discussion of similar usages in Mari texts, see Durand, ARMT 21 224ff.

The writing of the signs in this line is similar to that designated «GUR7 +
ME» in Mari, see Durand 1990a: 126–127 (in particular, identical to the ren-
dering found in ARM 21 224:1) and in other Old Babylonican cities: in Uruk
(Sanati-Müller 1990: 172, no. 117:1, see discussion by Charpin and Durand
1993: 372), Sippar (Riftin 13:1, see Durand 1990a: 150), and of unknown
provenance (RA 13 131, see Durand 1990a: 151). This object is commonly
made of gold, see references cited by Durand (1990a), who thoroughly in-
vestigated all Mari attestations. Among the references are attestations to this
object given to or produced for divinities. It forms part of the jewellery of the
goddesses Annunı̄tum (ARM 7 4, ARMT 25 309) and Eštar-irradan (ARM 7
4, ARMT 25 757, 673). Durand discusses the dedication of ex voto offerings
of «GUR7+ME» and aš-me / šamšum, šamšatum sun discs to the sun-god
Šamaš, equating the two terms and suggesting a reading of aš5 for GUR7.
Despite the occurrence of «GUR7+ME» in parallel with u4 sakar / uzkaru
“moon crescent”, there seems to be no necessity to have two logograms aš-
me and aš5-me for the sun-disc in Akkadian. It is also conceivable that the
star could be used in parallel with the crescent; this would certainly be more
appropriate as a symbol of the goddesses in Mari and in our Larsa text. Al-
though the Old Babylonian texts distinguish the aš-me dedicated to Utu from
the «GUR7+ME» dedicated to the goddesses, the aš-me does occur as the
symbol (šu-nir) of Inanna in the third millennium, see Gudea (Cyl. A xiv 27).
In later Mesopotamian monuments, the radial star inscribed within a circle is
the symbol used for Ištar and is frequently depicted together with the the sun
symbol of Šamaš and the moon crescent of Sîn. Charpin (1990) identifies the
filigree medallion (L.76.20) in the Larsa goldsmith’s hoards as an example
of «GUR7+ME». There is another medallion in the hoard with a six-pointed
star decoration (L.76.91, see Arnaud, Calvet, and Huot 1979: Pl. II).

TU.DUR is probably the lemma tutturru (tuddurru) “granule, bead” found
in OB, Mari, Qatna, and other inventories of jewellery, here written in the
absolute case. In relation to gold, it may be describing granulated gold,
see CAD T s.v. tutturru. As in our text, the weight of these gold beads
is commonly indicated. Eleven gold beads were found among the Larsa
goldsmith’s hoards.

The gold given in the jewellery to Inanna and Nanaya (see vi 25)
has undergone the refining process, .se-er-pu-um. For references to various
qualities of gold including the refined state .sirpum, see Reiter 1997: 36–68,
and for the verb .sarāpum in the process of gold production, see ibid. 409–412
(reference courtesy of Judy Bjorkman). There are two references to

˘
hurā.sum

.sirpum from Mari (ARMT 18 1:12, 16 18 and ARMT 25 188:1–2), the first
in reference to the manufacture of medallions GUR7+ME, while the second
is difficult: 1/2 ma-na 6 1/2 gín kù-sig17 sù-a ki-lá-bi

˘
ha-ar-ha-ar-ri ša .sí-ir-

pi. There are various Mari references to gold pieces of jewellery given ana
.sarāpim “for refining”. For references to .serpum describing the refined state
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of gold in relation to jewellery, see also the Qatna inventories of the jewellery
of the goddess Ninegala, published in RA 43 215 Inventory IV r. 4 f. (these
are the only examples cited in CAD .S s.v. .sirpu B). Most similar to our text is
another Larsa text (Riftin 50, RiSi 4), referring to the same date, the 18th day
of the month of Šabā.tu: 19 gín igi-4-gál kù-sig17 ina na4

1/3 ma-na u na4 15 še
aširma ina idi kù-sig17 ana pani na4 na4 1 gín u na4

1/2 gín parik ša .sirpim “19
and one half shekels of gold have been checked by means of a weight stone
of one-third mina and a weight stone of fifteen grains and at (?) the side of
the gold opposite the stone (weights) a stone weight of one shekel and a stone
weight of one half shekel were placed across—of refined (gold?)” (lines 1–6).

Archaeological evidence of goldworking in Larsa is provided by the
hoards found in the Ebabbar temple at Larsa, see Arnaud, Calvet, and Huot
1979 and Bjorkman 1993.

6. On Nin-šubura, the vizier of Inanna, see Section B on the gods (pp. 13–14).
7. For the su

˘
hur-lá (kezertum in Akkadian), “woman with a curled, tied/braided

or even hanging hair-do”, see Blocher 1987: 225–230 (for a synthetic
overview, see Henshaw 1994: 197–200). The study of the su

˘
hur-lá or kezertu-

women in the Old Babylonian period has been limited in time and space to the
city of Kiš, Mari and a mention in a letter from Hammurabi to Sîn-iddinam
at Larsa (LIH 34:12, 17, see Frankena, AbB 2 34). This letter and our text
are the sole testimonies to this occupation in Larsa. However, the letter deals
with the transport of the goddesses (ištarātum) of Emutbal by ship to Babylon
accompanied by kezertu-women. Larsa is actually a transit stop on their way
(cf. LIH 45). In our text, kezertu-women appear among the functionaries
of the temples of the goddesses Inanna, Nanaya, and possibly Ninegala. In
late OB texts from Kiš, these women were under the tutelage of the goddess
Nanaya. As to her function within the cult, we have no knowledge with the
exception that she had a par.sum obligation to pay an amount of silver kezērum
or kezertum, see Spaey 1990. Note mistakenly read àra by Kingsbury 1963:
15: 152.

27. For the rite èš-g̃i6-zal, see under Section C on the cult (p. 24). For èš-g̃i6-zal
“das Verbringen der Nacht in Heiligtum” in Ur III, see Sallaberger 1993:
Teil 1, 178 (in Ur), 218 (in Uruk), 287 note 1334 (in Girsu), and Teil 2,
Tabelle 71. In Ur, it was related to the akitu-festivities or to ezem-ma

˘
h, the

tenth month, in which there was a procession of gudu4-priests, musicians,
lamentation-priests, and other persons. In Uruk, èš-g̃i6-zal was part of the
holiday of má-an-na, “the Barque of Heaven” (or: An, for this reading of
“Boat of An,” see Cohen 1993: 215ff. and Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 216ff.).
This ceremony was the second most important rite associated with Nanaya,
with whom it is also associated in this text. The Barque of Heaven holiday
in the Nanaya temple was celebrated in Uruk twice yearly in the seventh
month and in the eleventh month (between the 21st and 30th). The offerings
are usually dedicated to the má-an-na, to Nanaya or her temple, and to or for
the èš-g̃i6-zal. For references to èš-g̃i6-zal, cf. Schneider 1932: 62: 5, Legrain
1912: no. 275 (no line number given), Archi and Pomponio 1990: no. 189: 5,
Watson 1986: 88: 4. The èš-g̃i6-zal, which cannot be a specific temple name
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(Sallaberger 1993: Teil 1, 178, 218, 287) may be the èš of the procession
of Uruk and may be related to the place of Nanaya’s disappearance or the
barque shrine, cf. má èš-g̃i6-zal in Lagash (Civil 1989: 54 iii 19 and see p. 58
note to l. 55, read má AB.MI.NI see commentary 58 on lines 55–56 = Frayne,
RIME 3/2: 216–218, 1.2.2013 “when the barque stays at the ‘night shrine’”).
Disbursements for èš-g̃i6-zal are mentioned in Puzriš-Dagan accounts of the
eleventh month. In Lagash, religious preparation before the construction of
the Eninnu included: g̃i6 šùd-dè mu-na-zal-e “(the day was for him (one of)
rituals), while prayer made the night pass for him” Gudea Cyl. A xiii 29.

This OB Larsa text accords with the Nanaya celebration in Neo-Sumerian
Uruk. It is observed on the 19th day of the eleventh month. For another
instance of the observance of èš-g̃i6-zal in OB Larsa, see YOS 14 170:4 (Gu
10, thirteenth month). For the observance of ezem má-an-na for Utu and
Inanna (but not Nanaya) celebrated in OB Larsa, cf. Arnaud 1976: 67, no.
122 L74.107 [26.Tešrı̄tu.Ha 40] and 72, no. 154 L.74.135 [30.Simānu(?).Ha
38]. According to Arnaud 2001: 22 note 12, L.74.158 contains a reference to
má-an-na for Eštar but in the description of the tablet, no mention is made of
such a reference (Arnaud 1976: 68). See also Richter 1999: 294, 348; idem
2004: 403, 405.

48. 1 udu sís[kur] Not found in this position in other feast-day listings.
a-na g̃iš.banšur 2 g̃iš.dílim ninda-ì-dé-‹a›. Similar expressions are found

in the evening ceremonies, see g̃iš.dílim gu -la ninda-ì-dé-a téš sì-ga a-na
g̃iš.banšur i 31–32, cf. ii 43–44, v 28–29, vii 4–5, ix 18–19. Morning: 10
gi.banš[ur] ninda-ì-d[é-a] iii 12. iv 38, v 46, vii 25, viii 11′.

56–59. Section to Nanaya parallels section iv 47–49 to Inanna/Ištar.

Col. vi

18. Iddin-dNa-na-a same PN as in line iv 55?
20. Ubar-dUtu gala-ma

˘
h: See under Section E on the prosopography.

23. The reddish garment is usually given to a secondary deity and its appearance
in this line is anomalous. Although it is not impossible that Nanaya should
receive two types of textiles, the most likely candidate for recipient would
be some type of paraphernalia belonging to Nanaya. Cf. the weapons (ii
21) as well as the thrones and sedan chairs (iii 41 f., v 5) which receive
gada-SAR.SAR.

25. For the signs NI-IG-SU/LU, there are a few possible readings which might
make sense in the context: (1) ni-g̃ál-lu! “sickle” (Sumerian, adopted as
loanword in Akkadian, niggallu) so perhaps “sickle-shaped”; (2) digig-
lu!, cf. 14 NA4 dig-lu NA4 BABBAR.DIL “joyaux” [“jewel”] made of
pappardilû-stone (Beaulieu 1999: 144: 60). Another possibility is to read
pi!-ni-ik-šu and to understand it as pingu “cap, finial” (as the finial of a
necklace, see CAD P)+ šu, cf. Mari examples cited by Durand 1990a: 130f.
(14) and discussed by Durand, ARMT 21 237f.

For pappardilû-stones, cf. viii 39′ and Hh. XVI Nippur Forerunner 59
(MSL X 56). Unfortunately, no pappardilû-stones are listed in the Larsa
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Forerunner to Hh. XVI (Arnaud 1994: no. 1). For other examples, cf. the
Nanaya inventory from Uruk (W 20475) which has many types of stones
made from this material (OB); J.G. Westenholz 2000a: no. 25:13 (MB);
Beaulieu 1999: 151–152 (NB). For its mineral identification as banded agate,
see discussion by Beaulieu 1999: 151–154.

26. For the god Muati, see Section B on the gods (p. 15).
33. For another kaš-dé-a of Nergal, see YOS 5 178:5–6 (RiSi 7, 1st of tenth

month).
34–35. These two lines have no parallels in the text and thus are impossible to restore

on the basis of the existing signs.

Col. vii

34–37. Section parallels sections iv 47–54 to Inanna and v 56–59 to Nanaya.
Restorations of these lines depends on the latter ones.

48. Although the copy offers KI and NU rather than DI and TAR, we agree with
Kingsbury and Hallo (Kingsbury 1961: 47 line 752, Kingsbury 1963: 25,
Hallo: personal communication) in reading dDi-ku5-um, the god Dikum, who
is the sukkal of Ninegala (see Behrens and Klein, “Ninegal”, RlA 9 (2000):
345).

51. It is uncertain how the traces of these signs should be restored. There is one
other example of a line following the date in col. viii 45′. Unfortunately, both
lines are fragmentary.

Col. viii

13′. The scribe made an error in this line which should probably have read 0.0.1.5
sìla ninda zì- gu x kaš-gin.

20′. It is interesting that the major deity, the mother goddess Dig̃ir-ma
˘
h, has an

en-priest while her son Panig̃arra has an ereš-dig̃ir priestess. On the question
of this reading, see Section D on the priesthood (p. 31).

35′. For the cult object za-
˘
ha-da (zaha.tûm or qulmûm in Akkadian) “battle-

axe”, see Gallery 1980b: 333–338, 336; Lerberghe 1982: 282, Tanret and
Lerberghe 1993: 442. M. Tanret and K. van Lerberghe equate za-

˘
ha-da with

qulmûm despite the fact that the latter does occur in the archive spelled
out syllabically. Although the equation za-

˘
ha-da: qulmûm is restored in

Hh XII 125 (MSL VII 164), it is based on Hh VIIA 21 (MSL VI 86). In
the Sippar texts, the term za-

˘
ha-da refers to a par.sum service obligation or

prerogative of married women related to Annunı̄tum in Sippar-Amnānum
(MHET 1 65 ll. 19′, 34′, 37′, 39′ and Le.E. as well as CT 48 45:4). Our
reference is cited in note to text MHET 1 65. Also mentioned there is the
Sumerian hymn Innin-šagurra, in which Innana is making ritual preparations
before battle (Sjöberg 1975: 217f. comment on line 46). Sjöberg, in turn,
cites za-ha-da nì-ki-ág̃-dereš-ki-gal-la “a battle-axe beloved of Ereškigal”
(PBS 10/2 6 iii 10). The juxtaposition of battle-axe with deities of childbirth
in our text may be related to the metaphor in which the life and death struggle
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of women in labour is described either as a metaphor for battle or as a contrast
to it. Cf. kî qarrādi mutta

˘
h
˘
hi.s ina damēša .sallat “Like a fighting warrior, she

(the woman in childbirth) lies in her own blood” Iraq 31: 40 (MA medical
text containing the tale of A Cow of Sîn). Note that za-ha-da occurs also in
the texts from the palace archives in OB Uruk and it is always made of silver
as in the Larsa text, cf. Sanati-Müller 1990: 156 (no. 106: 4), 157 (no. 107:
7), 158 (no. 108: 2) and Sanati-Müller 1993: 171–172 (no. 204 vii′ 13′, 15′).
However, in the Uruk texts, the za-ha-da is always a níg̃-ba “gift” to a person
and apparently related to army service. In Mari texts, a wooden za-

˘
ha-tum

occurs in pairs and is possibly a jar stand (Duponchel 1997: nos. 32, 70, 115,
116, 119). The unction of the za

˘
hātum in the joint temple of Bēlet-bı̄rî, Iš

˘
hara

and
˘
Hanat (Duponchel 1997: 220 no. 32: 2) is intriguing but probably not

related. For work on jewel-encrusted weapons to be offered to deities by the
kings of Mari, cf. ARMT XXII 239.

39′. The traces of x do not yield the expected
˘
HU for

˘
hullum (cf. 2 na4.

˘
hullū

pāširūtum TCL 10 120:1, Šamaš inventory). The traces could be read LU but
neither lulû A “splendour” nor lulû B “antimony” are types of stone. Another
possibility might be kuš .ul-lum, the leather cord of a necklace, which would
leave na4 unexplained. Perhaps it would be better to emend ú !-ul-lum. For
ullu, see CAD U/W s.v. ullu A “chain, necklace”.

Col. ix

28. There is no room for the expected phrase i-na e-re-bi-šu which is found in
the parallel sections. It is impossible to ascertain whether this is a scribal
mistake or a deliberate avoidance.

30. In this phrase in the parallel sections (see iv 47–54), the cupbearer is said to
be standing before a deity (ša ma

˘
har DN). In this case, the deity must be the

deceased king Sîn-iddinam.
35. ana síl-qum should be related to a type of sheep as in other references, see

above, note to iii 8. The term is a Akkadogram which is used as a logogram
and not declined. On the other hand, the verb salāqu “to boil” might also be
considered: One sheep as sískur-offering as boiled meat.

44. The túg.bar-dul8 is distributed only to specified members of clergy so that
gal-[…] probably refers to a cultic functionary. It could also be a qualification
gal “large” of the túg.bar-dul8.

61. For this year date of Rı̄m-Sîn, see Sigrist 1990: 37.
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INTRODUCTION

The following four royal inscriptions, those of Išme-Dagan and Lipit-Ištar of Isin,
and of Sîn-iddinam and Rı̄m-Sîn of Larsa, are written on different media. They
exemplify three different types found in Old Babylonian contexts: the headless
cone, the hollow barrel cylinder and the foundation tablet. Of these three types, the
first two are innovations of the period while the last is a traditional form.

Although the headless cone makes its first appearance in the Ur III period, it
does not occur in common use until the second millennium. Headless cones are
best known from the palace of Sîn-kašid, king of Uruk, 1865–1833 B.C.E., where
they were discovered in the palace walls (between the courses of the mudbricks of
both outer and inner walls; Frayne, RIME 4: 443, 445) and in the Eanna district
between the casement wall and the ziggurat (Frayne, RIME 4: 452–453, 4.4.1.7).
However, earlier examples are attested, such as sundry headless cones of Išme-Dagan
(1953–1935), see no. 2, and of Lipit-Ištar (1934–1924), see. no. 3. Two possible
explanations have been given for the shape of the headless cone: 1. It developed from
the earlier clay nails (cone with head), which were similarly inscribed with royal
dedications; 2. It may be related to the earlier Early Dynastic dedications of ovoid and
other miscellaneous shapes (Ellis 1968: 116ff.). During the 1985 campaign at Isin
in the excavations of the temenos wall surrounding the Gula temple, seven examples
of headless cones were found in the debris on top of the wall or in situ between bricks
of the temenos wall (Wilcke 1987: 113). Based on this evidence, we might conclude
that headless cones were used exclusively for building dedications and were placed
in the walls, either of the city or of the buildings to which they refer. Nevertheless,
small headless cones were found in secondary context at Ur commemorating the
construction of the city’s moat (Lipit-Ištar; Frayne, RIME 4: 54–56, 4.1.5.5).

The hollow barrel cylinders of Sîn-iddinam are the earliest predecessors of
the typical barrel cylinder-shaped royal inscriptions, which are otherwise mostly
attested in the period from Samsu-iluna (1749 B.C.E.) to Seleucus II (244 B.C.E.).
Most barrel cylinders found to date are concerned with building inscriptions, and
are said to have been placed either in the walls of buildings or under the floors (Ellis
1968: 110–113). However, a long barrel inscription of Warad-Sîn (1834–1823),
dedicated to the building of the wall of Ur, was found in the central section of
the north-eastern city wall (Frayne, RIME 4: 241–243, 4.2.13.21 and Steinkeller
2004b: 135f.). It is not clear why Ellis suggested that the shape of the barrel cylinder
probably developed from the short headless cone (Ellis 1968: 116).

The use of hollow barrel cylinders cannot be determined with absolute certainty,
since only one, of all hollow barrel cylinders known to us, was found in situ. This
is the hollow barrel cylinder of Sîn-iddinam, AO 25109, from the early excavations
at Larsa in 1933, which was said to have been found in the area of the palace of
Nūr-Adad (Parrot 1933: 177, locus G VIII; Arnaud 1994: 3 no. 14,1 Margeron,

1 The locus M XIII given for the Nūr-Adad bricks both contradicts Parrot and seems to be impossible, since
that locus has never been excavated according to the maps in Parrot 1933: pl. II and Calvet 1994: 217 fig. 2.
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“Larsa, B. Archäologisch.”, RlA 6 (1983) 502 §3). In general, texts commemorating
engineering feats, as well as those treating boundaries, were inscribed on hollow
objects and are said to have been deposited under the structures on the sites of
the work they refer to (Ellis 1968: 117–119). However, it is very doubtful that a
barrel cylinder dealing with canal work would be placed in some kind of foundation
supposedly made next to the canal itself (no such foundations have ever been found).
It is more likely that such a text would be placed on a pole, which would fit into
the hollow bottom of the cylinder (see the discussion on ED cones and ovoids by
Marzahn 1997: 95). The pole with the cylinder on the top of it would be put on
public display, possibly near the canal or in the city. An indirect proof for this might
be found in the cones and other hollow objects of varied shape from the earlier
ED period, whose texts deal with boundaries and which may have been placed on
poles near the boundary ditch, thus resembling boundary stones (kudurrus) or narûs
(Ellis 1968: 119; Cooper 1985: 110; Marzahn 1997: 93 ff.). The palace would be
another likely location for the display, since one of the copies of the hollow barrel
cylinders of Sîn-iddinam was found in the palace in Larsa. A further possibility is
that they might have been exhibited in a temple (or several temples with multiple
copies of the same text) as an example of the piety of the king who carried out
divine instructions.

The use of tablets in building deposits starts during the Early Dynastic period,
when they would usually accompany peg deposits (“usually” because at Mari two
lapis lazuli tablets and one of white stone were found on their own; Ellis 1968:
47–48). Some of the earliest tablets were not inscribed (Ellis 1968: 76–77). The
explanation that these uninscribed tablets, with a flat obverse and convex reverse,
were models of plano-convex bricks has been rejected by Ellis, but he offers no other
interpretation. Unlike the pegs, whose use in foundation deposits ends with the Isin-
Larsa period, tablets continue to be placed in foundation/building deposits late into
the Neo-Assyrian period and were used by the Persian kings as well. The material
from which these tablets were made includes stone (lapis lazuli, steatite, limestone,
alabaster), metal (gold, silver, bronze), and even baked clay. While depositing an
inscribed foundation tablet was the common practice of the Ur III kings, the kings of
the early dynasties of Isin and Larsa did not follow this custom. With the exception of
the sole example of an inscribed foundation tablet of Sîn-iddinam, this practice was
not resumed with regularity until the Kudur-mabuk dynasty of Larsa. Elsewhere,
examples have been discovered deposited by Sîn-gamil and Anam of Uruk (Hallo
1967: 97).
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NO. 2: DEDICATORY CONES OF IŠME-DAGAN
(a) BLMJ 3938 (15.8×5.5 cm)
(b) BLMJ 3940 (12.5×4.5 cm)
(c) BLMJ 4159 (14.2×4.7 cm)

General Observations

These three cones are exemplars of the clay cones bearing an inscription of Išme-
Dagan, king of Isin, ca. 1954–1935 B.C.E. The cones contain the same inscription
divided into 16–18 lines of text in two columns, and were originally embedded in
the city-wall of Isin.

These are headless cones with flat rounded bases. For a discussion of headless
cones, see the introduction to the royal inscriptions. The cuneiform text is inscribed
around the shaft of the cone in two columns of equal length. The scribe of exemplar
(c) preserved the column divisions except in the first line, going into the second
column to finish line i 1.

In 1990, there were sixteen known exemplars of this inscription (Frayne, RIME 4:
31–32, 4.1.4.5). The majority came from the excavations at Isin in the area of
the temenos wall of the Gula Temple. One new exemplar has been published
as A. Westenholz and Eidem 1989–1990: 113, no. 7 (not copied, Danish private
collection). Many more of these cones have been put up for sale in various auction
houses. Because of the impossibility of tracking them, we have decided to forego
this issue. For instance, Sotheby’s New York sold two of these on 31 May 1997, lot
no. 375. One cone can be seen on line at http://www.aspireauctions.com, another
at http://www.abraxasgallery.com, and a third from the Fairchild Family Trust
Collection can be viewed at http://www.goldbergcoins.net.

The master copy is exemplar (a). The major difference between the exemplars
is the line division.

Transliteration

Col. i 1. dIš-me-dDa-gan
2. nita kala-ga
3. lugal ì-si-in // ki-na
4. lugal an-ub-da // límmu-ba-ke4

5. u4 nibruki

6. uru ki-ág̃ // den- líl -lá
7. gú-bi // mu-un-du8

Col. ii 1. érin-bi kaskal-ta
2. ba-ra-an-zi-ga-a
3. bàd-gal // ì-si-inki-na
4. mu-un-dù
5. bàd- (x) -ba
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6. dIš-me-dDa-gan // den-líl-da // á an-gal
7. mu-bi-im

Textual Variants

Exemplar numbers accord with those given by Frayne, RIME 4: 31–32.

Col. i 3. Ex. 15 omits ki.
Col. ii 1–2. One line in 2b and 2c.

2. Ex. 2 and 5 omit –an-; Ex. 15 reads ba-ra-«bi»-zi-ga-a; Ex. 3 omits
final –a.

3. Two lines in 2b; Ex. 15 omits ki.
5. All other exemplars read bàd-ba; Ex. 15 reads bàd-gal.
6. Two lines in 2c, dIš-me-dDa-gan // den-líl-da in one line and á an-gal

in second; Ex. 8 reads den-líl-lá-da; Ex. 15 omits den-líl-da.

Translation

1–4. Išme-Dagan, powerful man, king of Isin, king of the four quarters,
5–ii 2. When he cancelled the tribute of Nippur, the city beloved of the god

Enlil, (and) relieved its men of military service,
ii 3–4. he built the great wall of Isin.
ii 5–7. The name of that wall is “Išme-Dagan, together with the god Enlil,

(his) strength is great.”

Philological and Textual Notes

Col. ii 1. The specific connotation of the word kaskal is uncertain. In gen-
eral, it means “caravan”, “expedition” but it has been assumed to
denote “military service” in this context (Stol 1995: 300–303; Frayne,
RIME 4: 32). For an example of this meaning in context, cf. kaskal
lugal-g̃u10 érin zìg-ga-g̃u10 “I was levying troops for the expedition”
(Letter from Aradg̃u to Šulgi, see ETCSL 3.1.05). For a discussion
of compulsory military service, usually termed in Akkadian

˘
harrān

šarrim, see Stol 1995: 300–303. For a description of the ilkum insti-
tution in the province of Larsa under Hammurabi, see Ishikida 1999,
who differentiates two administrative bureaus, that of the public works
and that of the military office.

6. The text has been previously analysed as containing the noun á-an-
gal; see PSD A/II, 41 “meaning uncertain”. Frayne (RIME 4: 32)
translated: “Išme-Dagan is a great … beside the god Enlil.” Another
possible understanding of this phrase is that it might be a verbal phrase:
“(his) might was great.” For the use of the an- prefix in Old Babylonian
and OBGT texts, see Thomsen 1984: 168–169 §319 (to be understood
as a sort of stative prefix rather than a+pronominal prefix). Cf. an-g̃ar
= ša-ki-in. OBGT VI (MSL IV 81) 79 and an-du = i-il-lak. OBGT VII
(MSL IV 89) 40.
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NO. 3: DEDICATORY CONE OF LIPIT-IŠTAR
BLMJ 65m (10.8×5.1 cm)

General Observations

This cone is an exemplar of the clay cones bearing an inscription of Lipit-Ištar, king
of Isin, ca. 1934–1924 B.C.E.

This is a headless cone with a flat rounded base. For a discussion of headless
cones, see the introduction to the royal inscriptions. The cuneiform text is inscribed
in the Akkadian language, Old Babylonian dialect, around the shaft of the cone in
two columns, i and ii, of equal width, with 20 and 16 lines respectively.

In 1990 there were 56 known exemplars of this inscription (Frayne, RIME 4:
49–50). Further exemplars are: Szlechter 1966: 149f. 154; Curtis 1991; Pedersén
1991–1992: 14 ff. no. 8; BM 117706 (Sommerfeld 1992: 157 note 2) as well as the
four cones published in Sommerfeld 1992: 154–158 with an abbreviated version of
the text. Others are to be found in the auction catalogues of Sotheby’s (London, 8
Dec., 1994, no. 66; New York, 17 Dec., 1996, no. 371).

The majority were purchased but some came from the excavations at Isin in the
south-eastern sector of the tell. For the archaeological loci of the cones found in
Isin, see Sommerfeld 1992: 158. The shorter versions without the mention of the
palace gate were discovered in the area south and south-east of the Gula temple, an
area with no evidence of building activity, which might have been an industrial area.
This apparently indicates that they were found in secondary context. The shifting of
the cones may have occurred between the shorter and longer versions of dedication.
Note that the abbreviated version does not mention the location of the votive gift as
the palace gate.

Summary of Contents

This text deals with a construction by Lipit-Ištar. The item constructed has been
understood as either “two pot stands” (see Frayne, RIME 4: 51) or a “storehouse”
(Sommerfeld 1992: 154 and Richter 2004: 231 and note 972).

Transliteration

Col. i 1. dli-pí-it-U.DAR
2. re-i-um
3. pa-li-i

˘
h

4. nibruki

5. i-ka-ru-um
6. ki-nu-um
7. ša uri5ki-im
8. la mu-pa-ar-ki-um
9. a-na eriduki
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10. en-um
11. sí -ma-at
12. unugki

13. šar ì-si-inki

14. šar ma-at
15. šu-me-ri-im
16. ù a-kà-dì-im
17. bí-bí-il
18. li-i-ba U.DAR
19. a-na-ku
20. GA-ni-in

Col. ii 1. bí-bí-il
2. i-TI dEn-líl
3. ù dNIN.LÍL-ti-im
4. i-na ì-si-inki

5. a-al šar-ru-ti-ia
6. i-na ba-ab é.gal- im?

7. dli-pí-it-U.DAR
8. ma-ru den-líl
9. a-na-ku

10. i-nu-mi
11. ki-i-ta-am
12. i-na ma-at
13. šu-me-ri-im
14. ù a-kà-dì-i[m]
15. aš-ku-nu-ni
16. e -pu-uš

Textual Variants

For the few textual variants, see Frayne, RIME 4: 51.

Translation

i 1–19. I am Lipit-Ištar, shepherd who is reverent towards Nippur, true farmer
of Ur, unceasing (provider) for Eridu, en-priest appropriate for Uruk,
king of Isin, king of the lands of Sumer and Akkad, heart’s desire of
the goddess Ištar.

20–ii 16. When I, Lipit-Ištar, son of the god Enlil, established justice in the land
of Sumer and Akkad, I built a storehouse, … Enlil and Mulliltum in
Isin, the city of my kingship, at the palace gate.

Philological and Textual Notes

Col. i 1. For the reading dli-pí-it-U.DAR instead of li-pí-it-Eš4-tár see “Notes
on the Transliteration and Translation”.
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18. The BLMJ exemplar has a hole between li-i-ba and U.DAR. We cannot
be sure whether the hole is result of damage done to the cone after it
was inscribed or whether it was there before the dedicatory inscription
was written. If the former is the case, then we would expect at least one
more sign to have been there, but if the latter is the case, then the scribe
must have written the line around the hole. No other exemplar gives
any sign between li-i-ba and U.DAR. The grammatical problem of a
status constructus in the genitive ending in -a has been explained as
sandhi writing with the name of the goddess #Aštar; see Wilcke 1985:
309; however, this is scarcely possible in OB. It is most probably a
case of an archaic construct.

20. GA-ni-in. For a review of the possible interpretations of this lexeme,
in particular, as a writing of ganı̄num / ganūnum “storehouse”, see
Sommerfeld 1992: 157, followed by Richter 2004: 231. On the lexeme
ganı̄num / ganūnum, see J.G. Westenholz 2000b: 1186–1197 and
note references to other ganūnum erected by kings and known from
their dedications. The ganūnum appears as a recipient of offerings
in Ur III, e.g. PDT 2 767: (wr. gan-nun). See also Charpin 2003:
317–318, discussing TCL 11 174. Against the reading kà of GA, note
that the traditional usages (stemming from OAkk. orthography) of
signs like GA and TI are limited to a few specific words; they are
not in free usage. Lipit-Ištar’s scribe used KA in i-ka-ru-um (i 5);
therefore GA-ni-in in i 20 is indeed most likely to render ga-ni-in,
or even qá-ni-in, since that word hardly belongs to the traditional
vocabulary. Furthermore, dedicatory cones were made to be inserted
into a building (see introduction to section, pp. 85–86). It would be
impossible for over sixty cones to be inserted into two jars!

Col. ii 1–2. For a review of the possible interpretations of the phrase bí-bí-il i-TI,
see Sommerfeld (1992: 157). Stol (1994: 109) in his review of Frayne,
RIME 4, questioned Frayne’s translation “a gift (for) the hands of ”
but neglected to provide another. Kärki (1980: 20) translated: “auf den
Wunsch Enlils und Ninliltums hin”. Wilcke (1985: 309 note 25) made
a very tentative suggestion in a footnote: “Bedeutet bibil idı̄ vielleicht
‘Unterstützung’?”. For i-TI, Sommerfeld (1992: 154) reads i-dì and
translates “die Einkünfte”, but indicates his uncertainty by putting his
translation in italics. He understands the expression as “Gabe(n) für
die Hand = zur Verfügung von Enlil”. The CAD classed this reference
as a hapax itu “mng. uncert.” (CAD I/J 312).

Orthographical evidence pertaining to the readings /di/ versus /ti/
are equivocal. Lipit-Ištar’s scribe used TI for dì in the traditional
spelling of the word a-kà-dì-im and TI for /ti/ in dNIN.LÍL-ti-im.

3. dNIN.LÍL-ti-im. Erica Reiner (1967: 198) was the first to propose that
the Akkadian reading of the name of the goddess dNIN.LÍL should be
“Mulissu”. Subsequently, Parpola (1980: 174, 177f. note 21) gave a
brief summary of the data relevant to the issue. He based the reading
“Muliššu” or “Mullēšu” on various documents, from the Ur III period
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down to the Histories of Herodotus. Consequently, the reading of
the name dNIN.LÍL-ti-im in Old Babylonian should be Mulliltim in
accordance with the equation given in the Weidner godlist (Weidner
1924–1925: 9 i 4). See further the discussion by Krebernik (“Ninlil”,
RlA 9 (2000–2001): 453, 459) and references cited there.
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NO. 4: BARREL CYLINDER OF SÎN-IDDINAM
BLMJ 4158 (15.9 cm height×10.4 cm diameter)

General Observations

This is an exemplar of the clay hollow barrel cylinder bearing the inscription of Sîn-
iddinam, king of Larsa, ca. 1849–1843 B.C.E. It has previously been designated
Sîn-iddinam 6 and was most recently published by Frayne, RIME, as E4.2.9.2
(pp. 158–160).
No. 4 is a hollow ovoid-shaped cylinder of baked clay with one opening for

the insertion of a pole for display. It is the largest preserved exemplar of this
text (for dimensions of other exemplars, see below). The lower portion of the
barrel is damaged near the hole and there are cracks on its surface. The surface
is brittle and flaking, and has suffered from pick damage and surface deposits,
resulting in many abraded signs, which make reading difficult. The clay is of poor
quality, probably made with a mixture of ingredients that have fallen off with
parts of signs. The cylinder is inscribed in the Sumerian language and contains a
total of 70 lines divided into two unequal columns, i and ii, with 36 and 34 lines
respectively.

In 1990, there were four known exemplars of this inscription (Frayne, RIME 4:
158–160, 4.2.9.2), with dimensions between 13.5–15 cm in height and between
5.0–10.4 cm in diameter; they consisted of three barrel cylinders and one cone.
However, including no. 4, there are now seventeen more barrel cylinders of Sîn-
iddinam known to us.2 One cone was referenced in A. Westenholz and Eidem,
1989–1990: 113 no. 13 (not copied, Danish private collection, “fragment of cone”
ll. 23–29 preserved) and four others were published in Beckman 1997 (which he
numbers exemplars 5–8, private collections in New York). The remaining group
of new barrel cylinders were sold at various auctions around the world. The list
of these cylinders according to the auction house, sale date and lot number are: 1)
Charles EDE LTD, 25–27 May 1999, lot 16, biconical 14.5 cm. high; 2) Christie’s,
New York, 18 Dec. 1997, lot 30, ovoid 11.4 cm. high; 3) Christie’s, London, 8
April 1998, lot 71, biconical 12.3 cm. high; 4) Christie’s, New York, 18 Dec.
1998, lot 251, ovoid 10.7 cm. high; 5) Christie’s, New York, 9 Dec. 1999, lot 512,
biconical 15.6 cm. high; 6) Christie’s, New York, 8 June 2001, lot 350, biconical
14.6 cm. high; 7) Christie’s, New York, 12 Dec. 2002, lot 285, ovoid 14.6 cm.
high; 8) Dorotheum, 28 Sept. 1998, lot 204, ovoid 12.5 cm. high; 9) Sotheby’s,
New York, 31 May 1997, lot 165, biconical 13.8 cm. high; 10) Sotheby’s, New
York, 17 Dec. 1997, lot 175, biconical 14.1 cm. high; 11) Sotheby’s, New York,
17 Dec. 1998, lot 210, ovoid 11.6 cm. high, acquired by El Museu de la Ciència
de la Fundació la Caixa (publication Civil 2002). In total, there are twenty-one

2 This number is uncertain since some of the cylinders in private possession in New York City, seen by Gary
Beckman, may be identical to those sold by the auction houses Christie’s and Sotheby’s.
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exemplars now known of this royal inscription, which might have come from
Larsa (Civil 2002: 245) but could also have been located in the district of the
waterworks.

Summary of Contents

The inscription commemorates the restorations carried out on the irrigation system
of the city of Larsa and the land under its dominion. Water was one of the major
concerns of the Larsa Dynasty, to judge by the long succession of irrigation schemes
mentioned in the royal inscriptions and year-names of the period. Under the reign of
Sîn-iddinam the issue of providing water to the city became acute, and he was forced
to resort to drastic measures at the very beginning of his reign. These measures are
memorialised in his second year-date (mu íd.Idigna ba-ba-al “Year the Tigris was
dug”, Sigrist 1990: 24), described in this inscription.

The question is the location, extent, and direction of his waterworks. It has been
said that the project was either the deepening of the channel of the Tigris river or the
dredging of a canal from the Tigris. Two very influential works by Jacobsen (1960)
and Adams (1981) placed the Tigris river to the east of the alluvium. Jacobsen
maintained that Umma, Adab, and Larsa were situated on the eastern branch of
Euphrates, the Iturungal, while the territory of Lagaš was on the Sirara, which
split off from the Iturungal at Zabalam, but discounted the Tigris as a major water
source. On the other hand, Adams thought that feeder canals of the Tigris existed
east of the district of Lagaš and Umma and provided some of their water. However,
in 1990 Heimpel questioned the correctness of this hypothesis and proposed, on
the basis of an Ur III text (YOS 4 56), that the so-called “eastern Euphrates” was
in fact the Tigris river itself. His proposal was accepted and further expanded
by Steinkeller (2001), whose research was mostly based on Ur III Umma texts.
Regarding the course of the third-millennium Tigris, Steinkeller concluded that
“the ‘eastern Euphrates’ was indeed the Tigris, or, at the very least, that the ‘eastern
Euphrates’ is what the ancient sources mean by the toponym Idigna, ‘Tigris’ ”
(Steinkeller 2001: 29).

Consequently, it is not certain whether the íd idigna in our text refers to the
channel of the Tigris itself or to a canal or a tributary of the Tigris. In his analysis of
the Sîn-iddinam inscription, Steinkeller maintained it was the Tigris (2001: 31 f.),
while we contend that it was a canal dug from the Tigris for hydraulic and historical
reasons, since we note that his father Nūr-Adad carried out waterworks on the
Euphrates (van Dijk 1965: 2–3 lines 209–211).

In year 34 of Hammurabi, the šāpir mātim of Larsa also undertook the con-
struction of embankments along one canal from Bad-tibira to Larsa, along another
from the Euphrates, and along a third from the Tigris, from its western shore to the
sea (Anbar and Stol 1991: 19 f. no. 8). For references to the district of the Tigris
adjacent to the area of Bad-tibira, see Frankena, AbB 2 30: 7′ (Hammurabi period).
Real estate documents (TCL 10 30: 13 [RiSi 8], TCL 11 174: 7, 23 [Ha 40]) and
administrative texts (TCL 10 79: 13 [RiSi 30], TCL 11 154: 2 [Ha 36]) refer to the
district of the “Bank of the Tigris”; see further Matouš 1949: 158f. note to line 13
(also regarding the digging of the canal of the Tigris).
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The daily rations for this royal project are comparable to those given by his
father Nūr-Adad and his successor Warad-Sîn. When Nūr-Adad built the wall of
Larsa (Frayne, RIME 4: 149, 4.2.8.7 ii 64–70) and Warad-Sîn built the wall of Ur
(Frayne, RIME 4: 240, 4.2.13.20:40–44 and ibid. 243, 4.2.13.21:96–100), the wages
of the workers are designated as 3 bán of barley, 2 sìla of bread, 2 sìla of beer and
2 shekels of oil. For the present building project in his second year, Sîn-iddinam
paid wages to the workers consisting of 6 bán of barley, 2 sìla of bread, 4 sìla of
beer and 2 shekels of oil—the major difference being the larger amount of barley.
Thus this salary seems to represent royal largesse. In his seventh year (Sigrist 1990:
25), when Sîn-iddinam undertook the erection of the city wall of Maškan-šāpir
(Steinkeller 2004b: 135–146), he allocated to the workers only 4 bán of barley, 2
sìla of bread, 2 sìla of beer and 2 shekels of oil (Steinkeller 2004b: 142, ii 5–10),
decreasing the amount of barley and beer. On the other hand, the normal wages
of craft workers were 5–6 bán of barley per day in Ur III (Waetzoldt 1987) but
had risen to 10 bán of barley per day in the Old Babylonian period (Stol 2004:
861f.). The Laws of Ešnunna prescribe 1 shekel of silver and 60 sìla of barley per
month, which equals 6 grains of silver and 2 sìla of barley per day (§11, see Roth
1997: 60).

The text can be divided into several parts: ll. i 1–9: introductory remarks contain-
ing various epithets and titles of Sîn-iddinam together with his accomplishments
[up to the moment of tablet composition]; ll. i 10-ii 6: Sîn-iddinam’s claims for
the divine origin of his reign and his divine appointment for the task of restoring
the canal; ll. ii 7–26: actual description of the work undertaken, including exact
workers’ wages; ll. ii 27–34: final remarks.

Date of Composition of the Text

While the exact date of the composition of this text cannot be determined, we can
speculate on the basis of its content, on the year-names of Sîn-iddinam, his royal
inscriptions, seal inscriptions, and on information provided by administrative texts
from his reign. Our text records two major accomplishments of Sîn-iddinam: the
dredging of the Tigris canal and the building of the Ebabbar temple. We have seen
above that Sîn-iddinam dredged the Tigris canal in the second year of his reign,
and we also know for certain that he built the Ebabbar in his third regnal year.
This would imply that the text was composed no earlier than the third year of Sîn-
iddinam’s reign. At the same time our text does not mention any other example
of Sîn-iddinam’s accomplishments and ventures, such as his military conflicts with
Babylon, Malgium, and Ešnunna (years four, five and six respectively), or the
building of the city wall of Maškan-šāpir (year seven). Nor are building projects
such as that of the Eešgalmah (“Supreme great shrine”) of the storehouse, the
Enamnunna, the temple to the god Nanna, the walls of Ur and Bad-tibira (all these
probably undertaken after the Ebabbar temple was completed) included (for these
and more, see Frayne, RIME 4: 157–179). The lack of these references in this
inscription may be an indication that the text itself was written before any of these
events. If this is so, it must have been written no earlier than the third and no later
than the fourth year of Sîn-iddinam’s reign.
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Orthography and Language

There are several scribal idiosyncrasies in this text in distinction to the other
exemplars. The first is the rendering of the homophones gi and gi4, both with
the GI sign. In lines i 4, 28 and ii 32, the scribe clearly used the sign GI instead of
gi4 in the phrase ki-bi-šè …gi4. The second is a scribal confusion or error between
KA and SAG, as can clearly be seen in the substitution of KA for sag̃ in the phrase
sag̃—rig7 in line i 13. The third scribal error is in line i 25 du10?-ra-zu gi-na-g̃u10-šè
where du10? should be a. It might also be possible that the sign du10 is

˘
HAR and

that the scribe made an aural mistake. Last, the scribe did not observe the column
divisions, going into the second column to finish line i 10: the KI of ŠEŠ.KI (=
Nanna) appears at the beginning of ii 11.

Transliteration

Col. i 1. dEN-ZU-[i]- din -na-am
2. nita kala- ga
3. ú -a uri5 ki -ma
4. [lu]gal larsaki-ma
5. lugal ki-en-gi ki-uri // X X
6. lugal é -babbar é dutu-[ke4?]
7. mu-un-dù-[a?]
8. g̃iš-

˘
hur dig̃ir-re-e- ne

9. ki -bi-šè bí-in-gi-a- // me-en
10. u4 an-né den-líl d[nanna] // dutu-[bi]
11. bala-du10 níg̃-si-sá
12. u4-bi sù!-sù!-ud-rá
13. g̃á -ra sag̃!(KA)-e-eš-šè // ma-ni-in-rig7

14. g̃éštu dag̃al-g̃u10

15. ki -bi-šè g̃ar
16. sag̃-bi-šè è-a-ta
17. uru-ki ma-da-g̃u10-šè
18. [a]- dùg g̃á-g̃[á-d]è
19. [a]- rá zà-mí
20. [nam-u]r-sag̃-g̃á-g̃u10

21. [u4-d]a eg̃ir - bi -šè
22. [pa-è]-a ma

˘
h a5- // dè

23. [an-r]a den-líl-ra
24. [KA] in-ne-sa6-sa6

25. du10?-ra-zu gi-na-g̃u10-šè
26. [

˘
h]u- mu -X-ši- in -še- ge - // eš-a

27. íd idigna ba-al-a-da
28. ki-bi-šè g[i-a-d]a
29. u4-ti-la sù-ud-rá
30. mu -g̃u10 g̃á-‹g̃á›-dè
31. inim! nu-‹kúr›-ru-bi-šè
32. á-bi

˘
hu-mu-da-ág̃
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33. u4-ba du11- ga -du11-ga
34. an d inanna -ta
35. še-ga den -líl // d nin - líl -lá-ta
36. á- ta

˘
h -g̃á-ta

Col. ii 1. usu ma
˘
h dnanna

2. a dutu-ta
3. íd idigna
4. íd ‹

˘
hé›-g̃ál- la dutu-ke4

5. ù-ma-g̃u10-ta
6. gal -bé

˘
hé- em -mi-ba-al

7. ki-sur-ra in-dub [p]à-g̃u10

8. ka-bi [u]m-mi-tum4

9. a-gam-ma-b[i-šè]
10. si gal

˘
hé-em-m[i-s]á

11. a da-rí
12. [

˘
hé-g̃ál] mùš nu-tùm-mu

13. larsaki kalam-[m]a-šè
14.

˘
hé-em-mi- g̃ar

15. u4 íd idigna íd gu-la
16. mu-ba-al-a
17. á lú-1- e
18. še 1(PI)- ta
19. ninda 2 sìla-[t]a
20. kaš 4 sìla- ta
21. ì 2 gín-ta-àm
22. u4 aš-a
23. ur5- gin7 šu

˘
ha -ba-an-ti

24. lú á lá
25. lú á ta

˘
h

26. ba-ra-bí-tuk[u]
27. usu ma- da -g̃u10-da
28. kin-bi

˘
hé-em-mi-til

29. inim ka-aš-ba[r]
30. dig̃ir-re-e- ne-ta
31. íd idigna íd dag̃al-//la
32. ki-bi-šè

˘
hé -em-mi-gi

33. u4-ul du- rí -šè
34. mu-g̃u10

˘
hé-em-mi-gub

Textual Variants

The BLMJ text will be compared to the manuscripts given in RIME according to
their sigla (i.e. Ex. 1, 2, 3, 4), to the variants of the exemplars given by Beckman
1997 (designated by him as Ex. 5, 6, 7, 8), and to the exemplar given in Civil 2002
(in the following, Ex. 9). The BLMJ cylinder will be cited as Ex. 10. Note that
unless specified, all exemplars follow Ex. 1.
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Col. i 3. Ex. 10 reads uri5 (ŠEŠ.AB) while all other exemplars have úri
(ŠEŠ.UNUG).

5. Ex. 10 adds x x at end of line. Beckman 1997: all four exemplars
end with -ke4.

8. g̃iš-
˘
hur é dig̃ir-re-e-ne Ex. 1.

9. bí-gi4-a-me-en Ex. 1; bi- in -gi4-a-me-en Ex. 2; bí -g[i4]-a-me-[en]
Ex. 4. Beckman 1997: Ex. 5 and 6 have bí-gi4-a-me-en.

13. KA is unmistakably there; it should be SAG, scribal error; g̃á-ra
sag̃-e-eš-e ma-ni-in-rig7-eš-e Ex. 1. Beckman 1997: Ex. 5 has
ma-ni-in-rig7-eš.

14. g̃éštu dag̃al-la-g̃u10 Ex. 1. Beckman 1997: Ex. 5 has g̃éštu dag̃al-g̃u10

and Ex. 7 has g̃éštu SILA4-la-g̃u10.
15. ma

˘
h-bi-šè g̃ar Ex. 1. Ex. 2, 4 and 10 have ki instead of ma

˘
h.

Beckman 1997: all four exemplars also have ki-bi-šè.
22. pa-è ma

˘
h a5-dè Ex. 1.

24. KA in-sa6-sa6 Ex. 1. Beckman 1997: Ex. 5 has KA in-né-sa6-sa6 and
Ex. 6 and 7 have KA in-ni-sa6-sa6.

25. a-ra-zu Ex.1.
26.

˘
hu-mu-ši-in-še-ge-eš-a Ex. 1. Beckman 1997: Ex. 5 has

˘
hu-mu-ši-in-

še-ge-eš.
27. ba-al-la-a-da Ex. 1; ba-al-la-da Ex. 2. Beckman 1997: Ex. 7 has

ba-al-a-da.
29. u4-ti-la sù-ud-rá-šè Ex. 1.
30. mu-g̃u10 g̃á-g̃á-dè Ex. 1.
31. inim nu-kúr-ru-bi-a Ex. 1.
32. á-bi

˘
hu-mu-da-an-ág̃-eš Ex. 1.

35. Beckman 1997: Ex. 5 has dnin-líl-ta.
35–36. Missing from Ex. 10 is a line between 35 and 36; in Ex. 1. diškur

dig̃ir-g̃u10 X […] “Iškur, my (personal) god”; Ex. 2 nothing after
g̃u10. Beckman 1997: all exemplars show “nothing lost at end”.

36. á-t[a
˘
h]-g̃á-ta [X] Ex. 1; á-ta

˘
h-g̃u10-ta Ex. 2.

Col. ii 1–2. ll. 1–2 are one line in Ex. 1 (usu ma
˘
h dnanna d[utu]-ta) and Ex. 2

(usu ma
˘
h dnanna dig̃ir-kù-ta). Beckman 1997: all exemplars preserve

dutu-ta.
4. íd

˘
he-g̃ál-la dutu-ke4 Ex. 2; íd ‹

˘
hé›-g̃ál-la dutu-ke4 Ex. 1.

6. Line omitted in Ex. 2.
7. ki-sur-ra in-dub pà-g̃u10-šè Ex.1; in-dub pà-g̃u10(over erasure)-šè Ex.

4; Ex. 2 ends with g̃u10.
12.

˘
hé-g̃ál mùš-nu-túm-mu Ex.1.

16. mu-ba-al-la-a Ex.1.
18. še 1 gur-ta Ex.1. Beckman 1997: all exemplars show še 1 (DIŠ)-ta.

See comment on PI instead of GUR in Philological and Textual
Notes.

24. Beckman 1997: all exemplars show lú DA-lá.
27. usu ma-da-g̃u10-ta Ex. 1.
30. dig̃ir-gal-e-ne-ta Ex. 1.
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31. Beckman 1997: Ex. 7 shows i7-SILA4-la.
32. Beckman 1997: Ex. 5 shows

˘
hé-em-mi-gi.

Translation

i 1–9. I am Sîn-iddinam, mighty man, provider of Ur, king of Larsa, king
of Sumer and Akkad, king who built Ebabbar, Utu’s temple, and who
restored the plan of the gods.

10–24. When (the gods) An, Enlil, [Nanna], and Utu granted to me a good
reign of justice whose days are long, I prayed to [An] and Enlil by
the means of my broad wisdom, well-established and most excellent
in order to provide sweet [water] for my city and land and in order
to make [splendid] and exalted my praiseworthy way and warriorship
for its future days.

25–32. Having given consent to my constant prayer, they (the gods) indeed
instructed me with their unchangeable word to dig the Tigris canal
and restore it (to its original state), and establish my name for a long
life span.

33–ii 6. At that time, because of the decrees of An and Inanna, because of
the consent of Enlil and Ninlil and because of my help(er Iškur) and
because of the supreme might of Nanna, father (?) of Utu, I dug in a
[grand] scale, by my own determination, the Tigris canal, the canal of
abundance of Utu.

7–14. After I brought its mouth to the border, boundary marker of [my
choice], I directed it grandly [straight into] its swamp. I provided
constant water and unceasing abundance for Larsa and the land.

15–26. When I dug the Tigris canal, the great canal, each worker’s wage was
1 (bariga) of barley, 2 sìla of bread, 4 sìla of beer and 2 shekels of oil.
In one day they received as such. Nobody had their wages reduced or
increased.

27–34. By means of the (labour-)force of my land, I finished this work.
Because of the word and decision [of the] gods, I restored the Tigris
canal , the [broad] canal (to its original state). I set my name forever
and ever.

Philological and Textual Notes

Col. i 5. The last two signs do not appear to be either me-en or even ke4.
8. Ex. 1, 2 and 5, which preserve this section, have the reading g̃iš-

˘
hur

é dig̃ir-re-e-ne “the plans of the temple(s) of the gods”. BLMJ copy
lacks é (thus, the present translation “the plans of the gods”) which
may be a scribal mistake but is not necessarily so. Both readings g̃iš-

˘
hur é dig̃ir-re-e-ne-ke4 and g̃iš-

˘
hur dig̃ir-re-e-ne-ke4 are attested in

other texts (for the latter phrase, e.g. UET 6/2 350: 6 [proverb], see
Alster 1997: 322, and ETCSL 6.2.3, and Šulgi P Segment C 7, see
Klein 1981: 35 Section b 7).
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15. The phrase ki-bi-šè g̃ar in place of ma
˘
h-bi-šè g̃ar is based on a

confusion with the compound verb ki—g̃ar “to establish” and with
the construction of the compound verb in the next line sag̃—è “to take
precedence”, which commonly occurs in the form with the adverbial
formation sag̃-bi-šè è.

18–23. Damaged area. Beginning of lines are destroyed in break.
26. The sign X is not -un- (cf. line 7) or -na- (cf. previous line).
36. For the reading á-ta

˘
h instead of á-da

˘
h, see PSD A/2 p. 106ff. The g̃á

instead of g̃u10 may be simply a scribal mistake. However, it is more
likely to stand for a writing of g̃u10 +a (loc.), cf. kù šà-g̃á a-sa6-ga
Ukg. 4 xi 26, xii 2 = 5×27, xi 9 (see Edzard 2003: 163; Thomsen
1984: 166, (339)). For g̃á as a writing of either g̃u10 +a (loc.) or
g̃u10 +a[k](gen.), see also Edzard 2003: 30. For a (loc.) before the
ablative/instrumental -ta, cf. á-ta

˘
h-a-ta, van Dijk 1965: 7, lines 116–

117 (Sîn-iddinam royal inscription). The truncated phrase “because
of my help(er)” refers to Iškur, who is explicitly mentioned in the
other exemplars of this section. It might be said to be distinct from the
common epithet á-ta

˘
h-dSîn-i-din-nam “the help(er) of Sîn-iddinam”

(e.g. Sîn-iddinam and Iškur ii 29, see Michalowski 1988: 268; Frayne,
RIME 4: 177–179, 4.2.9.15 and ETCSL Sîn-iddinam E), referring to
Iškur.

Col. ii 2. The phrase a dutu-ta makes no sense in context; perhaps “father”?
The only sign that could come in the slot before dutu is ù but it is
definitely not there.

5. While ù-ma is most commonly “triumph”, such a meaning does not fit
in this context as pointed out by George (1992b: 539) who suggested:
“of my/his own volition” (ù-ma = nizmatu). Steinkeller (2001: 31)
translates this phrase: “through my own achievement”. For ù-ma
meaning “désir impérieux (d’imposer sa volonté)”, see Jaques 2004:
225 (reference courtesy of Uri Gabbay).

9. Steinkeller reads this as saying that Sîn-iddinam is directing the
overflow of the Tigris into the swamps as a preventative measure
to avoid uncontrolled flooding (Steinkeller 2001: 31).

18. še 1(PI)- ta . For a discusion of this reading 1(PI) found in Ex. 9 and
10 instead of 1 GUR, see discussion in Civil 2002: 246.

27. The suggestion usu “(labour)-force” is offered, despite the more
common “force”, commonly found as connoting “strength”, “might”
as seen in col. ii 1. It is found in the meaning “(labour)-force” in
the Farmer’s Instructions: usu di4-di4-lá-zu-ne ù lú še de5-de5-ga-
zu-ne “your force of helpers and grain gatherers”; Civil 1994: 32,
line 82.

While all other exemplars have -ta, our exemplar has -da. There
are two possible explanations for this occurrence. First, the -da may
actually be a phonetic variation of the ablative-instrumental -ta (for
examples, see Thomsen 1984: 103–104). Second, the -da may be the
comitative case, which also fits the context.
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NO. 5: FOUNDATION TABLET OF RĪM-SÎN
BLMJ 931 (13.7×6.5×3.2 cm)

General Observations

The inscription, written in Sumerian, is a dedication by Rı̄m-Sîn, king of Larsa ca.
1822–1763 B.C.E., recording the construction of the Inanna temple É-me-ur4-ur4 in
Larsa. This event occurred in the fourth year of his reign, 1818 B.C.E., according
to the year-date: mu é dInanna dNanna ù dEn-ki šà Larsaki-(ma) mu-un-dù-a “Year
when he built the temples of Inanna, Nanna, and Enki-in-Larsa” YOS 5 207; Riftin
104; TCL 10 23; YOS 8 176; YOS 5 202: 19; Bab. 7 p. 48a. For this reading as well
as slightly different variants of the year-name and for the rest of the year-names of
Rı̄m-Sîn, see Sigrist 1990: 38.

This limestone object is shaped to resemble a clay tablet. The obverse is flat,
while the reverse is convex. The upper right and bottom left corners are broken
when the tablet is viewed from the obverse. There are damages to the third and
fourth lines on the obverse and a chunk is missing from the ends of lines 13 and
14. On the reverse, there is a chip obscuring the last signs on the third and fourth
lines.

In 1990 there were six known exemplars of this text (Frayne, RIME 4: 272–274,
4.2.14.2) of which three were found inscribed on bronze foundation canephores
and three on stone foundation tablets. All were purchased rather than scien-
tifically excavated but it is probable that all exemplars came from the city of
Larsa.

Summary of Contents

The temple of Inanna in Larsa is designated by name for the first time in this text as
É-me-ur4-ur4 “the temple which gathers the me”. It also appears in the dedication of
a stone basin in the main courtyard of the É-me-ur4-ur4 by Rı̄m-Sîn-Šala-baštašu,
wife of Rı̄m-Sîn (Frayne, RIME 4: 302–303, 4.2.14.23).

This stone tablet presumably came from a foundation deposit. It probably belongs
to the foundation deposit for the É-me-ur4-ur4, which was reconstructed by Arnaud
(1981: 79 f.; id. 1983: 250). For the use of tablets as foundation deposits, see the
introduction to this section on royal inscriptions.

Previous Publications

Sweet, in Muscarella 1981: 102 no. 60
Westenholz 1994: 21
Frayne, RIME 4: 272–274, 4.2.14.2 exemplar 4
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Transliteration

Obv. 1. dinanna ni[n-gú-sag̃]
2. me-kilìb-ba šá[r g̃ál]
3. á-ág̃-g̃á kalam šu-[dab5-bé]
4. dumu -g[al]- d [E]N.ZU-[na]
5. nin-a -[ne-n]e-er
6. ku-du-ur-ma-bu-uk
7. ad-da e-mu-ut-ba-la
8. dumu si-im-ti-ši-il-

˘
ha-ak

9. ù ri-im-dEN.ZU dumu-ni
10. nun ní-tuku nibruki

11. ú-a uri2ki-ma
12. lugal larsaki-ma
13. lugal ki-en-gi-ki-uri-[ke4]
14. é -me-ur4-[ur4]
15. [ki-tuš k]i-ág̃-g̃á-ni

Rev. 16. [nam-t]i-la-ne-ne-šè
17. [m]u-na-dù-uš
18. [sa]g̃-bi mu-ni-in-íl-i[š]
19. [

˘
h]ur-sag̃-gin7 bí-in-mú-uš

20. nam-bi-š[è]
21. dinanna nin-an-ki-ke4

22. ù-mu-ne-
˘
húl

23. nam-ti u4-ma[
˘
h]-ba

24. mu sud-rá
25. bala [g]i-na
26. gù-kalam téš-a sì-ke
27. [n]am-lugal du-rí-šè aka-dè
28. mu-ru-ub dig̃ir-gal-g[al]-e-n[e-ta]
29. nam

˘
hé-e[n-ne-éb-tar-re]

Textual Variants

The text will be compared to the manuscripts given in RIME according to their sigla
(i.e. Ex. 1, 2, 3, 4). The BLMJ exemplar is included there as Ex. 4. Note that unless
specified, all exemplars follow Ex. 2.

6. -uk Ex. 2, 4–6.
11. ú-a uri5ki-ma Ex. 2.
24. mu su13-rá Ex. 2.

24–25. One line in Ex. 2 (mu sud-rá bala-gi-na)
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Translation

1–5. For Inanna, mistress of everything, all of the me, being 3600, who holds
the commissions of the nation, great daughter of the god Sîn, their lady,

6–19. Kudur-mabuk, patriarch of Emutbala, son of Simti-šilhak, and Rı̄m-Sîn,
his son, prince respectful of Nippur, provider of Ur, king of Larsa, king of
Sumer and Akkad, for the sake of their own lives, built for her (Inanna) the
temple Emeurur, her beloved residence. They raised its top (and) caused
it to grow like a mountain.

20–29. For this reason, may Inanna, lady of heaven and earth, when she is pleased
with them, determine in the midst of the great gods as their destiny a life
of outstanding days, long years, a stable reign, and unity of the land in
order to make kingship last forever.

Philological and Textual Notes

1. gú-sag̃ is of uncertain meaning. For comparison note uru-gú-sag̃ “main city”
and its variant g̃iš-gú-sag̃ in the year-date Rı̄m-Sîn 28, see Sigrist 1990:
56–58. While Sigrist translates “main city”, Edzard (1957: 178 note 975)
left this term untranslated. However, for the reference ma-da gú-sag̃ šár-šár
(Gudea Cyl. A xiv 8), Falkenstein provided a tentative translation as “in
seinem gesamten Reich” (1950: 20), which Frayne adopted in his translation
of this line “mistress of everything” (RIME 4: 273, 4.2.14.2). Similarly,
ETCSL gives in its glossary “entirety”. Jacobsen offered another translation
of the phrase in Gudea: “ma-da abounding in early legumes” (Jacobsen
1953: 40 note 47) and “in his district abounding in prime vines” (Jacobsen
1987: 405). Recent editions of Gudea have left this line untranslated: “on
his realm …” (Edzard, RIME 3/1: 78, 3/1.1.7.CylA xiv 8) and “realm of
abundant …” (ETCSL 2.1.7 line 366). Regarding the expression nin-gú-
sag̃ in Rı̄m-Sîn, Kärki left it untranslated “der … Herrin” (1980: 145) and
translating our exemplar, Sweet offered: “the exalted lady” (in Muscarella
1981: 103).

2. The second phrase in this line has been previously read dùg-g̃ál. Its translation
was questioned by George (1992b: 539 note on this line) but he himself
provides none. Other translations: “die mit allen göttlichen Kräften dahineilt”
(Kärki 1980: 145), “die durch alle me gefällig ist” (Farber-Flügge 1973:
158). However, the function of dùg as adverbial complement to verbal form
is problematic. Note the suggested reading as an adjective dugg̃al (dùg-
g̃ál) “well-disposed?” in the glossary of ETCSL. We suggest that a better
reading would be šár g̃ál “being 3600”. For the combination of me with
šár, cf. me šár gú è “girded with all the divine powers” ETCSL 2.5.8.1
(Enlil-bani A): 9. Note goddesses: Nin-šár (“mistress of totality”, An =
Anum I 11), Nin-šár-an-ki (OB Larsa, see Richter 2004: 362), and Nin-šár-
gal (Seleucid Uruk, Beaulieu 1995: 206f. assumes the name is a conflation
of Nin-šár and šár-gal known from An=Anu ša amēli 11 YBC 4201 xi
107).
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3. Despite the unanimity of the manuscripts á-ág̃-g̃á kalam šu dab5-bé, the
expected reading is á-ág̃-g̃á kalam šu-na dab5-bé, cf. me-kìlib šu-na dab5-bé
Frayne, RIME 4: 294, 4.2.14.16:2 (the building of a temple for the goddess
Ninegala by Simat-Eštar, wife of Rı̄m-Sîn).

14. For É-me-ur4-ur4 “the temple which gathers me”, see George 1993: 126 no.
792 and Richter 2004: 363.



PART III

ADMINISTRATIVE DOCUMENTS
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NO. 6: ADMINISTRATIVE TEXT
ACCOUNT OF SILVER PAYMENTS
BLMJ 603 (8×4.3×2 cm): Sumuel 4

General Observations

This Old Babylonian document is a record of silver payments or even possibly,
deposits. It is dated to the seventh month (September/October) of the fourth year
(1891 B.C.E.) of Sumuel (1894–1866 B.C.E.), king of Larsa. It is a complete tablet,
its surface slightly worn, baked in modern times.

The legal nature of this tablet seems to be indicated by the promissory note
at the conclusion of the list. The question is whether it is a collective promissory
note or comprises investments in a collective commercial venture (kasap tappûtim).
Regarding the former, it should be noted that the verb in line 23 is in the singular:
ì-lá-e “he will pay”, not ì-lá-e-ne “they will pay”. It is also possible that a singular
personal name appears in line 22, referring to the person acting as a money-lender.
However, in that case, we would expect some loan terminology regarding interest
and a guarantee. In regard to the latter, the person who is the subject of the singular
verb is obligating himself to pay the contributors to the commercial venture. In
TCL 10 74 the merchant Iddin-Amurrum (a merchant of Larsa in reign of Rı̄m-Sîn)
was supplied with 11/2 mina of silver as kasap tappûtim, while in YOS 8 96 Abu-
waqar supplied one mina of silver. These amounts are higher than the total given in
our text. From the period of Samsu-iluna, an amount of only 2 shekels is recorded
(YOS 12 235). Likewise, the expected formula for a kasap tappûtim contract does
not occur (Leemans 1950: 30).

Small amounts of silver as payment for workers are found from the Early
Dynastic period through the Late Babylonian so there also exists a distinct possibility
of this text being a paylist. In the Old Babylonian period, the stipulated amounts
for hired workers in the Laws of Ešnunna are given not only in silas of grain but
also in shekels of silver (§§9, 11, 14, see Roth 1997: 60–61). In certain cases
the equivalents of grain in shekels of silver are mentioned (§7, ibid. 60). Another
possible purpose of the text is a distribution of small amounts of silver for jewellers
or other artisans. For a similar contemporary text from Larsa, see Walters 1970: no.
27 (reign of Abisare), who assumes that the amounts are payments for workers. It
would be interesting to contrast the tablets found in the jeweller’s caches in Larsa
(see Arnaud, Calvet, and Huot 1979), but they have not yet been published.

The text is dated to the seventh month of the year, to be repaid by the fourth
month of the next year—a period of nine months. This may be a contract for a loan
in the future (for the fourth month of the following year, made in the seventh month
of a previous year) but no legal terminology appears in the text.

For the metrology, see Powell, RlA 7 (1989–1990): 457–517. In his discussion
(ibid. 510 §V. 1), he notes that in the OB jeweller’s caches from Larsa (see
Arnaud, Calvet, and Huot 1979), nothing weighed less than 20 še (barleycorns).
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The (monetary) units which occur in our document range from 31/2 through 27
barleycorns. However, while weight stones representing barleycorn units of 1/3–120
are attested in the lexical texts, no actual specimen of a weight of 5 barleycorns
or less has ever been identified. According to Powell, the use of units smaller
than 10 še was probably limited to calculation and to the measurement of very
expensive materials (e.g. by jewellers). However, Waetzoldt (1987: 118 note 11)
notes that in the OB period silver is commonly mentioned as a means of payment
in comparison to payment in kind, which is generally attested in Ur III. As an
example, Waetzoldt refers to a text published by Stol (Stol 1977–1978: 51, ll. 1,
12).

Transliteration

Obv. 1. 15/6 gín A-
˘
hu-nu-um

2. 15/6 gín 18 še Gi/Zi-ru-um
3. 2 gín 27 še Wa-ar-da-ni
4. 11/2 gín 18 še dEN.ZU-im-ma-ti
5. 21/3 gín 12 še
6. Ì-lí-ma-a-bi
7. 22/3 gín 7 še
8. dEN.ZU-gi-im-la-ni
9. 11/2 gín 18 še

10. Bu-ru-qum
11. 1 (er.) gín kù-babbar

Lo.E. 12. I-din-dNIN.PIRIG̃
13. 11/2 gín 18 še

Rev. 14. A-bu-um-x-lum
15. 2 gín 31/2 še
16. Zu-i-la
17. 15/6 gín 21 še
18. dIM-en-nam
19. 11/2 gín 18 še
20. Bu-la-lum

(space)
21. šu-nig̃in 1/3 ma-na 21/3 gín // 10 še kù-babbar
22. KÙ.LUGAL.KI.KÙ.GA
23. iti.šu-numun kù ì-lá-e

Up.E. 24. iti.du6-kù
Le.E. 25. mu-ús-sa ur-ma

˘
h-2-a-bi ba-dù

Translation

Obv. 1. 15/6 shekels (of/to) A
˘
hūnum

2. 15/6 shekels, 18 barleycorn “units” (of/to) Gi/Zirum
3. 2 shekels, 27 barleycorn “units” (of/to) Wardāni
4. 11/2 shekels, 18 barleycorn “units” (of/to) Sîn-immati
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5. 21/3 shekels, 12 barleycorn “units” (of/to)
6. Ilı̄ma-abı̄
7. 22/3 shekels, 7 barleycorn “‘units” (of/to)
8. Sîn-gimlanni
9. 11/2 shekels, 18 barleycorn “units” (of/to)

10. Burruqum
11. 1 shekel of silver (of/to)

Lo.E. 12. Iddin-NIN.PIRIG̃
13. 11/2 shekels, 18 barleycorn “units” (of/to)

Rev. 14. Abum-x-lum
15. 2 shekels, 31/2 barleycorn “units” (of/to)
16. Zū-ila
17. 15/6 shekels, 21 barleycorn “units” (of/to)
18. Adad-ennam
19. 11/2 shekels, 18 barleycorn “units” (of/to)
20. Bulalum

(space)
21. Total, 1/3 of a mina, 21/3 shekels, and 10 barleycorn “units” of silver,
22. PN (?) / Silver of PN (?) / royal money, from the treasury (?)
23. In the month of šu-numun (fourth month = Tammuz [June-July]) he

will pay the silver.
Up.E. 24. Month of du6-kù (seventh month = Tašrı̄tu [September-October]).
Le.E. 25. Year following the year in which two lions were fashioned.

Philological Notes

11. Erasure of fraction
14. Abum-x-lum: Although this text is written clearly, the sign x does not match

any known sign. Perhaps the personal name should be read Abum-el-lum.
21. On the basis of 1 gín equals 180 še, the total amount of še in the text

is 40301/2 še, which equals 22 gín, 701/2 še = 1/3 ma-na, 21/3 gín, 101/2 še.
This summation disagrees with the final number given in the text by 1/2
še.

22. There are various possible interpretations of KÙ.LUGAL KI.KÙ.GA:

(1) “royal money (kasap šarrim), from the treasury”. If so, this expression
would be a hapax since we have not found any other example.

(2) “silver (belonging to) LUGAL.KI.KÙ.GA (a personal name)”. No similar
name in the Larsa archives is known to us. For Ur III references to names
such as Lugal-ki-(gal-la), see Limet 1968: 466–467.

(3) A personal name KÙ.LUGAL.KI.KÙ.GA. Note that among the sealings
in the jeweller’s cache there seems to be a person whose father’s name
is KÙ.BABBAR.LU[GAL?-x-(x)] UGULA KAB.SAR (Arnaud, Calvet,
and Huot 1979: 18, no. 4 line 2) from the reign of Samsu-iluna. On
Kasap+ names in OB, see Stol 1991: 193, and 201, and note that it
is usually combined with a theophoric as the second element. For a
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contemporaneous name of this type in Larsa, cf. KÙ-dNANNA YOS 14
seal 89 on five tablets: a scribe, son of Ki-nu-ma-ša-šu (YOS 14 192,
194, 202, 204, 208, all from the sixth and seventh years of Abi-sare), and
probably his son’s seal, no. 94, also a scribe, father of Sîn-nā.sir (YOS 14
209, 224, 231–234, 236, 239–240, 242, 245, 247–248, from the tenth year
of Abi-sare through the fourteenth year of Sumuel); also a scribe, father
of Sag̃-dNanna-ì-zu (BIN 7 148). However, LUGAL.KI.KÙ.GA “Lord of
the pure place” is not known as a divine name (see list in Deimel 1950:
40–45 no. 280), though note the similar names: Lugal-kigula “Lord of
the big place” (W.G. Lambert, RlA 7 (1987): 145f.), Lugal-kiša/Lugal-
kisig “Lord of the pleasant place” (W.G. Lambert, RlA 7 (1987): 146),
Lugal-kisunna “Lord of the pious place” (W.G. Lambert, RlA 7 (1987):
146f.).

25. This year-date is a variant formation of the year 4, mu-ús-sa date of Sumuel 3,
see Sigrist 1990: 15 f. The two references given there to the year 4 mu-ús-sa
date of Sumuel 3 have no month designation, so it impossible to tell in which
month they were written. Note that this text and the next are dated to the same
year, the latter with the final year-date of Sumuel 4. However, this text was
actually written later in the year, in the seventh month, iti.du6-kù, while the
next one, no. 7, a juridical text concerning a real estate sale, was written in
the fifth month, iti.NE.NE-g̃ar. Another possibility is that this is a shortened
form of the year-date of Nūr-Adad: mu g̃iš.gu-za bára zag-bé-ús kù-sig17 ù
urudu ur-ma

˘
h min-a-bi dInanna-ra mu-na-dím-ma é dInanna-šè i-ni-in-ku4-re

“Year he had a golden throne and two copper lions made and placed in the
temple of Inanna”; see Sigrist 1990: 23.
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NO. 7: JURIDICAL TEXT
REAL ESTATE SALE

BLMJ 4154 (9.7×5.8×3.8): Sumuel 4

General Observations

This is an Old Babylonian legal document describing a real estate sale of two plots
of land. It is dated to the fifth month (July/August) of the fourth year (1891 B.C.E.)
of Sumuel (1894–1866 B.C.E.), king of Larsa.

The text was first written on a clay tablet, which was subsequently placed in
(covered with) a clay envelope. The text was then copied onto the clay enve-
lope and sealed on every edge of the envelope with a cylinder seal (the broken-
off lower edge was probably also impressed with the seal). The cylinder im-
pressions are illegible. Tablet also has worn cylinder seal impression on upper
edge. The upper left corner of the reverse of the envelope is broken off, as
well as the entire lower edge and the lower half of the left edge. The break
reveals the inside tablet, which is intact. The tablet with the envelope is un-
baked.

For similar contemporary texts from Larsa during the reign of Sumuel concerning
landed property, cf. TIM 5 34 (8 iku, a-šà kisla

˘
h (written ‹KI›.UD), exchange,

Sumuel 3), TCL 10 1 (3 sar, house plot, sale, Sumuel 9); BIN 7 104 (Walters, 1970:
no. 26, 2 sar, vacant lot kisla

˘
h, sale, Sumuel 10); BIN 7 106 (Walters, 1970: no.

18, 1 sar, vacant lot, house plot, sale, Sumuel 12); YOS 14 263 (1 iku […], sale,
Sumuel 23), YOS 14 267 (3+x iku a-šà ina bu-ri-ri-im!, sale, Sumuel 28). Some
of these lots of less than one iku are very small plots and may be house plots, see
the size of the urban plots sold by the family of Sanum (Charpin 2003) and by
Balamunamhe (van de Mieroop 1987: 12 f.). However, those larger than one iku are
probably fields.

For real estate sales among the later Larsa texts, see Matouš 1949, 1950, Leemans
1954, van de Mieroop 1987, Limet 1989, Anbar and Stol 1991 and Charpin 2003.
Real estate sales concerning fields utilized for agriculture are infrequent in Old
Babylonian Larsa. In 1988, Renger (p. 54) counted only 101 known out of a total
of 150 real estate sales concerning purchases of houses/urban plots and orchards.
Although he concluded that early sale contracts pertain to very small plots and/or
marginal land, there is some evidence for the sale of larger fields already in the reign
of Gugunum (5 iku, TIM 5 23). For a study of sale of urban plots in Larsa from the
period of Sîn-iqı̄šam until the Babylonian domination, see Charpin, 2003.

Our text apparently concerns the sale of two comparatively large fields; while
the first is uncertain, the second is a 12-iku plot. However, the latter is less than the
acreage needed to support a family which has been estimated at 18 iku (Stol 2004:
843f. where he answers his question: “Wieviel Feld brauchte eine Familie?”).

1 In his discussion, Renger refers to 11 texts from the reigns of Rı̄m-Sîn through Samsu-iluna.
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Transliteration of Envelope

Obv. 1. [x]+3? iku a- šà […]
2. da DÙG-MÙŠ.ZA.[UNU.KI]
3. 2 (ešè) iku a-šà Tu-ub-qum
4. da dumu Ba-a-ú-um
5. ki Mu-

˘
ha-qá-a-nu-um

6. ù I-ša-am-bi-ni
7. 1 Ku-ba-a-a
8. in-ši-sa10

9. [š]ám-til-la-ni-šè
10. [x] ma-na 10 gín kù-babbar
11. ì-na-lá
12. u4 -kúr-šè nu-mu-gi4-gi4-dè
13. [ … ]

(bottom broken)
Rev. 1′. (wedges)

2′. [igi … ]-a
3′. [igi … ]-x-a
4′. [igi … ]- x -kum
5′. [igi … ]-x(a

˘
h?)-bu-ú-um/šum [(x)]

6′. [igi] Bur-ri-i-a
7′. [igi] LUGAL!-ka-aš- bar
8′. igi La-ma-sí

(space)
9′. iti.NE.NE-g̃ar

10′. mu Su-mu-DINGIR [lugal?]
11′. uru.ki A-ku-.sú-um[ki?] // ba-

˘
hul-a

Transliteration of Tablet

Obv. (covered by envelope)
Rev. (upper left hand corner visible)

1′. in-ši-[sa10]
2′. igi Me-du-[…]
3′. igi Ib-[… ]
4′. igi [… ]
5′. igi [… ]
6′. igi […]
7′. igi […]

(break)
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Translation of Envelope

Obv. 1. Three? +[x] iku plot of [uncultivated land?]
2. beside (the property of) .Tāb-Zabalam
3. 12 iku of land (belonging to) Tubqum [PN?/GN?],
4. beside (the property of) the son of Bâ"um,
5. from Muhaqqānum
6. and Išam-bini
7. Kubāya
8. bought.
9. As its full price,

10. x minas and ten shekels of silver
11. he paid.
12. In the future, no one shall lay claim (to the properties)
13. …

(break)
Rev. (break)

6′. [Before] Burriya
7′. [Before] Lugal-kašbar.
8′. Before Lamassı̄.

(space)
9′. Month of NE.NE-g̃ar (fifth month = Abu [July-August]).

10′. Year Sumuel, the king,
11′. plundered the city of Aku.sum.

Philological Notes

Obv. 1. The space after a- šà , should contain a descriptive term relating to
the field, its condition, yield or status. A plausible candidate is kankal
(KI.KAL), “a type of waste land, uncultivated, cleared land”; thus, the
reading x iku a- šà kankal, “x iku of the uncultivated field” (see Limet
1989: 6:1, pp. 104–105, [x] iku a-šà kankal). There are various other
possibilities: ú-sal, še-g̃iš-ì, šuku etc., see Renger 1998: 54. If this
line is parallel to line 3, we might expect that the field was designated
after a person (owner?) or a geographical name. If Muhaqqānum and
Išam-bini are the owners of the two fields, the preference should be a
geographical name.

2. The location of the field should be designated with reference to a
toponym or a personal name understood as referring to the property of
that person. One element of the onomastic in this line may be Zabalam
(usually written ZA.MÙŠ.UNU.ki in OB, see RGTC 3 256, but written
MÙŠ.ZA.UNU in Ur III, see RGTC 2 241). The first component of
this personal is the sign

˘
HI. Names composed with dùg, such as

Zabalam-ki-dùg, are known (RGTC 3 191). Names beginning with
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.Tāb- are also known, see e.g. BIN 7 p. 24, YOS 8 p. 24, etc. and with
toponyms, cf. .Tāb-Isin BIN 7 p. 24.

3. As in line 1, the space after a- šà , should contain a descriptive term
relating to the field or should relate to the location of the field perhaps
a toponym or a personal name. For a contemporary person named
Tubqum, cf. BIN 7 105:27 (Walters, 1970: no. 19, Lú-igi-sà Archive).
For a discussion of Tubqum as a geographical name, see Kraus, AbB
5 p. 65 note 144a (a-wi-lum dumu tu-ub-qí-im lines 12–13). Note,
however, that Durand denies that Tubqum is a toponym on the basis
of Mari references to tubqum and tubuqtum, which he identifies as “la
partie privée du palais où le harem était confiné” (Durand 1983: 523–
525; Durand 1990b: 291 A.4471:7 and comments on p. 293 to line;
see further Ziegler 1999: 6, 11). Our text supports an understanding of
Tubqum as a toponym because it is not inflected for case. Tubqum as
the name of a district (“corner”) could then refer to the area where two
major canals converged: “a corner plot” (?). A description of a field
as situated in the tubqum (corner) of a bubûm-field occurs in an early
OB Sippar text (Waterman 1916: 14:3 from the time of Immerum).

6. For this name, cf. Ilum-bini wr. DINGIR-bi-ni BIN 7 105: 7 (Walters
1970: no. 19), and wr. DINGIR-lum-bi-ni BIN 7 40:35 (Walters 1970:
no. 78).

Rev. 6′. For this name, cf. Burriya, supervisor of Isin canal project during
Sumuel 14, BIN 7 155: 20 (Walters 1970: no. 100), Walters 1970:
nos. 101: 14, 102: 10, 111: 3.

10′–11′. This year date is a variant formation of the year date of Sumuel 4;
see Sigrist 1990: 16. Note that this text and the previous one are
dated to the same year: the present text carries the final year date of
Sumuel 4, while the previous one carries the mu-ús-sa date of year
3. However, this text was actually written earlier in the year, in the
fifth month, iti.NE.NE-g̃ar, while the previous one was written in the
seventh month, iti.du6-kù.
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NO. 8: ADMINISTRATIVE TEXT
ACCOUNT OF DELIVERY OF SILVER
BLMJ 3941 (7.8×4.1×2.2 cm): Sumuel 25

General Observations

This Old Babylonian document is dated to the seventh month (September/October)
of the twenty-fifth year (1870 B.C.E.) of Sumuel (1894–1866 B.C.E.), king of Larsa.

Although slightly chipped on the lower left corner of the obverse, this tablet is
in a very good condition. Some of the lines on the obverse continue onto the right
edge. The first two lines of the reverse were inscribed on the very top of the tablet,
while the last two, the month and the year-date, appear on the very bottom with an
empty space in between.

Summary of Contents

The only technical word in this administrative text is mu-túm “incoming delivery”.
This delivery could presumably be in connection with the assessment, collection,
or transfer of taxes. No specific terms such as níg̃-ku5 (miksum) “taxes” are present.
The expected formula in similar contemporary texts from Larsa is (Walters 1970:
14 cf. nos. 2–16):

x amount še-níg̃-kud
mu-túm PN
á-lú-hun-g̃á
pa5/6-Etellum ì-bal
šu-ti-a PN2

g̃ìr PN3

kišib PN4

iti.še-KIN-kud
Year date

These taxes are paid in barley and are all dated in the twelfth and final month of
the year, iti.še-KIN-kud, the month of the harvest. Note that frequently the sealing
is done by the administrative agent, the šatammu; cf. Walters 1970: 11: 6; 12: 6;
13: 6. In contrast, in no. 8, the delivery is in silver, the text is dated to the seventh
month and the responsible officials (g̃ìr) are a group of the šatammu administrative
officials.

Transliteration

Obv. 1. 5/6 gín 5 še kù-babbar
2. mu-túm Iš-me-dIM
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3. 2/3 gín 5 še Na-bi-dEN.ZU
4. 20 še A-ba-dnanna-gim
5. 41/3 gín dEN.ZU-ub-lam
6. 11/2 gín 10 še dÍD-da-a-an
7. 11/3 gín 20 še I-din-dEN.ZU
8. 5/6 gín 10 še dEN.ZU-na-da
9. 5/6 gín šám udu

10. I-.sur-i-a
11. g̃ìr šà-tam-e-ne
12. 10 še dEN.ZU-še-mi sipa

Rev. 13. 31/2 gín 18 še
14. dDa-mu-ú-a

(space)
15. iti.du6.kù
16. mu-ús-sa ús-sa-a // en dnanna ba-an-

˘
hun-g̃á

Translation

Obv. 1. 5/6 of a shekel, 5 barleycorns of silver
2. delivery of Išme-Adad
3. 2/3 of a shekel, 5 barleycorns, (silver delivery of) Nabı̄-Sîn
4. 20 barleycorns, (silver delivery of) A-ba-dNanna-gim
5. 41/3 shekels, (silver delivery of) Sîn-ublam
6. 11/2 shekels, 10 barleycorns, (silver delivery of) Nāru-dayyān
7. 11/3 shekels, 20 barleycorns, (silver delivery of) Iddin-Sîn
8. 5/6 of a shekel, 10 barleycorns, (silver delivery of) Sîn-nada
9. 5/6 of a shekel, the value of a sheep

10. I.s.sūriya
11. Authority of the Clerks
12. 10 barleycorns, (silver delivery of) Sîn-šēmi, the shepherd

Rev. 13. 31/2 shekels, 18 barleycorns, (silver delivery of)
14. Damu-ua

(space)
15. Month of du6-kù (seventh month = Tašrı̄tu [September-October]).
16. Second year after the year the high-priestess of Nanna was

installed.

Philological Notes

2. For the same name Iš-me-dIM borne by a contemporary in Larsa, cf. BIN 7
45:19.

3. For the same name Na-bi-dEN.ZU borne by a contemporary in Larsa, cf.
BIN 7 104:17, 158: 6, Walters 1970: nos. 65: 13, 96: 3, 112: 13.

7. For the same name I-din-dEN.ZU borne by a contemporary in Larsa, cf.
Walters 1970: no. 15, and BIN 7 106: 26 (= Walters 1970: no. 15).

9–10. Has I.s.sūriya given the sheep in place of silver?
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11. On the šatammum in the Old Babylonian period, see Gallery 1980a, esp.
pp. 11–12, on the function of g̃ìr agents. See also CAD Š/II 192a s.v. šatammu.

For translations of g̃ìr, cf. “via”, Gallery 1980a: 4. n. 14; “distributed
by”, Walters 1970: 185, (but note discussion on p. 16); “Acting”, Leemans
1954: nos. 31–32, 37; “conveyor” Breckwoldt 1995/1996: 67 (discussion on
pp. 70 f.).

14. We suggest that this theophoric name, composed with the god Damu, be read
in Sumerian as “Damu is a provider”. It could also be a hypocoristicon based
on the name of Damu, a god well known in Nippur (Richter 2004: 69–70,
111, 117), Isin (Richter 1999: 179–180; Richter 2004: 180–181, 209–210,
215, 219–220, 225) and Ur (Richter 2004: 467) but not in Larsa. For the
attestation of this personal name in a place name, cf. TCL 11 185:12′ (WS?).

16. This year date is a variant formation of the mu-ús-sa date of Sumuel 25, see
Sigrist 1990: 21.
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NO. 9: ADMINISTRATIVE TEXT
LEDGER WITH TABULATED BOOKKEEPING

BLMJ 65h (10.0×8.8 cm)

General Observations

The upper third of a two-column tablet is extant. Each column is subdivided into six
sub-columns. Both sides are written in a clear, distinct hand. Fingernail impressions
occur in the first sub-column of the first column. Their significance is obscure.

The copy as well as the preliminary work on this tablet was done by Takayoshi
Oshima. However, this transliteration should be considered as a collation of the
copy with the correct text.

Summary of Contents

Although the date and provenance of this tablet are not preserved, there is some
evidence to indicate that it should be localised in the kingdom of Larsa and perhaps
dated to the period of Rı̄m-Sîn. The majority of similar texts date from the period of
Rı̄m-Sîn, as can be seen below. Prosopographical evidence consists of the mention
of Qı̄šti-Erra šabra (i 15). The toponyms of Maškan-šāpir (ii 5) and Ilı̄-iddinam (ii
17) also point to the period of Rı̄m-Sîn; Maškan-šāpir was destroyed by Hammurabi
before his conquest of Larsa (Steinkeller 2004a: 29) and the town of Ilı̄-iddinam
occurs in the archive of Amurrum-šēmi, brother of Balamunamhe (TCL 11 185:38′,
Limet 1989: 99). While its destruction was not complete, Maškan-šāpir declined in
importance in the following years although it does occur in the documents of the
provincial administration under Hammurabi (e.g. the letters of Šamaš-

˘
hāzir AbB 4

22:21, 77:5).
The text provides us with the most important and intriguing profession of guzalû

which, if we could solve the enigma, might give us a clue to the text and its context.
In a list of field allocations, the term LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA of various cities occurs, see
TCL 11 185 (from archive of Amurrum-šēmi). The only indications of a late date
when Larsa was a Babylonian province can be seen in other ledger tablets listed
below. Apil-Šamaš sipa (i 23) is perhaps to be identified with Apil-Šamaš, the
livestock manager of Šamaš of Larsa under Hammurabi, but the period before he
rose to this responsibility would place him in the period of Rı̄m-Sîn.

For tabular bookkeeping in the Old Babylonian period, see the overview by
Robson 2004. According to her definitions (116), our tablet can be described as a
headed formal table with a colophon possibly exhibiting two axes of calculation,
both vertical and horizontal (col. i 8 horizontal does not add up). Further, it has
a landscape orientation with the width longer than the height which begins to be
typical in the early years of Rı̄m-Sîn and the final sub-column is labelled mu-bi-im
(Robson 2004: 128). These factors also lead to the dating of this text in the period
of Rı̄m-Sîn.
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The line with the headings of the sub-columns is unfortunately lost, so that we
have to speculate concerning the subject matter of the text. The text may register
some sort of commodity disbursement or deliveries. Among the various groups of
Larsa texts with tabulated bookkeeping, there are a variety of records. Many deal
with grain, such as YOS 5 103 (RiSi 1, see Robson 2004: 128–129) and OECT
15 10 (RiSi 1, account of workers and grain). Records of daily barley allotments
are: TLB 1 52–54 (= Leemans 1954, nos. 52–54, period of Rı̄m-Sîn, distribution
of barley on successive days for naptanum, to individuals and donkey fodder, see
further Robson 2004: 132); daily barley outlays for prebends in temple (Si 7, Larsa,
temple of Šamaš): Birot 1969: 18 and 21, Riftin 1937: 126 and 127; VAS 18 102
(undated, distribution of barley on successive days to individuals, similar to TLB 1
52–54 [see above 1954, nos. 52–54], and see discussion by Charpin 1986: 265.

There are various tabular land registers. The majority relate to field assessments
and allocations: (1) estimated grain yield production per field: TCL 11 151 (Ha 35),
TCL 11 171 (Ha 39, 5 columns, Eduru-Šulgi), TLB 1 194 per city (date broken),
Riftin 1937: 136 and see discussion by Birot 1969: 45 f. (2) fields for tenancy: TLB
1 195 (Si 7) and (3) miscellaneous: YBC 5585 (RiSi 10, Breckwoldt 1995/6: 80 f.)
(account of agricultural production per team of oxen in provincial towns); TCL 11
236 (not dated, field work).

In this text, the numerals are whole numbers, probably indicating that the
commodity is animals or other commodities rather than capacity measurements of
flour, etc., field measurements, or assessments. For a tabular shepherding document,
cf. YOS 5 196 (RiSi 10, ovids and shepherds, related to other herding documents
YOS 5 193 and 233). There are three references (i 20, 22, 23) to individuals whose
professions are related to herding: utullum and rē"ûm. Warad-Amurrum (i 2) could
be the same person as YOS 5 240:5 (RiSi 16) who delivered animals. Perhaps the
text concerns the loan of animals for harvest, cf. ana níg̃ u4 buru4; see Dyckhoff
1999: Band I, 64 ff., Kleinviehtexte (KV) group of texts. Such an interpretation
would explain the low numbers of animals. It could also pertain to animals for
sískur-offerings, cf. ana kaš-dé-a dig̃ir-re-e-ne YOS 5 217 iii 25 (RiSi 22). Our
text does not resemble any text of the Larsa herding archive, which comes from the
period when Larsa was a province under Hammurabi; see Kraus 1966 and Yokoyama
1997.

Larsa ledgers with outlays for other commodities are: Leemans 1954, 55 (RiSi
39, beer bread and malt to/from/stored with persons and places, Ešnunna and
Diniktum); TCL 11 166 (Ha 38, 5 columns, distributions of various commodities,
clothing, silver and gold etc.); TCL 11 244 and 249 (not dated, distribution of
rations, edible commodities); TCL 11 247 (not dated, account of grain and date
production per city).

Six multi-column ledgers relating to public works have been found among
the texts from Lagash dating to the period of Larsa domination: AO24173 (RiSi
23), Arnaud 1983: pp. 248, 274, 4 columns, list of tools to hired men of various
cities including Maškan-šāpir, earthworks; AO24175 (not dated), Arnaud 1983:
pp. 248, 275, no. 1, 4 columns, list of tools to PN, sag̃-níg̃-ga šà-bi-ta tools PN2,
earthworks; AO24177 (RiSi 24), Arnaud 1983: pp. 248, 276, no. 1, 4 columns, list
of uncertain commodities including tools; AO 24189 (not dated), Arnaud 1983:
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250, 287, no. 1, 5? columns, administration of fields, earthworks; AO 24193 (date
probably obliterated), Arnaud 1983: 250, 287, no. 2, 6/7 columns, tools distributed
to PN lú GN; AO 24220 (not dated), Arnaud 1983: 250, 288 no. 1, 5 columns,
tools distributed to PN URU.KI GN from various places known to be in the Larsa
province, probably for work on the dykes of the canal. Of these six, the last two
are most like ours dealing with distribution of commodities to persons from various
cities. It is quite possible that our ledger also treats outlays for public works done by
corvée workers. For a later example of a tabular record of earth works from Larsa
with tabulated book-keeping, cf. OECT 15 18, see Robson 2004: 109, 112–113.
While the tablet is not dated, the palaeography and prosopography lead to a likely
attribution to the Larsa area around the time of Hammurabi or Samsu-iluna (see
Robson 2004: 109).

The appearance of the fingernail impressions on the first series of distributions
to the persons in Maškan-šāpir is probably to signify their receipt of the tools. For
fingernail impressions found in place of seals in OB tablets from Dilbat and Ur,
see discussion and references in Renger 1977: 77 and from Sippar, see Teissier
1998: 171 nos. 423 and 424. Fingernails were also impressed on two tablets of an
Old Babylonian archive most probably from Larsa (Mander and Pomponio 2001:
39). Note in the majority of cases that the impressions come in triplicate while in
no. 9 the fingernail impressions occur singly. A further distinction between these
texts and no. 9 is that the former are legal texts while no. 9 is an administrative
text.

Transliteration

Col. i 1. [ ] [mu]-bi-[im]
2. [ ..] 3 3 gu-za-lu ÌR-dMA[R.TU]
3. F 2 2 A-wi-il-dUTU dumu-eg̃ir(?)
4. F 2 2 Mu-na-wi-rum dumu Li-sà-tum
5. F 3 3 Bé-li-ra-bi
6. F 5 5 Ì-lí-ip-pa-a[l]-sà-am (er.)
7. F 5 5 A-

˘
hu-šu-nu [r]á-gaba

8. F 3 2 6 gu-za-lu Ib-ni-dIM
9. F 5 5 dUTU-na-.si-ir ad-da-íl

10. F 2 2 gu-za-lu Ha-bi-il-a-
˘
hi

11. F 2 2 Na-.si-rum
12. F 2 2 gu-za-lu A-ta-šu
13. F 2 2 gu-za-lu A-

˘
hi-ša-gi-iš

14. F 1 1 dUTU-na-.sir dumu Šu-dMAR.TU
15. F 1 1 Qí-iš-ti-Èr-ra šabra
16. F 1 1 It-ti-dUTU-ba-la-zu
17. F 2 3 5 dEN.ZU-AD dumu

˘
Hu-un-du-ú-a

18. F 3 3 A-píl-ì-lí-šu dumu Hu-du-ú-a
19. F 1 1 dUTU-ga-mil dumu dNANNA-ZI-MU
20. F 5 5 Er-.se-ia ú-túl
21. F 1 1 dEN.ZU-ma-gir dumu-eg̃ir
22. x x x 4 2 6 Mu-tum-DINGIR sipa
23. [ ..] 2 4 A-píl-dUTU sipa
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24. [ ..] 1 1 dEN.ZU-na-[(x)]- ši
25. [ …]x-er-.se-ti[m]
26. [ …] x [ …]

(break)

Col. ii 1. F 2 2 dEN.ZU-še-mi
2. F 2 2 I-bi-dNIN.ŠUBUR ad-da-mar?.tu
3. F 1 1 2 gu-za-lu A-wi-il-ia
4. 14 1 ME 21 1 ME 34
5. MAŠ.GÁN ŠABRA.KI
6. 1 ME 1 ME dKIŠ.IRI.GAL-

˘
ha-zi-ir

7. 4 4 A-píl-ša
8. 3 3 Na-bi-dUTU
9. 1 ME 7 1 ME 7

10. URU.KI Sa-ga-nu-[u]m
11. 1 1 U-bar-dŠara
12. 1 1 dEN.ZU-gim-la-an-ni
13. 1 1 Ša-ma-a-a-tum
14. 2 2 dEN.ZU-i-din-nam
15. 2 2 dEN.ZU-na-pi-iš-ti
16. x 7
17. ‹URU.KI› Ì-l[í]-i-din-nam
18. 1 1 Li-[pi]-it-dMAR.TU
19. 1 1 dZ[U.EN?]-be-el-ap-li ù [Na/Ta-r]a-am-dŠa-la
20. 1 1 [..]-ip-qú-ša
21. 3 3 [blank]
22. URU.KI [ ……….]-bi [(x)]
23. 2? [ …]- tum

Col. iii (break)
1′. [… ..] Ib?-bu-bu
2′. [… ..] x
3′. [… ..]
4′. [… ..] x-nu-um
5′. [… ..]-i-din-n[a]m lú Šu-bu-ul-tum
6′. [… ..T]a-ri-bu-um
7′. [… ..] Ì -lí-i-din-nam ‹dumu?› I-šar-dUTU
8′. [… ..]
9′. [URU.KI ..] Ia-ta-ru-um

10′. [… ..] 1 Bé-e-lí-dur(OR:am) ra-um
11′. [… 1 1
12′. [URU.KI] dNanna-SAR.KI
13′. […] 3 3 dEN.ZU- i -q[í]-ša-am
14′. […] 3 3
15′. URU.KI La-ma-ša
16′. […] 2 2 dEN.ZU-ma-gir rá-gaba
17′. […] 2 2
18′. [URU.KI ..] Ba-lu-

˘
hi-nu-um

19′. [… ..] .Tà-ba-at-šar-ru-zu/sú
20′. [… ..] d EN.ZU-re-me-ni
21′. [… ..] x-dNanna- x
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22′. [… gu-z]a-lu Nu-úr-d[ … ]
23′. [… 49
24′. [URU.KI ..] Ib-ra-

˘
hi-i

(break)

Col. iv (break)
1′. [… …]
2′. [URU.K]I […]
3′. [x]+3[… …]
4′. 1 1 2 I-× [ …]
5′. 1 1 NE? […]
6′. 2 1 3 […]
7′. URU.KI x […]
8′. 1 ME 50 2 2 […]
9′. 2 2 [blank]

10′. URU.KI […]
11′. 2 2 […]
12′. 1 1 x […]
13′. 1 1 x […]
14′. 2 2 NI N[I? (ì-lí-???)…]
15′. 2 2 d x […]
16′. 1 1 dx […]
17′. 1 1 dEN.ZU-[x x (x)]-mi
18′. 1 1 Ta-ri- bu -um
19′. 11 11
20′. URU.KI U-bar-dEN.ZU
21′. 3 3 gu-za-lu Wa-qar-a-wi-lum
22′. 1+ [x] [.] ..] x -x-KA-dUTU
23′. [… ..]
24′. [URU.KI ..] [x]-li-tum
25′. [… ..] [d]UTU-ši-ni
26′. erased

upper edge [ … ] x.MEŠ | ša a-n[a … g]i il-li-ku-ni
[ … ] x-šu x [ … ]-di

Philological Notes

Col. i 2. The lexeme gu-za-lu is probably to be related to the ubiquitous official,
the gu-za-lá / guzalûm (lit. “chair bearer”), who appears in documents
from Adab, Girsu, Umma, Nippur and Ur during the Old Akkadian
through Old Babylonian periods.2 The other possibility is that gu-za-lu
is a writing of the kuzallu-shepherd.

2 In addition to this official, there exists a homophonous cultic officiant and court attendant who is the bearer
of the thrones of the gods, the priests or the royal family as well as a servant who carried a chair after his
master.
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Various writings occurring in OB Larsa texts are: LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA
as a logogram, Sumerian gu-za-lá, Akkadian gu-za-lum. Akkadian
kuzallu is not attested in Larsa (only one reference in OB documents,
see below).

Contexts of various writings:

LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA
Various LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA of different cities appear in a list of field
allocations, see TCL 11 185: 15′ and passim (from the archive of
Amurrum-šēmi3). Further references are: YOS 8 4: 23 (Ana-Šamaš-
taklāku LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA, witness, RiSi 2, Larsa), 176: 23 (Imgur-
Sîn LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA, witness, RiSi 4, Larsa), 30 (Ana-Šamaš-taklāku
LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA, witness, RiSi 4, Larsa).

Contemporary comparative examples from cities under Larsa
domination:

YOS 8 130: 14 (dNanna-kù-zu LÚ.GU.ZA, witness, RiSi 31/33?,
Ur) 131 case 4 (dNanna-kù-zu LÚ.GU.ZA, witness, RiSi 31/33?, Ur),
cf. LÚ.GIŠ.GU.ZA Tell Sifr 26a: 6′, see Charpin 1980: 51 (RiSi 36,
Ur, witness to sattukkum-offering in silver to Annunı̄tum).

LÚ.GU.ZA occurs among other professions in heading of tabular
land register of unknown provenance OECT 15 7 xviii 1 (Bad-Tibira?4,
undated) and as professional title of witnesses in OECT 15 95:25,
29,35 (legal record, date not preserved).

Sumerian gu-za-lá
Larsa under the reign of Sîn-iddinam, cf. [..]URU.KI gu-za-lá (Goetze
1950: 83, Cornell University Library 78: 9).

Larsa under the reign of Warad-Sîn and Rı̄m-Sîn:
YOS 5 119: 15 (Šēp-Sîn gu-za-lá, first witness, WS 10, real estate

sale, Balamunamhe archive), 122: 17 (Šēp-Sîn gu-[za-lá(?)], witness,
WS 10, real estate sale, purchase of landed property in Ur from
temple of Nanna, see Charpin 1986: 49f., van de Mieroop 1987: 14,
Balamunamhe archive), 124:17 (Šēp-Sîn gu-za-lá, first witness, WS
7, slave sale, Balamunamhe archive)5, YOS 8 42: 25 (Šamaš-gāmil
gu-za-lá, witness, RiSi 24, Larsa).

(calves) ana .su
˘
hārim ša Munawwirum gu-za-lá idinma ana šarrim

.turud, “give to the servant of Munawwirum, the ‘chair-bearer’ and
send (him) to the king” YOS 2 89:14, see Stol, AbB 9, for a further
reference to the servant of a gu-za-lá, cf. van Soldt, AbB 12 157: 5′;
nam

˘
harti Ili-ippalsam gu-za-lá OECT 15 41:6 (RiSi 1, Larsa).

3 For the archive of Amurrum-šēmi, see Limet 1989.
4 While no provenance is given in the register of OECT 15, the provenance of Bad-tibira is given in Robson
2004: 141.
5 This person is probably not to be identified with Šēp-Sîn, the famous overseer of the merchants of Larsa,
who was active in the fortieth year of Rim-Sîn through the period of the rule of Hammurabi, forty-second
year.
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Larsa under the reign of Hammurabi:
2 udu nita Munawwirum gu-za-lá OECT 15 8:7, 19 (Ha 39, Larsa,

livestock distribution); anumma PN 1 gu-za-lá u šà-tam.meš [an]a
salātim ša lētika uwa’eramma a.t.tardam “now I have commissioned
and sent, for the counting(?)6 under your responsibility, PN and one
‘chair bearer’ and clerks” LIH 15: 4–8.

Comparative examples from Isin:
gu-za-lá ı̄siranni ālik idim ittiya ana GN iškunamma “the ‘chair-

bearer’ has put me under arrest, he has assigned a guard to me (to take
me) to Isin” TCL 18 152: 12 (OB let., see Veenhof, AbB 14 206), cf.
BIN 9 263:4, BIN 10 156 rev.1 (Išbi-Erra 25), 161 rev. 1 (Išbi-Erra 28).

Comparative examples from Sippar:
.tuppātiya ana pu

˘
hrim alqeam PN wāšib Sipparim PN2 gu-za-lá

PN3 DUB.SAR.ZAG.GA .tuppātiya ı̄murū iknukūma “I took my tablets
to the assembly, PN, the ‘Resident’ of Sippar, PN2 the ‘chair-bearer’,
and PN3, the cadastral secretary, reviewed my tablets and affirmed
them” BM 80318:31, see Finkelstein 1965: 234, 238 and Kraus, AbB
7 152; lú gu-za-lá Kraus, AbB 5 264:7’, 11’ (broken context regarding
field belonging to soldiers).

Akkadian gu-za-lum
(Let our lord write to PN) gu-za-lum ša ālim la udabbab “so that
the guzalûm-official of the city does not complain” TCL 18 125:24
(OB let., see Veenhof, AbB 14 179:23 who translates “the town’s
shepherd”).7 Cf. in slightly damaged context: ina GN u8-udu-

˘
hi-a u

gu-za-la-tu u8 .[
˘
hi.a] (?) lissu

˘
hu “in Iškun-Marduk there are sheep,

now let the guzalûm-officials transfer the sheep” ibid. 125:8.8
Da?-a-ri-im-ì-lí gu-za-«za»-lum OECT 15 131:36 (Ha 31, Archive

of Šamaš-hazir, land sale, witness).
sipa gu-za-li Ni 2387: 24 Kraus 1985-1986: 36 (school text from

Nippur).

There is no text in which any of above terms appears together which
indicates a probability that they are different writings of the same
word.

The ranking and function of this official is undetermined, see
Veenhof, AbB 14 207 s.v. guzalûm 123:29 and 206:12. On the basis
of the above examples, we might speculate that he may have held

6 “Viehzählung” was a suggestion of F.R. Kraus (apud Frankena, AbB 2 p. 118 ad No. 15, Kraus, AbB 10
23:18 and note a to translation, van Soldt, AbB 13 33:10 and note c to translation). CAD S s.v. salātu B s.
(mng. uncert.).
7 This reference is subsumed under kuzallu “shepherd” both by CAD K 613 and by AHw 519. Cf. the Ur III
text from Girsu with similar functionary: gu-za-lá šà uru BM 28006 ii’ 4, see Maekawa 1991: 234.
8 Because of the damage, the reading of the end of this line is not certain: gu-za-la-X [..]. The X has been read
gu-za-la-at! [ālim?] (AHw 519), gu-za-«la»-lam (CAD K 613) and gu-za-la-tu u8 .[

˘
hi.a] (Veenhof, AbB 14

179).
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an administrative post in the municipal government, cf. gu-za-lum
ša ālim TCL 18 125:24. It has recently been suggested that gu-za-lá
functioned as a “bodyguard”, based on the police powers of the office
of Ningišzida in the Netherworld, see Jacobsen and Alster 2000: 316-
17. Further support for a supposition relating to police powers might
be found in the complaint: gu-za-lá ı̄siranni ālik idim ittiya ana GN
iškunamma “the ‘chair-bearer’ has put me under arrest, he has assigned
a guard to me (to take me) to GN” TCL 18 152: 12. Similarly, in Ur
III, there is a reference to this official bringing a man for punishment
to the king (gu-za-lá lugal lú šer7-da-šè gin-na Reisner 1901: 199:2).
In the Old Babylonian narrative Atra-

˘
has̄ıs Ninurta is designated the

guzalû (wr. KU-uz-za-lu-ku-[nu] I 126) of the gods, see Lambert and
Millard 1969: 147 note to I 9 who suggest that the guzalû supervised
forced labour.

The area of competence of the guzalû also included animal
procurement: ana .su

˘
hārim ša Munawwirum gu-za-lá, “to the servant

of Munawwirum, the ‘chair-bearer’ ” (YOS 2 89:14, see Stol, AbB
9, also Larsa, for a further reference, cf. van Soldt, AbB 12 157:
5′) and anumma PN 1 gu-za-lá u šà-tam.meš [an]a salātim ša lētika
uwa"eramma a.t.tardam “now I have commissioned and sent, for the
counting under your responsibility, PN and one ‘chair bearer’ and
clerks” LIH 15: 4–8.

In Mari, the guzalû is an overseer of a work group designated
“charrue” (plough), who was responsible for field work (Joannès 1984:
111). Among the many Ur III references to conscription and work
assignment are those relating to teams of workers guruš é-gu-za-lá
(Uchitel 1996: 218) and to the institution é-gu-za-lá (ibid. 222).

Note the designation guzalû precedes the personal name in this
text, whereas in all other instances the titles and professions follow
the name. It is common for certain specific functionary titles to precede
a name such as ugula PN, g̃ìr PN, and maškim PN. In summations,
na-gada can precede the responsible PN, cf. Veenhof, AbB 14 1:18,
30, 33. In tabular accounts, such as YOS 5 196 (RiSi 10, see Robson
2004: 130), na-gada PN also occurs, see also Dyckhoff 1999: Band I,
64 ff., “verantwortlicher Hirte: PN” in the Kleinviehtexte (KV) group
of texts.

The writing gu-za-lu indicates a masculine plural formation and
thus possibly refers a group of officials such as found in Ur III (Uchitel
1996: 222). The word kuzallu has a fem. pl. formation (see CAD
K).9 In his discussion of the phrase sipa gu-za-li in the extraordinary
school text from Nippur, Kraus (1985-1986: 38–39) draws the parallel
between his text and the equation sipa udu-sum-sum-mu = MIN (=
re-"i) ku-za-la-a-ti MSL 12 104 Lu Excerpt II 5 (restored in MSL
12 122 Lu III 15). He has no explanation for the expression: “Ein

9 It may be possible to separate the lexemes guzalû and kuzallu on the basis of their plural formation.
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Genitivus partitivus scheint mir hier unmöglich; …Ich kann die beiden
Ausdrücke also nicht erklären” (ibid. p. 39). The phonal realization of
this lexeme is not obvious as regards the lengths of the final consonants
and vowels as well as the first velar. Note writing PN ku-za-lu (witness)
YOS 12 328:12 (Si 10, rental agreement, first witness).

Warad-Amurrum: A person bearing the same name is found among
the na-gada group in the Balamunamhe archive, see Dyckhoff 1999:
Band 2, p. 154f. The same individual delivered animals in YOS 5 240:5
(RiSi 16). Another or the same individual with the same name (Warad-
Amurrum, son of Ilum-bani) sealed two tablets of the Balamunamhe
archive on YOS 5 119 (WS 9) and on 124 (WS 6); see van de
Mieroop 1987: 27. Both are designated as servants of Amurrum,
not unexpectedly.

3. dumu-eg̃ir “subaltern”. This is the only instance of such a title. For the
restoration of this professional title, cf. line i 21. It can be interpreted
in two ways: this person is the son of the eg̃ir or the apprentice to one.
In general, for the title (lú.)eg̃ir(-ra) without following profession, see
CAD s.v. arkû mng. 1c—–1′ and add the following references:

BIN 7 65:19 (PN lú.eg̃ir-ra second witness to a sale of a temple
prebend, Damiq-ilišu 5, Isin, reference courtesy of M. Stol),

VAS 18 16:22 (PN eg̃ir first witness to land sale, Dilbat, Si 29);
VAS 18 18:30 (PN lú.eg̃ir-ra first witness to land sale, Kish/Baby-

lon, Abi-ešu
˘
h 28, treated by Klengel 1970: 124-127);

TIM 5 41:21 (Iddin-Uraš eg̃ir witness to rental contract, Dilbat,
Ammi-.saduqa 11); YOS 13 371:18 (same PN eg̃ir first witness to
animal purchase, Dilbat, Ammi-.saduqa 17), 408:20 (same PN eg̃ir first
witness to slave purchase, Dilbat, Ammi-.saduqa 8), and for further
references to Iddin-Uraš, see Pientka 1998: 412, 13.

YOS 13 519:13 (PN eg̃ir first witness to legal document, Dilbat,
Ammi-ditana 10)

YOS 13 260:16 (PN eg̃ir first witness to field rental, Dilbat, Ammi-
ditana 34)

CT 45 121:24 (PN eg̃ir first witness to land sale, Sippar, date
broken)

YOS 13 392:10 (PN eg̃ir second witness to loan, Provenance
unknown, Samsu-ditana 14)

ARM 7 185 i 6′ and passim, see Bottéro, ARM 7 p. 325, §102 and
Bottéro and Finet, ARM 15 pp. 184 s.v. EGIR.

This title in Larsa is written both logographically (PN lú.eg̃ir u
lú.eg̃ir.meš X-ti “PN the subaltern and the lieutenants of the …” OECT
15 23:14, RiSi 1) and syllabically (warkê ša Larsam van Soldt, AbB
13 29:7, let. of Hammurabi to Sîn-iddinam, governor for Larsa).10

10 Other instances of eg̃ir + GN occurs in relation to the city of Kiš in the late Old Babylonian period:
VAS 7 56:12 (eg̃ir KIŠ .KI š̄ıbūt KIŠ.KI u mār̄ı bābtim, Ammi-ditana 24), YOS 13 16:13 (PN eg̃ir KIŠ.KI
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Note that this title is used in reference to two persons from Larsa, one
of whom, Tarı̄bum, has the same name as the individual in iii 6′.

For further references in letters from Sippar and Lagaba, see van
Soldt, AbB 13 note to no. 29a and Frankena, SLB 4 (1978) 239 note
to AbB 3 (TLB 4) 87:7. The question arises as to the position and
function of this official in the municipal hierarchy. He apparently
holds a high position, since he heads various witness lists. See also
note on eg̃ir + Profession in No. 1 iii 30 above.11

4. Munawwirum: Name quite common in Larsa. Note Munawwirum, the
guzalû cited above though in this case there is no mention of guzalû.

Lisâtum: For another example of this name, there is a contemporary
slave in the Balamunamhe archive, see Dyckhoff 1998: 121; id. 1999:
79–81; van de Mieroop 1987: 5.

8. Ibni-Adad: Name quite common in Larsa. In the early years of Samsu-
iluna, a person of the same name was an Overseer of Five and a
close associate of Šēp-Sîn, the overseer of the merchants (Stol 1982:
145f.).

9. ad-da-íl “Chief (Foreman) of the corvée (workers?)”: While the two
terms making up this title are known, the combination is unique as far
as we know. For ad-da = abu, see in general, PSD A/III 9 ff. mng. 3 as
a title describing city elder or head of a country, a city, an institution, a
tribe, etc. such as ad-da-mar.tu (ii 2). For íl = tupšikkum “corvée”, see
Stol 1995: 293f. The person under whom the persons doing tupšikkim-
service are placed is the Overseer of the Ward (PA bābātim, see
Stol, 1995: 298, 301). During the Hammurabi administration, corvée
workers .sāb tupšikkim (erén gi-íl) were further subsumed under the
responsibility of the šāpir mātim, cf. LIH I 27 (Frankena, AbB 2 27)
and van Soldt, AbB 13 30 and see Stol 1995: 304.

12. Atašu: Both a personal and a geographical name in Larsa. For Atašum
as a toponym, see van Soldt, AbB 13 44 and note to line 9, and RGTC 3
27.

13. A
˘
hı̄-šāgiš: Note sealing of person with same name, Arnaud 1983: 251

no. 8. Also TCL 10 84: 1 (RiSi 30), 122: 12 (not dated), 128: 24 (last
witness, RiSi 16).

14. Šu-Amurrum: Name quite common in Larsa. For a slave in the
Balamunamhe archive by the same name, see Dyckhoff 1998: 121;
id. 1999: 81–82; van de Mieroop 1987: 5.

15. Qı̄šti-Erra šabra: For reference to his archive from the temple of
Nanna/Sîn in Larsa, see Richter 2004: 390f. For persons bearing the
same name, cf. VAS 13 79: 5 (no title) [RiSi 38]; Arnaud 1994: no.
9:8 (animal deliveries, to village of Ašdubba, no date) and TLB 1 65

first witness to loan, Ammi-ditana 11), YOS 13 90 rev. 12 (PN lú.eg̃ir-ra KIŠ.KI witness to legal document,
Samsu-ditana 5). See Pientka 1998: 389.
11 This official, lú.eg̃ir-ra may be confused with another LÚ.ÙR.RA which probably is to be emended in TCL
11 156:29, rev. 2 (Ha 36, Larsa). See Stol 1993: 19.
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= Leemans 1954: 93 no. 65: 16 (RiSi 23, receipt of silver for various
expenditures).

17–18. Hu-un-du-ú-a and Hu-du-ú-a may be two writings of the same name.
Cf. Hu-ú-du-ú-a, Arnaud 1994: 56: 160′.

20. Er.sēya, ú-túl: For persons bearing identical names in the archive of
Balamunamhe, cf. YBC 4748 ii 20 and vii 8; see Dyckhoff 1999:
Band 2, pp. 45 ff.

For ú-túl/utullum “livestock manager, supervisor of cattle shed,
dairies supervisor”, see Waetzoldt 1982 (“Herdenverwalter, Direktor
der Viehhaltung”). The utullum is in charge of lower ranked shepherds
and herdsmen (rē"ûm, nāqidum, kaparrum).

23. Apil-Šamaš rē’ûm: Regarding the activities of Apil-dŠamaš, the live-
stock manager of Šamaš of Larsa under Hammurabi, cf. ana pı̄
kanı̄kim ša Apil-dŠamaš Ú.TÚL ukallamukunūti eqlam k̄ıma eqlim
ana Apil-dŠamaš amertašu idnāšum “according to the sealed docu-
ments that Apil-Šamaš, the livestock manager, shall show you, give
Apil-Šamaš, a field for field according to his choice” BIN 7 8: 36,
cf. ibid. 29, see Stol, AbB 9 195 (letter of Hammurabi regarding
the fields for the SIPA.MEŠ ÁB.GUD.

˘
HI.A u U8.UDU.HI.A ša qāti

Apil-dŠamaš u Sallu
˘
hum Apil-dŠamaš mār Irı̄bam Ú.TÚL dŠamaš ina

emūqim idāssuma eql̄ı ı̄teriš “Apil-Šamaš the son of Irı̄bam,” emūqim
idāssuma eql̄ı ı̄teriš “PN the son of PN2, the livestock manager of
Šamaš, used violence to deprive him (of his rightful property) and
took my field under cultivation” TCL 7 69:24, see Kraus, AbB 4
69).

Col. ii 2. For the title ad-da-mar.tu = abu amurrîm “Amorite sheikh”, see
Rowton 1969 and for a discussion as the title of Kudur-mabuk, written
also AD.DA.KUR.MAR.TU, see Steinkeller 2004a: 35 and note 39.
See further refs. wr. ad-da-kur-mar-dú cited PSD A/III 13 mng 3.4
as epithets of Warad-Sîn and probably Hammurabi. The title ad-da-
mar.tu may be an early form of PA MAR.TU the general which occurs
in texts from the time of Hammurabi (for which, see Stol 2004: 805ff.).
Ibbi-Ilabrat, the ad-da-mar.tu in our text has a famous namesake in
Sippar who was a general, a PA MAR.TU. Notwithstanding these
instances, there is distinct evidence of persons bearing this exact title
ad-da-mar.tu in Nippur under Rı̄m-Sîn (RiSi 31) (Robertson 1981:
236f., 393 f., 1984: 163, 179) and in a land register for ploughing
(OECT 15 15:23′, undated, probably originates in same archive as
texts dated to Ha 35, see Robson 2004: 133; references courtesy of
Marten Stol). In Nippur, it seems that the ad-da-mar.tu functioned in
relation to the central economic authority, perhaps, as agents charged
with providing labourers when needed. These officials commonly
appear in the Nippur texts in two contexts. In the first, they are acting
as headmen of local groups, receiving large allocations of grain with
the responsibility of distributing the grain payments to individuals
within those groups who had performed labour services for the central
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organization. In the second, they appear delivering livestock, some as
pious offerings. It is uncertain whether in providing animals to the
central authority, the ad-da-mar.tu were simply acting as individuals
or serving as representatives of the groups they headed (Robertson
1981: 236f., 393 f.).

5. For the history of Maškan-šāpir, see Steinkeller 2004a: 26–29.
13. Šamayatum: Among the na-gada group in the Balamunamhe archive,

see Dyckhoff 1999: Band 2, p. 154 [RiSi 5].
17. For this town, cf. RGTC 3: 108, of which TCL 11 185: 38′ (archive

of Amurrum-šēmi) is to be compared. See also LIH 29, see Frankena,
AbB 2 29: 33 concerning shepherds in different locations.

18. Li[p]it-dAmurrum: cf. AbB 13 125, 126.
19. dS[în?]-bēl-apli: For a person of same name in Larsa in the period of

Rı̄m-Sîn, see YOS 2 5.
Col. iii 5′. For Šūbultum as a personal name, see CAD Š/III 190, usage c.

12′. dNanna.SAR.KI: unknown toponym.
Col. iv Upper edge.

ša ana … illikuni: Perhaps related to having performed their ilkum-
duty?
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